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ABOUT THIS BOOK
Fifty years old! Those of us who have reached that age, or even some who have reached that
wedding anniversary, are often heard to say ``how did we get here so fast?" And yet, when I
think about our neighborhood reaching this landmark, somehow it seems like a very gradual

process, one that all of us who have lived in Holmes Run Acres, both present and past, are an
integral part of. This volume is about our ongoing history Fifty years - and still, Holmes Run
Acres remains a very special, unique, caring, and cohesive community in which to live, as it has
been since its beginning fifty years ago.

For over a year, the 50th anniversary publications committee has been walking down memory
lane. As we started out, we wondered if we would have enough material for Volume Ill of
HOJ77tes R%7i Acres. Tfee Stony a/A Co77t77tt47tt.ty. Volume I -written as a part of the 25th

armiversary celebration, and Volulne 11 - written as a part of the 40th anniversary celebration are wonderfully rich with history, stories, information, and more. It quickly became apparent
that, indeed, there was more to write about. Using the previous two volumes as our guidelines,
while not duplicating any of the articles in them, we reminisced, researched, recalled, discussed,
wrote and rejoiced in putting together this book. Many people assisted us along the way with
their remembrances, ideas, contributions, and sharing their talents. Our Civic Association's
historian turned a room in her home into an archival treasure-house for our writers. Scrapbooks
and fifty years of Tfec HOJ77tes Rw7i7tcrs yielded as much historical information as we could handle

-and there is still so much more there! Ideas flowed, articles were written, people were

searched out and found for personal reminiscences, and Volume Ill evolved. A look at the table
of contents will tell you about our wide-spread interests, and the individual articles will present
those, as well as more of our history. The specialness of and fondness for our community will
become apparent throughout as you read this volume.
We are reprinting Volumes I and 11 for those of you who do not already have them. We hope
that along with those, you will enjoy reading Volume Ill as much as we have enjoyed creating
it.

My personal thanks to the committee and the staff
it has been a wonderful experience
working with them. All of us wish to express our special thanks to our friends and neighbors
who make this community the special place that it is. Holmes Run Acres is a community with a
history, a co]rmuinity that has been active in the world around it, a community that cares about
its residents, and a community of beauty - not only in the blossoms that abound in the
springtinne making HRA look like a fairyland, but in the beauty of its community spirit as well.

Mia Gardiner, Editor

A list of 50th Anniversary Celebration events can be found on page 7
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BEFORE WE CAME . NATIVE
AMERICANS (THE DOGUE INDIANS)
Ginny Peters
Fair fax County history goes back a long way Ownership of the parcel on which Holmes Run
Acres now sits has been traced back to William Fitzhugh, who received it in English royal
grants amounting to 96,000 acres after he emigrated to Virginia in 1671. But the land had been
inhabited for thousands of years before that. Michael Johnson, the county's archaeologist, says
that American Indians ``were certainly here by 13,000 years ago." It was the great Ice Age, and
on the edge of the huge glaciers small bands of these Paleorlndians ranged over the entire midAtlantic area, hunting the big game animals that provided food, clothing, and shelter
Between 8000 and 6000 B.C., climatic changes occurred as the Ice Age ended and the glaciers

began to melt and retreat to the north. As trees and shrubs began to grow in the warmer
climate and larger animals became extinct, indigenous people turned to hunting smaller
animals and to gathering a variety of plants for foods. Chesapeake Bay, which was created by
the melting ice, provided a large variety of fish and shellfish.
Between 2000 B.C. and A.D. 800, local Indians improved their foraging so much that they began
to dig pits in the ground and build bins for storing excess food. Some time after 1500 B.C.,
Indian stone workers in what is now Fairfax County learned to make soapstone bowls that were
watertight and could withstand heat. (Incidentally, I became very excited when I read years ago
that New England Indians of the Archaic period, were trading their possessions for soapstone
bowls from Virginia!) These bowls were a big improvement over skin bags, baskets and turtle
shells used for containing liquids.

Prior to A.D. 500, hunting was done by atlatls (spears

Di¢youKnqw...
The land HRA now occupies played
major roles in the history of our nation. In
the late 1700's, there were "circuit riders,"
including Francis Asbury, who spent time
in this area, travding 5000-6000 miles a
year on horseback through wildemess
country, in all kinds of weather. (`The
only people out are crows and Methodist
preachers"). In 1777, during
Revolutionary days, he reported that
"riding after preaching, toward the place

that I was staying, my carriage was shot
through.„

propelled by throwing sticks). At that time the bow
and arrow became the new technology, supplemented
by snares and traps. With more efficient hunting
methods and a larger variety of animal and plant
resources, the natives began to disperse into small
family groups during the winter When spring came
they, as we do today, went to the beach. However,
they would not have loaded the family and

possessions into a van and looked forward to a
relaxing vacation. They would have walked, carrying
their babies and all the necessities of life on their
backs. Their intent was to fish and gather shellfish
from the rivers - and the Chesapeake Bay offered a
welcome change of diet.

Most of us know that in 1608 Captain John Smith came up the Potomac River and found the
Dogue Indians in the area. Johnson believes that the name Dogue is European and that the
Indians called themselves the Moyumpse. They may have migrated into Fairfax County from
the Potomac Valley piedmont. They appeared to have displaced an unknown earlier group of
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people. The existence of stockaded villages, which the English called forts, suggests that
warfare was going on at the time. In fact, a powerful chief named Powhatan had gained control
of most of the area around the Rappahannock by conquest. In 1618, he fled to the Fair fax area
to take refuge with the ``Moy-umps" until his death.

The Dogues were hunters and gatherers, but by about A.D. 800 they had also begun planting
crops of com, beans, squash, and sunflower seeds. They also grew tobacco. They used a slashand-bum method of clearing land, cutting brush and girdling trees to make them die. Then
they used much of the wood for fuel and burned the rest in order to farm the area. Since this
technique was hard on the soil, each group or village had to move in search of new land about
every 10-20 years.

In 1982, Fairfax County archaeologists, along with interns and volunteers, began to investigate
the land around Mason Neck, the area where John Smith met the Dogue Indians. As of now,
sites have been explored on Pohick Bay; on Kane's Creek, which empties into Belmont Bay; and
at the toe of the boot, now the site of the Mason Neck Wildlife Refuge. All of these excavations
indicate the presence of Dogue Indians.
It is evident that these sites are a long way from
Holmes Run Acres, but it is certain that both Paleo
and Archaic Indians traversed the land we live on.
An archaeological dig in the area around the
intersection of Route 50 and the Capital Beltway
revealed that the Dogues left remains on both
sides of the highway. Closer to home is a brass

Di4youKnow.„
Annandale was given its name in 1830,
though Little River Turnpike had been
completed in 1806. It was the third ton road
in the U.S., and a tollgate stood at the
intersection of the Pike and Ravensworth
Road unul the 1940's. It was there that a

plaque in a rock along a path in Fairview Park
group of local men voted for secession in
South, just across the street from the Marriott
1861. A no-man's land in the Civil War, our
Hotel. The plaque asserts that the Dulin
area was crisscrossed by both Northern and
Southern troops. The tittle white chapel in
excavation provided evidence of the existence of a
Annandale
Guilt in 1846 and the only church
winter base camp there five thousand years ago.
in the area for many years) was used as a
The camp's inhabitants would have ranged over
hospital for troops, burned during the War
Holmes Run Acres as they hunted and gathered.
and rebuilt in 1870. It was used as
It is highly probable that the only reason there is
Annandale's first public schoolhouse, and its
bell was Annandale's first fire alarm.
no known evidence of Indian occupation in
Holmes Run Acres proper is because there has
never been an archaeological survey of the area. I wonder if the Dogues, who may have lived
right here, had a name for this area; I like to think they were as fond of it as we are.

(An the material for this brief survey of Indian habitation in our suburban community came
from articles in the F¢z.r/#x CJtro7tz.cJes and conversations with Michael Johnson, Fairfax County

prehistoric archaeologist.)
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OUR EARLY SETTLERS
``We came with a wonderful spirit Of pioneering and adventure. It took initiative and hard work.
We yere not joining someone else's community we were creating one. It is not surprising that
we hay? seen gr_ear changes around us. After all, 50 years is equal to a quarter Of the existence Of
our 200-year-old country! But the spirit Of the community that was planted back in the early
1950s is still here, and so are we."
Martha Powell

The photo below is of residents of Holmes Run Acres who moved here in the early 50's, who
were a part of the beginnings of our very special community, and are still living here fifty years
later! Below the group picture, we have included pictures of some original residents who
couldn't attend the photo session.

Second Row - Ginny Peters, Shirley Carscadden, Ethel Noble, Martha Powell, Barbara Dennis, Pete
Arnold, Dorothy Durm, Fred Dunn
Third Row -Jean Dennis, Dot Hammerschmidt, Dena Leep, Vivian Smith, Dave Smith

Sarah Lahr

Helen Guttman

Richard Dunn

Bernie sanders

Sal Mastropaolo

Others -Ira and Colette Hunsberger, Nell Hall, Bill Hammerschmidt, Dick Kraft, Robert Hollingshead
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According to Holmes Run Acres archival records, the following current (2001) residents have
been living in the Acres since the early 1950s--the first years of our community.

1951:

Dot and Bill Hammerschmidt, Sarah Lahr, Dena Leep, and Bernie sanders

1952: Shirley and Jim carscadden, Colette and Ira
Hunsberger, Ethel Noble, Martha and Gene Powell,
Marcus Steams, Pat and Bud Wilson, and Barbara &
Jean Dennis
1953:

Di¢y¢uKn¢wl...
The first resident of Holmes Run Acres
was Lt. Col. Francis Anderson, 1932
Gallows Road? Open House for the
model home was in April 1951, and the

Marie (Pete) Amold

1954: Dorothy, Fred and Richard Dunn, Helen
Guttman, and Vivian and Dave Smith

Andersons moved in the following
month.

1955: Dick and Marion-Gray Kraft, Nell Hall,
Robert Hollingshead, Sal Mastropaolo, and Ginny Peters

Celebredng its 50th fTmiversa;ry in 2001

sa,ndy, May i9th

Sa;twdy, May 19th
creative Jdrts Festival
Teaturing f4f tints and Crof,tspeople froin 9f lRJj4

gardenrl;our
Teatwring 12 gf tyJ4 gardens
12 P.M. -4 P.M.

11 A.M. ~ 5 P.M.

REGISTRATION AT THE WOODBURN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PARKING LOT
PROGRAM AND MAP AVAIIABLE AT REGISTRATION
RAIN DATE IS SUNDAY, MAY 20TH

WOODBURN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
OVER 50 ARTISTS AND CRAFTSPEOPLE DISPLAYING
POETRY READINGS AND MUSIC
RAIN OR SHINE

Sa;nday, October 6th

Surdyi October 7th

frouserl;our

5OTItangQlveasrty

50th f4.miversa;ry Day in the Park

Teaturing 12 T4Rfff4 gf oases

gj4L;ACEL;EBRt;Hq:Ion(

Lundpark

Sa,twrdy, Oc,tuber 6th

12 P.M. -4 P.M.

REGISTRATION AT THE
WOODBURN ELEMENTARY
SCHOOL PARKING LOT
PROGRAM AND MAP AVAIIABLE
AT REGISTRATION

FAIRVIEW PARK MARRIOTT HOTEL

12 P.M. -4 P.M.

COCKTAIIjs AT 6:30
DINNER AT 7:30

GAMES FOR THE KIDS, MUSIC FOR ALL,
FOOD, AREA DIGNITARIES AND MORE

Copies of HOJ77tcs Rw7i Ac7'es.. Tfec Story a/# Co77i77tw77!.fy Volume Ill (along with reprints of Volume

I and 11) will be for sale at all the events.
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SECOND GENERATION F3ESIDENTS
Why They Came Back To Live in HRA
Compiled by Susan Gaitin

Mig:7:3?:i:::tn::oei:;er:'Tspfe:nri:c|:g::S*ay:;aflige=:W:;S;?;:iotbrt!?of:C:e:T=o=L:de:aleg:J:in:re
and got married. My wife, Patti, and I rented here in Holmes Run before we bought. At first, it
was the location, close to Patti's work at Fairfax Hospital and my work near Bailey's
Crossroads. While we rented, we casually looked around the Northern Virginia area and found
that we could get more house for our money if we lived out near, or past, Sterling, but the
commute would be grueling. As we bided our time, the network of friends was established,
and reestablished. In some ways it was a bit odd calling people who had been friends of my

parents, and whom I had always referred to as ``Mr._" or ``Mrs. _'', by their first names.
When what was to become our house presented itself on the market, buying it seemed like the
only right answer It would be close to work and close to friends, old and new. And the sense
of community, which as a youngster I took for granted, was also a big draw All of this is even
more important now that we have two children of our own. Even at the young ages of 18
months and five years our two boys benefit from the community that Holmes Run is. Through
the year our hectic lives are brightened by such events as the Halloween Parade, Santa's Visit,
International Dirmer, Day in the Park and, of course, time at the pool. All of these things
together make Holmes Run Acres not only the place where we reside, but also the place where
we live.

Eric Gilliam

own children and to be near my mother I am VP/Media Director at an advertising agency in
Georgetown - have been in the ``ad biz'' for about 20 years now Still love the Acres - hope one
of mine will be a ``Third Gen''!
Janet (Guttman) Schreiber

MEafe:y!;:rd:f!e::tg:;;a:ed;,:e;e!t::9:6n?f:i#,e¥an::ioaofthiia:th:e:1r:d::n::gire::dou:;e!dld
Holmes Run Acres attending Woodbum Elementary, Luther Jackson and went to the local
Catholic High Schools. Reflecting on my childhood in Holmes Run I recall feeling safe, having
fun, scouts at Friendship Methodist, summer fun at Holmes Run pool, making friends whom I
still hold dear today I moved back to the neighborhood with my own son, Chris Stevens, in
1990 and bought a house on Holmes Run Dr. He too went to the same schools we attended and
swam on the Holmes Run Swim team. The spirit of community was still alive and well in the
Acres! Now I'm back in the Laurel Ct. house with two more children, Colin and Meghan
Muldoon, and my husband, John, while my brother Garth and his fianc6e Catherine Gray live
in my house on Holmes Run. The legacy continues!
Karen (Howard) Stevens
-8-

M

y parents bought land from the developer when Little John Court was still stakes in the
ground on a steep hillside, heavily covered with small trees, the regrowth after a forest fire
in the 1940s. In August 1955 we moved in, the second family in the court. The Presteras
were the first, living in the house now owned by Al & Minoo Aliabadi. That September I started first
grade at Woodbum Elementary School, in the same class with Laura Noble, Kathy Kraft & Emery
Peters (Laura's mother, Emery's mother, and Kathy's parents all still live in the Acres).

Weekends and summers my younger brother Steve and I would play ``down at the creek." The area
behind Holmes Run Drive and Luria Park was woods an the way to Route 50 (a general aviation
airport occupied what is now Loehmann's Plaza). My mother would pack lunches and necessities
(that is, a jacket and dry socks in the fall and spring) in our knapsacks, and my brother and I would
set off for the day. Although very young (I was no more than eight when we first were permitted to
spend the day in the woods) my mother's one concern was that we not fall out of a tree and break
both arms, as Keith Lawlor did when we were 10. Unlike today, foxes were very scarce in those days,
but there was lots of other wildlife, especially snakes and snapping turtles, to find and bring home.
And there was ``the Mansion" - ruins of an antebellum plantation with brick foundations of
outbuildings, the graded front drive lined with grand old trees much larger than the surrounding
second growth. It was a great place to explore and play fantasy games when a diversion from nature
was called for ``The Acres" was a village then, with Holmes Run Heights and Lebeau Lane. We
were largely surrounded by woods and dairy farms, though in third grade my class took a field trip
to the pig farm - just off Woodbum Road behind where Fairfax Hospital now stands - the home of
one of our classmates. As you approached Annandale on Gallows road, there was a working dairy
farm on the left, and an anti-aircraft battery (first guns, then Nike Ajax and Bomarc missiles after 1958
-I did not leam until an adult that the Bomarcs all had nuclear warheads!) Kerlin's Komer and the
Rexall drugstore in Armandale had parking along the side, and a hitching rack in front for when kids
who lived on the dairy farms rode up for a soda after school. In 6th grade Emery Peters was my best
friend, and his mom -Virginia Peters -was my teacher at Woodbum. We were a suburban village in
the Virginia countryside.
Larger suburbia was intruding, though. The girl I had eyes for in 3rd grade disappeared over the
summer Her house, near the Esso Station on Gallows, was tom down with several others so they
could begin work on the ``Circumferential Highway" - even in the nation's capital that name did not
work! Then part of the woods were cut to build Whittier Intermediate School just off Route 50, and
we all attended 7th and 8th grade there. After a few years they totally renovated the still new
building and moved Falls Church High School from its old site on Hillwood Avenue into it. While
the older brothers and sisters of my friends all attended Annandale High School, we went to the new
W T Woodson High School. My brother and his friends, all two years younger, graduated from the
new Falls Church High School. During the mid- and late-1960s, Fairfax County was opening a new
2500 student high school every year or so.
I missed part of this building process, as my family moved to Munich, Germany in February 1964,
and returned in August 1966, just in time for my senior year During that year most of the Holmes
Run seniors were, with some other seniors at Woodson, a group. Two marriages grew out of that

group -Ruth Gowell and I were married for 20 years, and have two grown children, Laura Noble
married Ray Hylton (who did not live in the Acres, but was one of the three guys I spent most of
senior year rurming with).
I moved away to college in 1967, determined that I would not live in the mid-Atlantic states, and
certainly not work for the Federal Government, as my father had. In 1999, I bought the HRA family
home from my mother and moved in, having lived in northern Virginia since 1974, and worked for
the Federal Government for more than 20 years.
Chris Kessler
-9-
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Run. Having a best friend. Chasing the Good Humor truck down the street in bare feet, when
the roads were paved with tar and rocks, popping the tar bubbles with our big toes on those
super hot days. Climbing the big oak tree on the comer of Hemlock and Holmes Run. Sitting
in those short tangled crabapple trees and smelling the first spring blooms while waiting for
Dad to come home. Dad teaching me to ride my bike down the slope of Holmes Run to the
dead end of Hemlock. Seeing the backyard getting covered with those baby white and pink
wild flowers. My rope swing. Walking to school, and the path in the pine trees behind the
homes on Hemlock. Walking to recorder and art classes. Running to the park. Spinning on the
rocket ship in the playground, about '68, till our feet flew out beneath us. Crossing the fallen
trees across the creek. Flipping over logs and rocks on the beavers' dam and finding frogs eggs
and crawdads and touching them. Almost stepping on a black snake coiled up on the path next
to the ball field. Playing ball there with the small bleachers. Winter wonderland in '66 or '67
Ice skating in our boots when the swamps froze. The boys playing hockey Walking to swim
team. The honeysuckle that grew on the fence that protected someone's vegetable garden,
when we had to walk all the way to Gallows to get to the pool. Rumor was that they had a 88
gun. Winning on the swim team. The woods. The trees. Just a few reasons why I came home.
Eva Miller

Woodsides, among others. But I never forgot the little red house.

Now I'm married, and my wife, Fu Ying, and I live back at the little red house on Poplar Tree
(my parents held onto it all these years), with great neighbors such as Mr. cnd Mrs. Fred D-.
IfeelveryluckythattranquilHolmesRunAcreshasbeenmyhomeforover40years,and1
hope it remains that way for a long time to come.
Neil E. Nappo

o{;1;11:Eye;r]]s:1:ch:£ftgE:::e;¥::eyr,:bdbu:g¥;s:w:ff:;¥:¥¥€#::us;d:eL:i;¥azde:#;:tavff::n
more serious swimmer. I began hanging out in the neighborhood, playing footbau in Luria
Park with the Gardiner boys, Paul Woodside, Audrius Barzdukas and Steve Graine. Eventually
life took us all away, sometimes to far away places. But life never lets us forget. I always
thoughtofHolmesRunAcresasthewomb,averysafecomfortingplacetogrowup,where
everyone knew everyone else. It was my small town experience in the midst of the big city As
I grew older, I moved around, in and out of Virginia, and in and out of the United States. I had
to travel half way around the world to realize there's no place like. .Holmes Run.
Keith Peterson
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T

he Neighborhood has seen 50 years of things coming, going, and growing - growing up,
growing old, growing closer, and sometimes growing apart. Families, adults, children,
trees, flowers, pets - a community - all growing. I have been fortunate enough to be a

part of it all for 30+ years! The Neighborhood has seen me come directly from Fairfax Hospital,
grow up with my brothers, sister and a huge extended family of neighborhood children and
friends, and head out for college. But I couldn't stay away When the opportunity presented
itself for me to buy my own house in the neighborhood, it was too good to pass up.

So that makes me a second generation Holmes Runner My memories of growing up in The
Neighborhood run the scale of emotions, but I'm glad I have them all. My walls hold the
memories of a dearly departed family friend who wanted me to live in his house, take care of it,
and enjoy it (which I do; thanks Ted!). The park holds memories of another wonderful friend
who left our extended family entirely too early in our lives (we miss you, Jeff). A certain spring
flowering cherry tree always brings back the happy image of playing with my friend, Alicia,
under the shower of pink petals on a windy spring day. And watching my niece and nephews
playing on the same playground I did years ago is always a delight!
These streets and houses hold the memories of friends - some who have stayed, some who have
moved on - and the promise of those still to come. How lucky am I to have grown up in such a
wonderful place! And to have the opportunity to grow a little older here as well!
Valerie Schrade

A

utumn in Holmes Run finds me again watching leaves drift carelessly toward the
ground. They flutter down and land in our yard, where they await my rake's gentle
urgings to organize themselves elsewhere. I remember a time thirty-five years ago
when I met my childhood friend, Vicki Waggener, by offering to help her rake leaves at her
house in Marian Court. I lived on Surrey Lane, where I still live today. five doors down from
the house I grew up in. The day I met Vicki was one of many filled with friends, playgrounds,
skating behind our house, Christmas caroling, trick-or~treating, swimming at the pool, and
roaming the courts and streets on our trusty bikes.
We ``dawdled'' on our way walking to Woodbum school, formed trading clubs to trade ``stuff'',
fell in-and-out of crushes with the boys on the block, discovered the Beatles, baked ``chocolate

yunmies'', danced at sixth grade dances, marched in the FCHS band, made frantic moming
dashes for the school bus, and witnessed the tumultuous 1960s together. The greatest testament
to my enthusiasm for growing up in HRA is that I moved back with my husband, Michael (who
also loves the area). Now, imagine my surprise that my best memory of growing up in HRA is
watching our son, Lee, grow up here, too.
Debi (Snrith) Jaworek

Did`youKnovv...
The first community park built in cooperation with the Fairfax County Park Authority was Luria Park, in the
mid-1950's, with HRA residents providing much of the labor. The Park Authority was authorized in 1950, and
began with a staff of 9 and 14 acres of land in Annandale. In 2001, there are 500 full-time and about 1000
seasonal employees, with 19,621 acres of parkland. (See Vol. I and 11, for more information on Luria Park and
page 41 of this volume for pictures of the park through the years).
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BUILDERIARCH]TECT F2ECOLLECT[ONS
Interviews With Eli Luria and Francis Donald Lethbridge
Christopher T Martin
The distinctive and
progressive design of
the Acres attracted its
first occupants, holds
second- and third-

generation residents,
and continues to
attract newcomers.
Love of this design is

our co-on bond.
The previous two
volumes of HOJ77tes
R`un Acres. The Story Of

a Community

document recognition
of Holmes Run Acres
by the national
Model house opened to the public on April 1, 1951.
Located at the corner of Gallows Road and Holmes Run Drive.
architectural press.
Indeed, the project
was lauded from the outset as an example of ``modemism-on-a-budget," which could inspire
typical subdivision builders across the country.
This article probes deeper into the design context of Holmes Run Acres by drawing on
interviews conducted in 1996 with builder Eli Luria and architect Francis Donald Lethbridge,
the surviving members of the original four-person team of builders and architects. Excerpts
from the interview lend insight into aspects of potential interest to Holmes Rurmers. Eli Luria's
words exhibit a strong California inspiration, both in design and consumer appeal. HRA
residents are often keenly interested in original colors and surfaces. Lethbridge describes the
aesthetic program they undertook in great detail, printed in their entirety The verba{in
transcriptions also reveal the personal character of Lethbridge and Luria and their mutual

passion for the Holmes Run Acres project. Lethbridge also provided photographs from his
private collection, adding new images to our catalog of the early history of Holmes Run Acres.
Architects Nick Satterlee and Lethbridge are most often recognized for their design of the Acres
houses. The builders, however, also played a major role in the design process. Gerald Luria
handled the financial aspects of the project; his brother, Eli Luria, who was influenced by his art
background, was more active in design decisions. Eli Luria's comments, taken from a telephone
interview conducted from his home in Carmel, California - are reprinted here verbatim:
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``1 went to Corcoran Art School, which was associated with G.W. and then I transferred those
credits to UCLA.

.. When I was in California I was intrigued with the different architecture

here, from back East at that time. That was in 1943 to 1945. So there was a tremendous
difference in architecture. In the homes and in the commercial also. So I sort of brought that
back, the thinking about the modern architecture from California. My cousin, Carl
Freeman ,.., is a builder in the Washington area.

He also lived in California for a while. And he

started building contemporary modern houses at that time. He was the only one that I can
think of that was building contemporary design other than us. There may have been one
other, I don't remember, but I think he was the only one. I think he was using [architect]
Charles Goodman at the time."

``My cousin [Nathan Shapiro], who was building a house in Bethesda, Maryland, hired

Lethbridge and the firm of Satterlee, Keyes, and

Did.youft:now...
Holmes Run Acres is stiu listed in the
2001 Rand MCNally Road Atlas,
population, 1350. (Listed because we're
one of the early identifiable community
landmarks?)

Smith, and Lethbridge did his home... And when I

saw that, I thought this is what we want to do. We
want to get into this kind of design. It is much
superior to the conventional. And it makes a lot more
sense because it was along the lines of Frank Lloyd
Wright, which I was very interested in
following,
where the homes fit the terrain of the
ground and then you leave as many trees as possible
and the natural surrounding."

``It [Washington housing stock] was conservative. But what happened was that there were a

lot of people moving into Washington from other areas at that time and, you know, there were
people from California and Arizona and so forth, that were coming into Washington, and they
were used to that type of house. And so, they were receptive. We didn't have any trouble
selling -ever! Most of the time we were sold out before we finished building. That is how
strong the demand was.
The people who wanted that [design] wanted our house and not

another type of house."

The Lurias were familiar with California-modern houses but needed an architect to fulffll their
vision. They had used an architect for some of their conventional subdivision projects in
Arlington, so the concept of teamwork was not new When Lethbridge was approached by
Nathan Shapiro and the Lurias about collaborating on subdivision housing, he partnered with
Satterlee to undertake the task. The Lurias established the basic parameters for Holmes Run
Acres - modem houses in the modest to middle price range. The architects were given great
latitude to design the houses and create a development plan. They sited each house
individually, contributing to the high quality of the resulting product.
Donald Lethbridge recalled
details about the early
collaborative process as
well as decisions about the
interior and exterior
finishes of the original
Holmes Run houses. The
following excerpts may be
useful to Holmes Runners

wondering what our
houses originally looked
like and how they were
conceived in the eyes of the
architects.
Scale model built by Satterlee and Lethbridge
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``One way we sold the Lurias on it, Nick and I

built a model of the first house and it was a
lot of fun. We used thick cardboard and it
was really to scale ,... exactly to scale. They
could look in to see what it was going to look
like inside."

``1 always detested this dark stained ceiling

but the builders wanted to do it that way
They liked the stained ceiling because the
workmen were not careful enough The other
possibility was a very light stain but there
were too many footprints on it. When the
house was under construction, the framing
would get messed up with people walking
around on it. It was more difficult for them to
finish it light.

Painting was no great problem

except they would have to do two or three
coats. It would be a little more expensive.''

The architects preferred the ceilings painted
white, off-white, or tan. These ceiling colors
were typical of mid-century California

Q - What did our houses cost those first
settlers in 1951?
A - A one-level was listed at $13,950 ($4,150

cash, $82.50 a month, tax included); a twolevel was $16,950 ($6,350 cash, $87.47 a

month, tax included).
Q - How about land prices in Fairfax
County?
A - In 1798, you could get 450 acres for about
$1; in 1950, land cost about $1000 an acre; in
1976, about $25,000 an acre; in 2001, at least
$100,000 an acre.

Q - What was the population change?
A - In 1950, it was risted as 98,557; by 2000,

Fairfax County population was 969,749.
Having more than doubled in the last 30
years, it is projected to be over 1,000,000

within 3 years.
modemism and had been common for
structural elements in Bauhaus modemism.
For the builder-architect team's subsequent housing project at Pine Spring, the model house

(pictured in Hottse Bc¢wfirtyJ, June 1953) had a white ceiling and rafters. The architects had

equally strong views about exterior finishes. Lethbridge recalls the early Holmes Run Acres
houses:
``And incidentally, the wood finish on the outside, the builders started off using almost a knotty

pine, which we thought was poor. These were built with panels. These houses were really
kind of remarkable in that they were all panelized, except for the brick wall and the end wall.
..It should have been cypress or something better But that would change with time. I'm
sure the people in those first houses have put new siding on.
They always were stained.
..I'm not talking about the posts
which were normally painted white

but the wood, we never advocated
painting

Stain.

Heavy-bodied stain

is what was used. Sometimes we
used penetrating stain in the earlier
houses.
Now here is horizontal
siding
Thatwasan option. We
would specify that on some, and
vertical siding on others. Board and

batten. That's another way to vary
it. Stain is by far the most practical
finish because it is easy to reapply
It doesn't blister and it provides
color
..Well, thetrim was always
supposed to be painted white or offwhite. In fact, we insisted on that

as best we could, for fear someone
would paint it yellow or red."

"We picked the colors. We picked

all the colors. We had a palette of
about eight colors for doors and
panels and they were compatible.

Interior of model house, furnished by the architects.
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They ranged from mustard color, kind of a leaf green, etc., etc .... I'm sure there were grays.
I used to have a pack of all of these samples, and we would work from the palette. We sited
each house, and we would specify the siding, the stain, the trim color, the panel color, door
color for each house on a chart. . .I would say that on that chart we would have eight panel
colors. Door colors -those were enamel. Stains -there would be six different stains. To give
you an example, white/off-white trim There was a blue-gray stain that would call for certain
choices in panel colors. You wouldn't want to mix some colors with others. They followed that
very rigorously. They may not be that way today, and I don't have a copy of that. Those
[color] schedules and selections were made for
every house."

Lethbridge took great pride in the details related
to the Holmes Run Acres project. Toward the end
of our interview, conducted at his Nantucket
home, he offered the following coda.
``One of the things that is really important: if a

community is designed and built in a way people
care for it, then it will get better and not worse in
time, I think from the time Holmes Run was built

Q -Why do they call it ``Gallows Road?"
(most-frequently-asked-question)
A - Local lore says it was because prisoners
were once taken from the courthouse to the
"hanging tree" along this route. (We don't

know how Hemlock Drive flts into this grim
scenario).

there were people who wanted to take care of it."

Lethbridge's statement resonates as a challenge today, as inner suburban ``spot-lot"
redevelopment threatens the character of post-war planned corrmunities such as Holmes Run
Acres. Our community's identity still revolves around the unique house and landscape design
created by nationally innovative builders and architects. As we expand and remodel our
houses, without formal design review, let us continue to remember, celebrate, and value our
special architectural past.
Photographs are courtesy of Donald Lethoridge's private collection.
C_hristopher Marti_n's Ph.P. dissertation entitled ``Tract~House Modern: A Study of Housing Design and
€o.nsuprplion i.n th_e Washington Suburbs,1946-1960" (accepted by George Washington University's Columbia
Sch.oo_l of Arts_ f tnt. Scie.n.!_e_s i.n lan_uary 20_00) includes ti:)? chapters on Holmes Run Acres.. ``Howies Run -Design
and Construction" and ``Holmes Run: A Consumer Profile"

Q -What did local residents say about our houses when they were first built?
A - In some cases, apparently, ``There goes the neighborhood." A few quotes have been
reported: "We're losing our privacy, with all this development." `The houses look uke chicken
coops." "What holds them up? There aren't any walls inside." Local bankers had doubts:
"They're way too far out to get loans." "They're not even lining them up evenly along the

streets." `The constmction is like tinkertoys - they'll fall down like dominoes." In the
November `52 Ho/ffles J{###cr, Rose Kushner notes her uncle'§ reaction: `This is a house?"
From another relative: ``Are you - ha, ha! - going to be -ha, ha! - cold this winter!" and,
"Modern? Phooey! A good row house in Baltimore you could have for the money."
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HOLMES RUN ACRES AN INTERIOR VIEW
Richard Schaaf

The design and development of Holmes Run Acres, which occurred between 1951 and 1953,

placed architects Satterlee and Lethbridge and builder Luria within the 20th Century's most
important architectural and design movement--Modernism. While Modemism's roots go back
to the German Bauhaus School, the euphoria of the post-World War 11 period informed the
movement's most mature expression in the fields of architecture, art, fashion, accessories, and
furniture design--virtually every form of artistic human expression. The late 1940s and 1950s
reflected a renewed, forwardlooking spirit that inspired airy,
open spaces and clean-lined
furnishings in homes.
After World War 11 the adoption

of a new kind of home with an
open, airy, flexible plan and a
minimum number of fixed, rigid
partitions came into being and
gained nationwide support from
architects, builders, and the public
alike. Houses became the world's
design laboratories for the simple
reason that millions of soldiers
returned from the war to start
new careers and families. The mood of the country was liberal, buoyant, optimistic, and
innovative. Few people were immune from this generalized, creative euphoria, and modern
architects soon found themselves designing not only houses but also the modern furniture,
fabric, rugs, lighting, and accessories to furnish
and decorate their homes. The Scandinavians
and Americans led the way with Alvar Aalto
(Finland), Ame Jacobsen and Hans Wegner
Q - So why did the houses have such tiny
kitchens when one of the flrm's architects was
(Denmark), Richard Neutra and Joseph Eichler
a woman?
(West Coast), Bruce Goff and Ralph Rapson
A - Because tiny ``efficient" kitchens were in
(Midwest), and Charles Goodman and Eero
during the early `50's. Actually, the architects
Saarinen (East Coast) to name a few
who designed our houses were Satterlee and
Lethbridge, later becoming the firm of Keyes,

These new designs were characterized by the
Smith, Satterlee & Lethbridge. At any rate,
use of light woods, primarily birch and maple 7lbe W4sb!.#gro# Post once quoted this welloften combined with steel tubing and
known architect, Clothiel Smith: ``1 eat out
fiberglass - formed into light, sculptural chairs, when at au possible."
sofas, and tables that were easily movable as
well as durable. Furnishings assumed a new role as space dividers and modular systems that
could be taken apart, added onto, and moved from room to room. This new furniture was
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suited perfectly to the Holmes Run Acres home - with its walls of glass and open floor plan. If
you got bored with a certain look, just change it. Easy A low sofa or chair in front of floor-toceiling glass did not hide the view and allowed the outside in, or place the chair or sofa in the
middle of the room, allowing one space to flow into another; or create a new space. Before long
major retail outlets like Macy's, Gimbel's, Knoll, Herman Miller, Raymor, Scan, and
Bloomingdale's were carrying furniture, lighting, and accessories created by the major architects
and designers, making the best modern designs available to the middle-income American

public. In fact, one of the founders of the Scan Furniture Co-op, Bob Gowell, lived in Holmes
Run Acres for many years.

Eirii
•`;-

Virtually all the archival photographs of the interiors of Holmes Run Acres homes show chairs
and tables designed for Herman Miller by Charles Eames, for Knoll by Jens Risom, Paul
Mccobb modular furniture, and bubble lights designed by George Nelson for Howard Miller.
Today, one can hardly go into a Holmes Run Acres home without seeing a piece of Danish
furniture from Scan, or a Jens Risom chair from Knoll, or an Aalto side table, or a George
Nelson or Lightolier lamp. This is testimony not only to the enduring quality of the furniture
but also, and most inportantly, to the lasting quality of the Holmes Run community as a vital
modem community. Holmes Run Acres, as Satterlee and Lethbridge envisioned when they
designed our community, continues to grow and regenerate itself, because its residents take
active pride in being an important part of American architectural and design history--part of the

past, the present, and the future.
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GREETINGS FROM HRA THE TIME OF OUR LIFE
Susan Gaitan
December 1959

Happy Holidays, Folks!

In our attempt to keep up with
the times, our families, and
friends, we in Holmes Run
Acres (henceforth called
``Acreites'') thought of sending

this holiday greeting to one and
all. HRA's first decade has been
full of many firsts, of course,
including clubs and community
activities, not to mention the
large number of first-tine
homeouners.

:`:,:::i.n
€!'::,i--

This first greeting from HRA through the decade is just to give all of our friends and fans a
glimpse of the Acres ... there's no particular method to the madness ... just some highlights we
thought of as little snapshots of our growing community and its inhabitants. HRA is made up of
an interesting mix ... an NBC reporter who covers the White House; an Eisenhower campaign
worker; an artist; a writer for Nczt7szoeek; the Chairman of the Senate Staff; a color printer for
N¢£fo71¢J Gcogr#p7".c magazine; an architect; a former airline hostess; a fish and wildlife expert;
two sets of maiden ladies; and a bachelor or two.

Our very active Holmes Run Acres Civic Association (annual membership dues are only $1.00

per household for those who haven't joined yet!) has been busy keeping HRA one of the
outstanding suburban neighborhoods in the Washington area. In keeping with the bigger
world, both good and bad, we have offered civil defense training courses which have been wellled and weu-attended, we note that black communities close by do not enjoy the same freedoms
and choices as we do (our young ones still attend segregated schools); and rock'n'roll is reauy
here (will our own ``Woodbumers" square dance club be replaced by the ``Holmes Run
Twisters''?). Egads! Hope you enjoy these
highlights...

1952 - ``Block Representatives" suggested in the first
issue of T7ic HOJmcs Rw7i7tcr newsletter so that

more people could have a hand in promoting
our mutual welfare.
1953 -Dancing ... Valentine Dance, mid-winter
dance, fall frolic, spring fling, masked ball.

Archery club formed.

Di¢youKnow...
The first telephones were installed in the
Acres in 1953. Until then, residents used a
public telephone on Sycamore - which at
one time was so jammed with nickels, it was
unusable. In 1954, dial phones became
available, and there was real cause for joy
when party unes finally gave way to private
ones!
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The press release about the clean-up drive on Gallows Road stated. ``...residents of HRA
have been disturbed for some time at the condition of Gallows Road, the narrow
macadam lane rurming past their homes. A stretch of about one mile between the
developmentandtheboulevardhasbeenthesceneoftrashdunpingthatnotonly
threatened the scenic value of the area, but constituted a health menace ... Holmes Run
Acres Civic Association undertook to remedy the situation, as Fairfax County has yet to
begin county-wide trash collections. Although less than a year old, the HRACA is one of
the most active groups of its kind in nearby Virginia.''
1954 - League of Women Voters' subjects: htemational trade; county budget; mental health;
Congressional investigating procedures; sanitation, and conservation of water resources.

Charm School for teenage girls is formed.
1956 - HRA was home to §i2s Little League teams!

Aren't we prolific?! There are 33 teenage
babysitters listed in the October 1956 issue of T7te
HOJ777es Rt/7t7ter! (not to mention the little ones

they babysit) and there's a Babysitting Ccrop as
well.

1957 - 326 homes in the Acres. Andre Bodor purchased
13 lots of HRA from Mr Caddy to build homes

on upper Surrey Lane. Planning of
"circumferential highway" underway.
1958 - Ten HRA girls in Miss Annandale Contest! Teen
club formed. Also, dancing was a major social
activity HRA Spring Dance at Arlington Towers
featured a five-piece orchestra, and
entertairment included an ``all male wedding"

Q - What was the average family income in
this area in 1951?
A - Over $7000 a year.

Q -What's a `q[affee-klatch?"
A - In the November `52 Runner, Miriam
Trimble says it's a "group of experts
assembled and operating somewhat on the
order of a television panel show, with the
added embellishment of brimful kaffee cups"
who discuss at their "regular (i.e., daily)
meetings, the most important and timely
issues...for example, pressure cookers, their
dangers and advantages to speed up cooking
in a totally new way!"

1959 ~ Starlight cruise on the Potomac was chartered. Other festivities included a street dance,
clambake, Holiday Ball and Armandale Firehouse's "Flame Room", costume parties,

picnics and hobby classes, and the start-up of our own bowling league.

Whew! At the end of the 1950s HRA has a wehiearned, highly respected reputation. Our hard
work and creativity have gotten us where we are today, and we wish all of our families and
friends the same community spiritedness that we enjoy and cherish.
Best wishes,
The Acreites
P.S. Here's what's been happening outside of Holmes Run Acres this past decade!
1950 -Pcfl#wfs, by cartoonist Charles Schultz begins; Your Show of Shows on television; U.S. sends troops
to Korea and military advisers to South Vietnam.
1951 -I Love Lucv on TV; C¢£cJ!e7. !.7t fhe Rye published.

1952 - H.-Tomb i¥Png. pe¢n:; The Adventures of Ckzie and Harriet on TV; Ame Frank's Th Diery a/4
yow7tg Gz.rJ published.

1953 - ``Your Cheatin' Heart" on the radio waves.
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1954 - Elvis Presley begins recording for Sun Records; The Adventures of Daw Crockett on TV; The Lord
qf fhe R!.7igs published.

1955 - Rosa Parks refuses to give up her bus seat to a white person in Montgomery, Alabama, polio
vaccine licensed, The Mickev Mouse Club debuted, Captain Kangaroo, The Honevmooners and
Gunsmoke on TV; Rebel Without a Cause on the silver screen; ``Tutti Frutti" and ``Maybelline"
are biggest tunes.
1957 -Dick Clark's American Bandstand, The Chat I.7t the H¢£ and 07t fhe Ro¢d published; Frisbees are the
latest fad.

1958 - American Express introduces the first credit card, 77 Sunset Strip on TV

1959 - Fidel Castro comes to power in Cuba, Bonanza on TV.

Q -What kinds of occupations did Holmes Runners have fifty years ago?
A -The November `52 HOJowcs R###er nsts some of them: Bird men -a large number of Air
Corps. Navy and Marine Corps aviators, with "decorations up to HERE." Though mostly
Pentagon-bound, `tyou can easily spot `em by the wild blue yonder in their eyes." There were
also civilian government employees, lawyers and others in private industry.

Q - And the women?
A -The November `52 JJo/"cs R###cr says the largest single group of those answering the
questionnaire consisted of those `twho serve as cook -nursemaid -laundress -cleaning woman chauffeur - marketer - seamstress -errand runner - dishwasher - house painter - interior
decorator - gardener - bricklayer - babysitter." This group is listed as `funemployed,"
classification, housewife.

Q-What were we talking about during that flrst decade of the Acres?
A- First Aid classes, Civil Defense, evacuation routes, what to plant where, polio scares and, in
1955, the miraculous new vaccine (we lined our kids up to get their "sugar cubes"), complaints
about people who hung their laundry in carports, car pools, flying saucers, Japanese beetles and
the "Spore" campaign, schools, the approaching integration (this area was totally segregated
when the Acres was first settled), the Korean War, Sputnik, and "Should there be a Fair fax
County Master Plan to control development?" (Why? With all THIS space?).
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December 1969

Holiday Greetings, friends!

\\

The last holiday letter was enjoyed by so many, we decided to send another, marking the
decade of the ``Sixties'' HRA is really growing up and I guess is now officially a teenager
("What, me worry?") Are we all ready for this?!
We've still managed to keep some of that small-town feel in the neighborhood, even though we
aren't quite as isolated. As evidence of the ever-growing population in our area, we note that a
lumber outfit in Winchester bought the timber rights in the Chiles tract (the area between us
and Route 50). HRA braced itself for the side effects ... all of us in the HRA are affected as one
of the last natural areas and wildlife refuges in Northern Virginia falls. With our usual
optimism, the 1960s did have numerous highlights. So, without further ado...
1960 - A high-spirited ``hard times" party was held on April 15.
HRA is home to 82 high schoolers attending Annandale High School.
A polio inoculation clinic was organized by County Health Department and HRA.
1961 - Fairfax Hospital opened.
We celebrated HRA's 10th anniversary with a special issue of T7zc HOJ77tes Rtt7t7ic7`, and a

house and garden tour. Many former residents showed their appreciation for the Acres,
sending dozens of congratulatory cards. It's good to hear from you all!
1962 - We welcomed a group of student visitors from Mexico as part of the Experiment in
International Living and the American Field Service. Many HRA families opened their
homes, shared their hves with the students, and hosted parties and dances. The younger
set did a wonderful job making them feel at home ``not difficult with all those pretty girls
and handsome boys. ''
1963 - Published a history of Holmes Run Pool.
1964 -Gardening is a lively topic, now that all of our homes are at least 10 years old. The
Garden Club held workshops on everything from zoysia grass to making a Christmas
``kissing ball. "

1965 - HRA Girl Scouts. keep very busy serving the community - caroling at Sleepy Hollow
Nursing Home, baking cookies for St. Ehizabeth's Hospital in the District, and filling
Christmas stockings with toys, candy and games for poor children.
1966 - Our first International Dinner, marking United Nations Week, was a great success. Let's
do this again!
HRA middle schoolers began attending Luther Jackson, which was finally desegregated
in the fall . . and without a court order!
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1967 - As so many of our teenagers are off to college, The Rt/7t77er is full of useful information
about colleges and universities. What a neat way to hear about schools from Boston to

Hawaii and everywhere in between.
1968 - HRA attracts many travelers (any idea why?) both domestic and foreign. Our neighbors
have traveled as far away as Japan, and have hosted visitors from the Washington
International Center.
1969 -What a busy year! Our calendar lists 30 activities, ranging from basketball to banquets ...
and that's only for one month!

Cheers! We certainly have a lot to celebrate in HRA, as we look back at the last 10 years. We
look forward to sharing the news of our unique community in the next decade.

All the best to our friends,

The Aueites
P.S. Some of you got a kick out of what was happening outside of the Acres in our last letter, so
here goes again...
1960 -P§]z£±g on the silver screen; debut of the birth control pill.
1961 - The Dick Van Dvke Show on TV, C¢£cfe-22 published, ``Let's Twist Again" on radio, West Side Storv
on the screeru the Berlin Wall separates two halves of a city, the Communist East from the West.
1962 - ``1 Can't Stop Loving You" on radio.
1963 -Martin Luther King ]r. delivers ``1 Have a Dream" speech in Washington, D.C., President John F.
Kennedy assassinated in Dallas; ``1 Want to Hold Your Hand" - Beatles; ]lfeg F!.re Ncxf T!."c and 7lfeg
Feminine Mystique published.
1964 - Cassius Clay takes the world heavyweight title, Bewitched and Gilligan's Island on TV, Dr
Sfro7tgcfozJc and A H¢rd Dey's N!.g7if at the movies; ``The Sounds of Silence" on the waves.
1965 -±Sp3£ on TV; H£±p| on screen, "I Can't Get No Satisfaction" and ``Papa's Got a Brand New Bag" on
raLdio; The Autobiography Of Malcolm X in prhi+.

1966 - Star Trek on TV, ``California Dreamin" on radio.
1967 - ROJZ!.7tg Sfo7tc magazine first issue published, The Graduate on the screen; ``R-E-S-P-E{-T'' on the
Waves.
1968 -Year of more loss ... Robert F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King, Jr. assassinated, Rowan and

±{arFp's ljauBh-In on TV; 2001. A Space Odyssey on the screen; ``Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club
Band'' on waves.
1969 -The Woodstock generation says it with music,. Easy Rider on the screen; £rycnyffel.ng Yow AJznys
Wfl"fed fo K}tozt; Ahow£ Sex (Bw£ Wet.c Af#id fo Ask) published.

Co~ffR¢C1/olJ
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December 1979

Happy Holidays HRA friends and families,
Big news this decade! HRA turned 25 in 1976, and what a celebration! A dirmer-dance, house
and garden tour, community scrapbook, and greetings from a lot of you who have moved away
were highlights. These events, along with the publication of a wonderful history of our
community, made the 1970s an especially good decade to be here. Read on ...

1970 - Seven new babies along Holmes Run Drive joined the nearly two dozen from the
previous three years.
The Civic Association addressed its first concerns over development of Walnut Hill.
1971 - Neighbors, often long distances from family, band together to share tasks. Cine-car
families and mothers at home with children mean carpcoling (whomever had a car that
day!) to shop, go to the doctor, go to lessons, etc.
HOJ77tes Rt/7t Ac7'es Cookz7cok published.

1972 - Walnut Hill development possibilities again receive much attention from HRACA.
1973 - Passage of school bond referendum enables Woodbum School renovation.
1974 - In September, school starts with elementary students bussed to Walnut Hill and Camelot
Elementary schools, while Woodbum undergoes a year of construction.
1975 - Luria Park bridge across Holmes Run is constructed by Fairfax County Park Authority.
We worry that the convenience of access will be offset by an increase in crime.
Woodbum School gets underway with open classrooms and a new gyrmasium, which

the co-ulty can ue.
In response to the advent of Mondav Nicht Football, a women's sewing group was
started.MeetingonMondaynights,-ofc6urse,asmanyas15or20bringhandwork-of
any kind - to a different house each week, while the men stayed home to watch the game
and babysit!
1976 -Happy 25th birthday, IIRA! qu.S. Bicentennial) Civic Association works diligently to
influence Yeonas Co. housing development on Chiles tract. Success was achieved on

preventing through-traffic into our neighborhood.
Meanwhile, our roadway curbing was beginning to disintegrate. Civic Association
board members began petitions for replacement.
1978 - Groundbreaking for Mobil Oil national headquarters
HRA Recreation Association hosts Northern Virginia All-Stars Swim Meet.
County Planning Office forms I-495/Route 50 and Gallows Road Task Force in response
to our Civic Association's many concerns.
F¢!.¢#x Cow7ifty vI.rgr.7trfe..

A Hisfor3/ published, Holmes Run Acres mentioned in various

chapters - check it out!
1979 - "apen Holmes" social round-robin established to meet new neighbors and renew
acquaintances.
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Yeonas Development built 150 new
homes in Holmes Run Woods. Their
residents' traffic will enter from Holly
Berry Court and Hemlock Drive, but no
through streets to Route 50 were
allowed.
Through the president of the Civic
Association, HRACA supports trading
``single family home'' zoning for a

Q - What's this "Open Holmes" thing we hear
about?
A - It's Holmes Run Acres' answer to not having
a clubhouse. In 1979, we started taking turns
hosting each other in each other's homes. by
volunteering to host or co-host one get-together a
year, you get a list of all gatherings for the year.
Hosts are encouraged to invite neighbors,
especially new ones. (Details on getting involved
are provided when you check interest on HRACA
membership forms, and also given occasionany
•+n The Holmes Runner).

multi-use office park, with increased
open space, for the remainder of the
Chiles tract property
East of Holmes Run, Fairfax County
receives proffer of Chiles tract property
We contribute much to final design considerations for Providence Recreation Center to
be built on the site.
Wishing you well until 1989

The Aueites
P.S. You've heard all of this, but for posterity's sake...
1970 - First "Earth Day" celebrated, four white students killed by National Guardsmen at Kent State, two
black students killed at Jackson State; The Marv Tvler Moore Show on TV, ``Bridge Over Troubled
Walker" onwaves., I Know Wky the Caged Bird Sing; a.nd Jonathan Livingston Seaguirl pub+ished.
1971 - All in the Familv on TV, ``What's Goin On" hits the waves; Bwny My Hc¢ri ¢f Wottnded K77ee

published.
1972 -The Watergate scandal reported in The W¢sji!.7tgfo7t Post; M*Ars*H* and Sanford and Son on TV,

"American pie'' on the waves; hi-tech hits home

hand-held calculators hit the market; American

Graffiti on the screen
1973-PTrT==;ia==entRichardM.Nixonresigns;ChicoandtheManonTV,AllthePresident'sMenpublished.
1975 -Saturdav Nicht Live begins on TV Shampoo and One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest at the movies.
1976 - Personal computing takes off with the Apple I, Charlie's Angels on TV, All the President's Men and
Taxi Driver on the screen.
1977 - Death of Elvis Presley; Apple H computers; Egg±§ and Sgap on TV, Annie Hall and Saturdav Nicht
Ee}£e± on screen; The Wo77'!c7'I 's Roo77t and So7tg a/SoJo77'!o7'! published.

1979 - First test-tube baby born, Qa|±ag |a2si, and 2Q/2Q on TV, Coming Home and The Deer Hunter at
the movies; major accident at the Three Mile Island nuclear reactor; T7tc World Accordi.ng fo G¢xp

published.
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December 1989

CHRISTrlf\S.

Seasons Greetings!

When we look back at the previous decades, we realize what a wonderful haven we've created
here in HRA. As our neighborhood grows up, we're thrilled to see kids who grew up here now
beginning to return (and not always to live with mom and dad again, either) and actually
buying homes in the Acres! We already have a few families with three generations ... pretty
remarkable for such a transient area, don't you think?
Once again, here are some random HRA happenings:
1980 - Park Authority provides $20,000 for improvements to Luria Park, completing the jogging
path.
1981 - Falls Church High School's award-winning marching band parades through the
neighborhood! Many residents take part.
Neighborhood Watch is organized through the Civic Association. Armed with walkieL
talkies, neighbors patrol, by car and on foot, always ready for contact with the `Chief'
1982 - Over 70 HRA residents went Christmas caroling throughout the neighborhood - A
tradition that went on for many years.
Friday Night volleyball games at Woodbum School were started.
1983 - The recent financial recession has left the Acres a bit worn around the edges. HRACA
begins a series of `revitalization' projects.
The soon-to-be-dreaded gypsy moth caterpillars begin defoliating our oak trees.
The first Halloween Parade (replacing the 30-year-old tradition of a Halloween party) is

staged through our streets to Luria Park.
An informal ski group forlns and seeks the distant slopes in a 32' motor home with all the
extras.

1984 - We held our first community yard sale.
Our curb and gutter repair committee reports on the continuing quest for commitment
from VDOT. HRA remains on their ``to do" hst, but is always bumped for
neighborhoods needing sidewalk repair as well, an issue of public safety
1985 - Two neighborhood moms tuned tour leaders bravely take a group of HRA teens,
including their own children, for three weeks in Italy and Great Britain.
1987 - Gypsy moth caterpillars are sprayed by the County with a bacterial control to keep the

population at moderate levels.
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Seventeen-year-locusts pay their long-awaited, and noisy visit. Dogs and children are
endlessly entertained. Adults are not!
1988 - The County sprayed gypsy moths with a toxin, Dimilin. The moths disappear; however,
bugs, butterflies, and amphibians are not seen for three seasons. Neither are the migrant
birds which fed on the now-absent insects.
Walnut IIill development plans are finalized. After two years of IIRA negotiations to
save Walnut Grove, with all protections in place, the County Supervisor fens them with a
stroke of the pen to placate seven homeowners ``needing more space at their end of the
street!,,

Meanwhile, on the other side of the Acres, residents of Holmes Run Woods petitioned the
County for sidewalks to be built to Woodburn School through our neighborhood!
Several months of negotiations by board members results in a walkway to be cleared and
maintained by residents on their properties instead of sidewalks.
All the streets are tom up in the fall, as the installation begins for the new curbs and
gutters . 12 years in the making. The curbs were so bad they became a safety hazard,
and gutters were so badly decayed some of the openings were large enough for a small
child to fall in, and we finally qualified! Even so, the project runs short of funds, we are
involved in finding supplemental money to finish.
1989 - Curbs and gutters are finally finished, but the repaving will have to wait.
HRA is happy to report having successfully survived the Disco Era!
All our best for the next 10,

The Acreites
P.S. Meanwhile, outside the Acres„.
1980 - Magnum P.I. was on TV; John Lennon was murdered.
1981 - Exercise, entertainment and isolation get a boost from the Sony Walkman; ApocalVI)se Now and
Kramer vs. Kramer on the screen; /¢ne Fo7td¢'s Wo7'how£ Book was published, and Hill Street Blues

was on rv
1982 -Veterans, family survivors, antiwar protesters and the curious visit the newly unveiled Vietnam
War Memorial; £±ge±§ was on TV, and TJie CoJor Pw7pJc was published.
1983 The Big Chill won rave movie reviews...I guess so much was happening in lIRA we didn't notice
much else outside the Acres this year!
1984 ~ The Cosbv Show and Miami Vice were on TV What does that say about us?
1985 -The Accidental Tourist was on the big screen, and ``That's What Friends Are For" was on the radio.
1986 - ``Graceland" was a big hit on the radio.
1987 -Tfec Bo7tfre qf the V¢7".££es was published, we watched Thirtv-something on TV and Fatal Attraction
on the silver screen.
1989 - Minivans begin swarming the highways; MurDhv Brown was on TV, and The SimDsous became
habit-forming for many.
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January 2000
Happy New Year!
Well, we all survived the Y2K panic and have moved on to
begin planning for Holmes Run Acre's 50th Anniversary
Join us in reflecting on our history and times, and let's
relish them both!
Until we write again in 2010...

1990 - HRA still enjoys a remarkably natural setting. The
winter months brought sightings of a red fox, a redshouldered hawk, white-tailed deer, and a great
blue heron. Thanks to all the neighbors who walk
and jog in the neighborhood and take the time to
notice nature!
1991 - Our 40th anniversary celebrated the many
continuing activities, events, and community efforts

that distinguish HRA from the majority of Northern
Virginia neighborhoods. We are still a community
of neighbors (who actually know each other) in the
truest sense. Our architecture continues to be
distinct too ... it is still common to hear surprise in
the voices of visitors who say ``This house is 40
years old?!''

1992 -HRA braces for the future redesign of the Interstate 95/495 interchange, which is
underway again, but a study is still a year off.
1993 -Continually evolving, TJtc HoZ77zes R#7t77cr offers an amazing variety of articles ... in only

one issue subjects included recycling, scouting, cooking, wine selection, gardening, local

politics, bird watching, a movie review, the pet registry, and the long-popular and widely
read ``Talk of the Acres"

1994 -The second annual ``Holmes Run/Walk" was such a well-attended race that runners had
to be started in staggered groups so as to not stampede each other at the start!

1995 -Remember the months and months of above-ground pipes up and down our streets?
Testing revealed that some of the water mains in the neighborhood needed to be relined
with concrete. What a nuisance! Many of us wondered out loud whether we should be
drinking our tap water at the time.
1996 - Luther Jackson Middle School and the intersection of Gallows Road and Route 50 get a
new look, thanks to Mobil Corp. We do miss the trees, but are happy that our kids
benefited from the high-quality improvements.
1997 -HRA continues to let the good times roll ... a real, live skiffle band (motto: ``beat it, blow
it, strum it, hum it") delighted all ages at the annual ``Day in the Park''.

1998 - Responses to the HRACA Survey were received from 212 households, representing a 59°/o
return from the 360 homes. Answers to a variety of questions led to new committees
designed to strengthen an already outstanding neighborhood.

Fairfax County Board of Supervisors sets up Merrifield Revitalization Task Force for
development of Merrifield Suburban Center
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HRACA appoints a committee to monitor the Capital Beltway Expansion Project.
1999 - Virginia Department of Rail and Public transportation sets up feasibility study of
commuter rail system connecting Springfield and Tyson's Comer-possibly along
Gallows Road. HRACA keeping dose watch and staying involved on this one.

Y2K preparation hits HRA! We gnrmble about all the scare tactics, but many of us go
along with it anyway ... buying bottled water, firewood, batteries, and food, and backing
up our indispensable home computers. Anyway, is this REALLY the dawn of the new
millennium, or win it be on December 31, 2000?

Whenever the new millennium really does arrive, Holmes Run Acres will certainly evolve with
the times, and without a doubt continue to be a treasure to all of us lucky enough to live here.
Cheers to the past and the future!
The Acreites
P.S. The rest of the world reports:
1990 -U.S. hostages held in Beirut since 1986 are freed, 750,000 people gather in New York's Central Park
to celebrate Earth Day; Donald Trump's new casino - Trump Taj Mahal - opens in Atlantic City,.

yada, yada, yada - Seinfeld is on the tube and so is Twin Peaks.
1991 - Red ribbons denote AIDS awareness; Operation Desert Storm launches the Gulf War; Sony Corp.
signs a $1 billion multiyear contract with singer Michael Jackson; Oscar-winning Dances with
Wolves also wins at the box office.
1992-OurT=i:I;:t``babyboomer"presidentiselected,Tfec87'idgeso/Mediso7tCo#„ftyandC¢rcqffheSot/J

were both published, a group of Australian financiers and investors wins $27 million in the
Virginia state lottery after buying seven million $1 tickets!
1993 - Branch Davidians engaged in fatal standoff with U.S. government; NYPD Blue begins its TV run,
moviegoers see Philadelphia and Sleepless in Seattle.
1994 -43;66 die of AIDS in the -U.S., Forrest GumD and Pulp Fiction provide movie entertairment;
CoJorcd Pcapzc.. A Mc7„o!.r is published, Microsoft's chairman Bill Gates pays a record $30.8 million

at Christie's for a treatise written by Leonardo da Vinci, Snoop Doggy Dog and Celine Dion on the
radio.
1995 -Astronomers in Hawaii find the most distant known galaxy, some 15 billion light years away; 0.I
Simpson's murder trial and not-guilty verdict re-ignite angry discussions of racism and the
concept of justice; blockbuster movies were Pocahontas, Braveheart, and Dead Man Walking.
1996 - U.S. hosts the Olympics in Atlanta; a pair of genetically-identical cloned sheep were revealed in
Scotland, The English Patient, Eafgg, and Secrets and Lies bring in moviegoers.
1997 -The Mars Pathfinder rover vehicle touched down on the ``red planet" after a seven-month journey
from Earth; |i!a±ig The Full Montv, and L.A. Confidential were big movie hits.
1998 -Tobacco companies agreed to contribute $250 million to a project aimed at reducing youth smoking
and $1.45 million toward a national antirsmoking campaign; popular films were Saving Private
E}[ap} Shakespeare in Love, and Life is Beautiful, veteran astronaut and current U.S. Senator John
Glenn blasted off into space.
1999 -The Sixth Sense wins moviegoers and big bucks; Michelangelo's 16th century Sistine Chapel
frescoes are unveiled after 20 years of restoration work; regular passenger flights between the US.
and Cuba restart after 40 years; the U.N. World Population Fund predicts that world population
on October 12, 1999 will hit six billion.
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ACRES OF AUTHORS
Peter Tohnston

I began this list for the purpose of making the reader aware of how many published writers
have lived in the Acres at one time or another. I like to think that the tranquil setting, combined
with the close proximity to libraries, institutions of higher leaming, and the nation's capital,
make it an ideal location for a writer to thrive in.
The subjects addressed by our authors, past and present, cover a wide spectrum of interests.
Given our location, it should come as no surprise that many of our neighbors who are
employed by the government have written reams of pages in order to satisfy the insatiable
appetite of the many federal agencies that surround us. A conscious decision was made by the
publications committee to exclude such specialized articles and treatises, as they would
dominate the list. Many of these same individuals, however, have found the time to produce
novels, poetry, military history, fantasy. . .and more.

This is by no means a comprehensive list, and any omission of authors or their works is
unintentional. The list is limited to pwZ7Jisfeccz boots by HRA residents, past and present. Thanks

to all the writers from the Acres who provided me with information and to Vivian Smith for
allowing me access to her amazing collection of HRA history.

John Barron
John worked as a senior editor in the Washington bureau of Rc#czers' Di.gesf, and he was
considered an expert on Soviet intelligence and military affairs.
I

KGB. Tfec Secret Work a/SozJ€.ef Sccre£ Age7ifs (Bantam Books/Readers' Digest Press,1974):

Writing in the Washington Post in 1974, Rowland Evans and Robert Novak described this
book in their column as `` the first definitive study of this foreign espionage and intemal
state police apparatus written with the assistance of Western
governments. " Portions of this book originally appeared in
issues of the Re¢czers' Dz.gesf, and in 1982, former President

Ronald Reagan referred to these articles in an attempt to support
his administration's position that Soviet agents were
manipulating the U.S. nuclear freeze movement.
a

Mi.G Pi7of (MCGraw Hill/Readers' Digest Press, 1980): This is

the story of Viktor Ivanovich Belenko, a lieutenant in the Soviet
Air Force, who became one of the most important military
defectors since World War 11, when, on September 6, 1976, he
flew his MiG-25 fighter plane to Japan, where he announced his
desire to seek asylum in the United States.
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Audrius Barzdukas
F]

Goldminds: Gold Medal Mental Strategies for Everydey Life (Cooper

Publishing Group, 1995): Audrius is the son of Arvydas and
Daiva Barzdukas. Set in the context of the author's own
experiences as a swimmer (including his years on the Holmes
Run Acres swim team, the Sea Urchins), this book deals with the
development of the psychological skills used by champion
athletes and how they can be used by anyone striving for
excellence in their field.

I
D

In summer 2000, a movie was filmed based on a screenplay that
Audrius wrote about the inventor, Nikola Tesla.
Until April 2000, Audrius Barzdukas was editor in chief of the
OJ3/"p!.c Co¢cJt, a bi-monthly publication of the U.S. Olympic

Conhittee.

Albert Biderman
TI

March to Calumny: The Story Of American pows in the Korean War (MaLcmi:Ilar\,1963).. A social

scientist, Mr. Biderman was involved in the Air Force Prisoner Of War Study conducted
after the Korean War His findings led him to write this book as a rebuttal to a 1959 work
that had portrayed American pows from the Korean conflict as the supine product of
weakened social institutions, lacking the qualities of those that served before them.
I

C¢pfi.zJi.fy BehazJ!.or (publisher and date unknown): Mr. Biderman wrote this book with an
associate, Edgar H. Schein of MIT

Gillian Bradshaw
Gillian Bradshaw is the daughter of Stan Bradshaw, a former editor of Tfec HOJ77€cs Rw77„cr. She

received the Hopwood Major Fiction Award from the University of Michigan for H#zuk a/M¢y,
the first book in her trilogy of Arthurian novels. She is also a recipient of the Bain-Swigett
Award for poetry.
I

H#zck a/M#y (Simon and schuster, New York,1980)

D The Kt.7tgczo77t a/Sw7#7#cr (Simon and schuster,1981)
I fro w."£cr's SJi#cZozo (Bantam Books,1982)
I T7.e Beflco# a/AJcx¢7tczrie (Houghton Mifflin,1986)

D
t]
EI
I
I
I
E]

The Bc¢rkecper's D¢wgfefer (Houghton Mifflin,1987)
froper!.¢J PwnyJc (Houghton Mifflin,1988)
Island of Ghosts (Forge,199&)
The Drflgo7"7td £Jie The.e/(Greenwillow Books,1991)
The Le7td a/GOJd (Greenwillow Books,1992)
Be3/o7td #te Nor£Jz W.7!cZ (Greenwillow Books,1993)
The sand-Reckoner (Forge, 2000)
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Carol Covin
Carol Covin and her family lived in the Acres for 24 years, until moving to Brentsville, Virginia,
in July 2000. Since 1989, she has written six regional job guides for computer professionals.
These guides provide descriptions of the employers in the relevant region, the benefits offered
by the employer, and the skills necessary to qualify to be hired. She maintains a Website at
www.20minutesfromhome.com.

TI Covin's washington Area computer Job Guide, 2nd ed. (VaLndanere press, L992)
rl Covin's New England computer Job Guide (Vanda"ere press,1991)
EI Covin's Midwest computer Job Guide (Var\daLrmere press,1994)
r] Covin's Southeast computer Job Guide (Vandanrere press,1997)
rl 20 Minutes from Home: Covin's Guide to the Best Computer Jobs in America

Marshall (Mike) N. Heyman
CHRTS`Tly{AS
}tw

B,AS'}'(.){}NE

F]

Christmas in Bastogne -A Personal Story Of world War 11 ®asyc

publications,1994): Mike Heyman was a 17 year-old student at Upton
College in upstate New York when Pearl Harbor was attacked. He has
written a chronicle of his experiences as a young man during the twcr

year period following his voluntary enlistment in the Army
Throughout the book, the harshness and sacrifice of wartime is
countered by a sense of humor and camaraderie as the author describes
going from basic training in Georgia (where he encounters Army
bureaucracy as well as southern hospitality) to his role in the defense of
the French town of Bastogne, a key location in the Battle of the Bulge.
Contact Mike for your very own autographed copy!

I. Christian Kessler
T]

Verifying Nonproliferation Treaties: Obligation, Process, & Sovereignty (National Defense

University Press, 1995): Chris Kessler self-effacingly describes this as a ``wonky book with a
wonky title." Well, he's in good company! By the way, Ginny Peters, another HRA author,
was Chris' 6th grade teacher!
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Brigadier General John F. Kinney (USMC, Ret.)
c]

Wake Island Pilot -A World War 11 Memoir, wifhJarnes M. MccaL££rey

(Brassey's, Washington,1995): The small U.S. garrison on Wake

Island was attacked by the Japanese only hours after the infamous raid
on Pearl Harbor Gen. Kinney, who was a young pilot and his
squadron's engineering officer, was captured and sent to China, where
he spent three and a half years as a prisoner of the Japanese until his
escape. This book is the first full-length account of a successful escape
by a Marine captured in one of the great battles of World War 11. The
narrative has special appeal for aviation buffs as well as for readers
interested in military history Gen. Kinney is slated to give a talk at the
Smithsonian Institution on June 2, 2001.

Rose Kushner
a
EI

W7iyMc? (HenryHolt,1976)
Alternatives. New Developments in the War on Breast Cancer (Wanner Books,1985).. Ur\til her

death in 1990 from breast cancer, Ms. Kushner was weu known for her unceasing campaign
for the rights of women to participate in the decisions involving the diagnosis and treatment
of their cancers. She wrote half a dozen books and brochures on the subject, including W7ty
Mc?, which became a best seller. A joumalist and psychologist, she covered the Vietnam
War in 1967 In 1980, President Carter appointed her to the National Cancer Advisory
Committee, which she served on for six years.

Raymond M. Lahr
D

Co7tgrcss.. Pozocr ¢7td Ptt777osc o77 C¢pi.foJ Hz7J, with I William Theis (Allyn

and Bacon, Inc., 1969): Raymond Lahr began working for United Press
(now known as UPI) in 1937, and served in state capital bureaus in the
Midwest. In 1943, he transferred to Washington, D.C., and became a
political reporter in 1958. This book presents a historical perspective of
the increasingly complex inner workings of the legislative branch of

government as seen by two well-qualified, seasoned observers.
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Frances Spatz Leighton
Frances Leighton, the first editor of TJte HOJ77tes Rt/„7ter, has ccrauthored many books since the
1960s. She specializes in the ability to relate the experiences of other people who have
interesting tales to share. Listed below are some of the titles she authored and co-authored.
a

My 30 Ye¢rs B¢ctsf¢!.rs ¢f fJie W7ci.£c Howsc, with Lillian Rogers Parks (Fleet Publications, 1961):

Ms. Parks was a maid and seamstress in the White House from 1929-1960.
D Bw" Voyage, with David Greer (publisher unknown, circa 1962): Rendniscences of a
European tour by a ten-year-old boy who was Ms. Leighton's neighbor.
a

Pflffy Goes fo W#sfe£.7tgfo7t (Ace Books,1964): I found a picture of this soft cover book on the

Internet, and I have to share the words on the cover verbatim: ``It's Panicsville on the
Potomac when those two terrific teen-agers of TV's The Patty Duke Show invade the
I

Capital!,,
I M¢r7.{.CCZ A Psycfei.#frisf, with Louise Pfister (publisher and date unknQwn): The revelations

of a one-time neighbor of Ms. Leighton.
D

My Lz/c zu3.ffe J¢cqweJz.77e Ke7i7tedy, with Mary Barelli Gallagher (MCKay, 1969): This book was

a

A T7`c¢s#ry a/ W711.fc Hot/se Cookt'77g, with Francois Rysavy (G.P Putnam's Sons,1972): Mr.

reprinted in dozens of languages.

Rysavy was Dwight Eisenhower's chef, and the book includes menus and recipes.
TI

Dog Days at the White House: The Outrageous Memoirs Of the Presidential Kennel Keeper, with

Traphes Bryant (Macmillan Publishing, 1975) [out of print]: hformation and stories about
President Johnson's dogs.
c]

FisJtz7fli.f.. Tfec Mc777o!.7's a/ fJie Co77grcss!.o7i¢J Doorkeeper, with William M. ``Fishbait" Miller

(Prentice,1977) [out of print]: A tell-all book based on Mr Miller's experiences during his
24 year reign as House doorkeeper
I T7ie Secret LI/e a/He77ny Ford, with John Cote Dahlinger (Bobbs-Merrill, 1978)
r= Drunk Before Noon. The Behind The Scenes Story Of The Washington Press Corps, wifhKendall
K. Hoyt (Prentice, 1979) [out of print]
I

T7te Roosez;cJts.. A F¢7"z7y J77 Ttt7`777oi7, with Lillian Rogers Parks (Prentice, 1981)

•

Jw"c AJzyso7t, with June Allyson (G.P Putnam's Sons, 1982): An autobiography of the
actress, with insights into her life at MGM.

D

Sfr¢7tger fro My Becz, with Beverly Slater (Arbor House, 1984) [out of

print]: The story of a woman's struggle to rebuild her life after
suffering armesia.
c]

The Sc¢rc7i For The Rc¢J N¢7tey Rc¢gr7t (Macmillan, 1987) [out of

print]: A detailed portrait of the former first lady
r=

How to Write & Sell Your First Nonfiction Book, with Oscar CoITier

(St. Martin's Press, 1994): A resource for the first-time writer
hoping to launch a career. Mr. Collier is a literary agent.
TI

How to Write & Sell Your First Novel, 3rd ed.,with Oscar Cch+ier

(Writers Digest Books,1997): A guide to writing and publishing a
successful novel.
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Barbara MCKean Parmenter
Barbara Parmenter lived in the Acres with her parents until her college years. According to the
most recent information available, she teaches in the School of Architecture at the University of
Texas at Austin. Her publications include the following:
c]

£7td¢7tgcred Spect.es, with Robin W Doughty (Texas Monthly Press,
1989): In addition to raising public awareness of the plight of

dwindling flora and fauna in Texas, this book gives recognition to
the researchers and organizations dedicated to their preservation.
FI

Giving Voice To Stones-Place And Identity In Palestinian Literature

(University of Texas Press, 1994): This book had its origins as
Barbara Parmenter's master's thesis at the University of Texas. It is
her personal interpretation of Palestinian literature and its
evocation of land, home, and place. Through a blending of cultural

geography and literary analysis, she traces how Palestinians have
represented their experience of home and exile since World War I.

Virginia Bergman Peters
a

T7ic FJorz.cZ¢ W¢rs (Archon Press,1979): This book concerns the attempts

to remove the Seminole indians from Florida during the period
between 1792 and 1859.
I

Wo77tc7"/ ffee £¢rfJt Loczges (Archon press,1995, Paperback edition,

University of Oklahoma Press, 1999): When the author began her
study of the women from three tribes of Plains Indian who lived in
villages along the upper Missouri River valley, she discovered that,
even though they were renowned as traders and possessed a linguistic

aptitude benefiting the entire tribe, most of the existing material
portrayed them only in terms of how they related to the men's
activities. Through examination of women's accounts, myths, and creation stories, as well as
anthropological and archaeological data, Virginia Peters reveals the influence and vitality
that the women brought to their tribes.
a

Legrfo ScJiooLA Ce7tfe7t7tz.flJ Sowz7e7".r (Publisher unknown,1971): This is a chronicle of

Ginny Peters' involvement in the archaeological dig of a one-room country schoolhouse that
stood in front of Fairfax County's Massey Building. W T Woodson H.S. academic students
did the archival research and an archaeological survey Vocational W T W students did
most of the building restoration, a special education class laid the cement walk, and the
Fairfax County High School Key Club funded the publication.
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Barbara F. Ruhl
I

Sc77t€. Precfows Sfo7tcs (Exposition Press, 1964): The author and her family

lived in the Acres during the `60's following her husband's Army
assignment in Germany, where she was employed as a teacher at the
American School. Her own life experiences inspired this collection of
Poems.

Mona Ruoff
I

Fro77t T7te Dr¢go77's C/o#cZ (Corporate Press,1979): This is a

collection of Vietnamese folk tales that Ms. Ruoff translated
into English during the seven years that she and her family
lived in Saigon while her husband was on assignment for the
Agency For International Development. In 1963, she began
translating Vietnamese folk tales into English for her
daughters. The collection of translations grew over the years,

and plans to publish them in Saigon were interrupted by the
fall of the city, resulting in the family's evacuation from Saigon
by helicopter in 1975. A few years after the family's
evacuation, her desire to help the Vietnamese boat people
resulted in the creation of this book. Her daughter furnished
the lavish illustrations that appear throughout. Profits go
directly to Indo-Chinese Refugee Social Services, a nonprofit
group in Arlington.

Preston Smith
c=

Developing products ln Haif The Time, with DonaLrd Reinertser\ (Vai:\

Nostrand Reinhold,1991): This business title, published in several
languages, describes techniques that companies can use to increase
their market share of products by synchronizing the work of their

marketing, engineering and manufacturing departments.
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Jack Underhill
Jack Underhill has written many publications for the Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) on the development and management of ``new towns" Additionally, he
is the co-author and editor of the following:
cl

Planning New Towns: National Reports Of the U.S. and U.S.S.R. (U.S. Dept. of Housing and

Urban Development, 1981): As part of his experience in writing this book, Jack would take
the Russians on tours around the U.S. and always invited them to his house here in the
Acres for a party!
D

M¢7ingg77te7tf a/Nezu Towris (Published only in Russian by Stoiizdat, the publisher for the

Soviet construction agency)
rl

Priority Home! The Federal Plan to Break the Cycle Of Homelessness, with Kirr\ Hopper

(Interagency Council on the Homeless, 1994)

Another side to Jack Underhill's writing, in addition to being a frequent contributor of original
poetry to Tfec HOJ77tes Rw7t7ier, is in this publication:

D

The pocfs a/T¢JJzoood, Vol. 2 (Poetry workshop of the Leamin8
Retirement Institute, George Mason University, 1998)

Q -What would you say have been the most dramatic changes from 1951?
A - Some obvious ones within the community itself are the number of cars per home, fewer children, fewer
military families, increasing numbers of home additions and remodeling. As for the age range of residents,
let's just say we've come from maternity clothes exchanges to discussions on how to stay self-sufficient in our
houses, and have a healthy mix of ages today, from newborns to great-grandparents. Demographics in our
area have changed vastly, as reflected in our Fairfax County Public School system. At the end of 1999,there
were probably over 150 different countries represented, speaking over 100 languages. Our local Woodburn,
once almost uniformly housing American-born students, represented about 60 countries among its 458
children. English as a Second Language has become a popular program! Most noticeable changes of all hardly necessary to point out - are the increased availability of goods and services, and with them, the
increased volume of TRAFFIC.

Q - Is there anything still the same as fifty years ago?
A - Happily, the civic spirit of Holmes Run Acres thrives; our newer younger residents are pitching in with
enthusiasm. The future looks good!
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STRAYTHOUGHTS...
Marion-Gray Kraft

long-distance area code that I didn't bother
to check out. The vet's receptionist
answered the phone, and when I said, ``I'm
calling from Falls Church, Virginia, about a

Hh¥::e:ey:,;f,b::o::6:::¥:;¥sda
always gratifying? My founding and work
with the Holmes Run Acres Pet Registry has
been all that and more, and I have all of you
HRA residents to thank for that. As I look
through my notes from 1975 on, I wonder
how many of you even remember the
incidents in which you played a part.

dog found in my neighborhood with your
number on his tag," she, sounding a little
flustered said, ``Just a minute. 1'11 get the

vet." A very nice voice came on asking
``How are things down there in Virginia?'' I

Do Ruth Jones and Lynn Chase remember
finding a husky in 1980, having him
adopted, and days later having the original
owner reclaim him, leaving behind broken
hearts and a $25 reward for Ruth, who
insisted on donating it to the
Pet Registry? That same year
I blRe ©oGs
Sue Barton took in a vizsla
whose owner came from her
home on Pickett Road to pick
I like dogs
up her wide-ranging dog.
tyou do too.
Behind any involvement with
tyou can walk
a lost animal there is usually
Two
bg two.
a story Back in 1988, Michelle
Hiller found a very nice black
Lab; his owner, a young
bride-to-be on Hummer
Road, declared that she could
not have gotten married until her dog was
found.

I have written one of my favorite dog
stories before, but for those of you who
missed it, here it is. Wilda Schrade's kids
were great at animal rescue, always

presenting Wilda with strays that she
sheltered - even though she was slightly
disinclined to do so. Her phone call to me
reported that her daughter Susie had found
a very nice German shepherd. The only
identification was a veterinarian's phone
number on a tag. I called the number, a

answered that things were great, that the
dogwoods and daffodils were blooming,
that it was a beautiful spring. When asked
how things were where he was, he replied,
``There's so much volcanic ash, it's hard to

say " It turned out that the vet was in
Alaska. I reported finding his number on
the dog's ID tag, adding

``He's a very nice German

them

shepherd." The vet
laughingly replied, ``Lady,
that's no German shepherd,
that's a wolf.'' (Wilda took
the news without fainting.)
The vet did not have the

owner's name, but he did
know the owner's father,
First Grade
who lived in Baltimore. I
called the number he gave
me, and the phone was answered by a
grandmother, who was extremely hard-ofhearing. After much difficulty in
communicating, she was able to tell me her
son and grandson were away on a trip, but
she took my number When the young man
called, he said that he had left his wolf with
a friend who had a six-foot fence, but he
guessed that being on grass for the first time
freaked the wolf out and he jumped over
the fence and ran away A happy reunion

Joori Hags

followed.

One of the many dogs brought to me to
keep while we were tracking its owner was
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a small mixed breed ``something," beagle-

plus, I think. The day I advertised him in
the papers a mother and young daughter
arrived and were greeted with joyous
leaping, face lickings and general ecstasy I

gave them a leash and away they went, but
at the top of my outdoor steps, I heard the
little girl say, ``But Mother, Sparky's tail was
long and this dog's tail-is short!" ``Are you
sure?" asked the mother ``Yes, I'm sure!`'

So the dog was brought back in and the
following day was returned to its rightful
owner. Then, as on other occasions, I
leamed that you can't depend on friendly
dogs' reactions to properly identify their
owners. They are glad to see anybody!
Another bit of dog lore learned. And
walking dogs around the neighborhood to
see if they'd respond to what might be their
home? Forget it! They'd walk right by the
old homestead without a passing glance,
hoping to extend their outing at least to the
park.

Here's a tale of coincidence with a happy
ending. Sue Barton called to say there was
a strange looking, very frightened,
emaciated dog across the street from her
house. I made a lasso on the end of a rope,
drove over, and saw a terrified Australian
cattle dog. Sue surrendered her family's
dirmer, a just-baked whole chicken, which I

put out on the curb and threw piece by
piece to the dog. He came closer and closer
until I held one piece of chicken on the
other side of the lasso and he obligingly put
his head through it. The minute he was
leashed, he became completely calm,
S H-EEP DC)Ci

sh€ap dog wflLletLfu9 dowL~ the str€ct.
Aye those tjoL4y frovut oy bc}ole feet
CoMLwg or 90LVL9,

Whc> ofl w tell?

L^wLess MG!stcr rfvigs the bell.
Ltj ww DGIveu
Scc,cwid cirGi de

seemed relieved, and climbed right into the
car to go home with me. When my one-dayonly ad listing a found dog appeared in Tfee
Washington Post and The Fairfax Journal,1 got

a call from a young boy, who asked, ``What
kind of dog did you find?" When I told him
that it was an Australian cattle dog, I heard
him shout, ``Mom!" Mom came to the phone
and asked if I was sure because they were
some distance away When I assured her I
knew the breed, they came over for a
wonderful reunion. The dog had been gone
for a long time and the family had given up
all hope of finding him. They had gone
away on a vacation. The boy was still

grieving for his dog, and his mother
bargained with him to look in the ``Lost and
Found'' section one more time and then
promise to give up the search. That one
more time was the day my one-time only ad
appeared. Was this karma?

Remember when Susan Manov papered the
neighborhood with pictures of her lost cat,
Patches? Susan lives on Hartwell Court but
after many days away, Patches suddenly
appeared in my backyard. I was talking on
the phone to a lawyer, saw Patches,
exclaimed, ``It's Patches!," dropped the

phone without hanging up, and ran out to
the yard. Patches, frightened by my sudden
appearance, went over the chain-link fence.
This was absolutely the last time adrenaline

pumped me over a fence - dress pumps and
all. Patches came to me and I picked him
up. He weighed nothing! Evidently his flea
collar, due to some strange circumstance,
was around his neck and under his leg so
that the flesh was deeply eroded. Susan
was, at that very time, back again at the
animal shelter, looking for her cat. Patches
recovered nicely
Pete Amold caued years ago to say that she
had a found dog at her house, and he was a
Protestant with blood type 8 (according to
the dog tags -his owner's, that is). Through
the military "World Wide Locator'', that
dog got home, too. Telephone operators,
veterinary hospitals, strangers on the street,
-38-

kids on bikes - all are eager to help with an
animal lost or found. It would renew one's
faith in mankind, if it needed renewal. The
mailman even brought me a little dog on a
hot July day He found it on Annandale
Road and was afraid it would expire from
heat exhaustion. He came to my door,
saying ''Mrs. Kraft, I brought you
something." I went to the truck expecting a
package. It was some package--a tiny
Yorkie, who immediately left a puddle in
the mail truck when I picked him up. I had
him here for days, during which he insisted
on sleeping on my head and managed to
chew a big hole in my favorite cotton skirt
while I was wearing it - I thought he was

Dixie had her own lost pet adventure
recently. Lise Metzger's cat had been
missing for a few days, and when Dixie
called to tell me about a cat that had walked
into her house, it sounded like Lise's. Lise
checked and it was her cat, Dixie called
back later to say the cat looked exactly like
her cat, even acted I.ust like her cat, so it had

probably been in her house the entire time,
with Dixie just assuming that she had been
seeing her own cat au that time.
Some of the most desperate calls I've
received have been from people who had
been left in charge of other people's animals
that had disappeared. Two calls were from

young men whose girlfriends had put them
just nuzzling! That one was returned to his
in charge. They were worried that they had
owner because I mentioned to Anne Lewis,
of ``The Friends of the Animals
MY PL^PPY
Organization'', that I had a tiny
little dog here. She called back
MU T>L{|]PujwMPS Lt|] GlvLd doww whevievcr l'M flrowwd
in a few minutes to ask, ``Did
you say tiny dog?" She had
received a call from a business
owner at Seven Comers
describing his lost Yorkie as
``very tiny." He came to get him

and told me that he took the
dog to work every day and that
the dog always slept on his
head.

lf shc's viot oflrefrL she'LL 8o L{vidcr the 9roL{wd
BLtt

Love her.so

wc>w't Let her 9C>.

Her bLflc,le si>ots in bLGic,le Givud roL{L^d.

she LoolesjL4st LLlee fl c,Loww.

She bGirles with sL{oh glee.

she MLtst hGlve 4cfl.
It tLoleLcs her cflr c]vLd her levLee.

ShcjL4MPS L4P fin,d 90€S

The Valosio's had a strange
experience. They were out of

Doww c]Lfud ltc, he, hc.

town when their standard
poodle disappeared. They
called me from all along the
highways as they rushed home to look for
their dog. In the meantime, I had posters up
and ads in the papers, and I got a very odd
call from a man in Annandale, who at first
would not admit to having the dog,
although I knew he did. He said he would
only speak to the dog's owner. Then he
began to tell me what a great dog this was
and that he'd just like to keep him. It
became obvious that he wanted money,
which turned out to be true when Chip
returned and went to claim his no longer
lost poodle.

LflL{rfl MULes

Thly'd ciyade

wrecked their relationships permanently
But there were happy endings all around:
two of the cats were hiding in their houses
all along. Then there was Martha Powell
and ``the ghost dogs." Two huskies would
appear and disappear in her court for a
period of days. We would go together to
look for them repeatedly - and
unsuccessfully Checking the animal shelter
elicited the name of a couple who lived on
Route 50 who were missing two huskies.
When they were called, they explained that
they were keeping their son's dogs while he
-39-

was out of the country, and he would have
been devastated to find them gone. The next
time Martha caught a glimpse of the

parakeets land in the pool house and on
people's heads and shoulders around the
neighborhood. Cia Sherwood Court, a boa
constrictor showed up on a screened-in

right over and walked though the court
calling the dogs, who arose from prone
positions in deep ivy from behind a
neighbor's house. They were happily
reunited, and Martha and I were twice
invited to lunch and received lovely thank

porch. On two separate occasions,
exhausted racing pigeons landed in yards
and were taken care of until they were
identified by leg bands through the ``Racing
Pigeon Association" One pigeon belonged
in Fairfax and one in Baltimore. The second
one's owner instructed me to let the bird
rest for about a week and then release him.
He called me when the bird flew in and has
since written to me twice to report on races
the pigeon later won, and to
invite me over to witness a

``ghosts," the owners [dog-sitters?I rushed

you notes, and Christmas cards.

I have never had a dog with a temperament
problem here. Some have been a bit too
exube.rant and wrecked a few things, but
one expects that with
young dogs. Besides the
wolf, we've had underroof dogs from
Alabama, Chantilly, and
- closer to home - Pickett

©uHNty

race.

The Acres has been the scene
of some great reunions,
Who is verg funng
along with a few ``I'mRoad, Seven Comers,
almost-sorry-you-found-myWh¢n h¢ Wrinkles his nose.
Bailey's Crossroads, and
dog.'' types. One young man
find Wiggles his toes.
several from Annandale.
whose big, young handful of
His name is Sunng
There have been golden
a dog had been here for a
retrievers, yellow Labs,
few days said, when called
®¢borah
©¢st
black Labs, beagles, a
about 10 o'clock in the
German short-haired
moming, "I don't know
first Gre\d¢
when I can come get him. I
pointer, a foxhound,
two dalmatians, two Yorkies, several
don't even have my pants on yet." It took
huskies, a sheltie, a poodle, a Brittany, two
him a couple of hours to get those pants on.
boxers, a pomeranian, a wire-haired terrier,
The Pet Registry could not work without
two Samoyeds, a schnauzer, a Chihuahua,
caring, concerned neighbors, some of whom
and many I don't-know-what's.
have sheltered animals at great personal
Our less-than-usual finds have been a
inconvenience. Some of you have helped
cockatiel that landed at Joan Gottlieb's
with cages, special bird seed, aid to injured
house and walked right into a cage that I
animals, and advice. Thanks to all of you.
had put on the ground. We've had
I have a little bunng

Interspersed throughout this article are some wirmers of a Poetry Contest (Animal Theme)
held at Woodbum Elementary School in May 1972.
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LURIA PARK

Photos by Larissa Tung-Berry

HOLMES RUN ACRES - THE WAR
YEARS
Phil Waggener

The winds of war, both hot and cold, have swept over the fields, forests, and towns
surrounding Holmes Run Acres three times in the past century and a half. During the Civil
War, the area was crossed by troop movements and was the scene of frequent skirmishes
between Union and Confederate soldiers. During the Spanish-American War, it was the site of a
huge Army training camp. And in the early years of the Cold War, antiaircraft defenses were
installed nearby to counter the perceived threat of a Soviet air attack-a threat that also sparked
urgent civil defense preparations by residents of the then-new community of Holmes Run
Acres.

The Civil War
The Civil War came quickly
to Fairfax County after
Virginians ratified their
secession from the Union on
May 23,1861. The next day,
11 regiments of Union troops
crossed the Potomac from
the District of Columbia and
occupied Alexandria. Within
a matter of days, the Union
Army began building a ring
of forts around Washington,
D.C., to defend against the
threat of a Confederate
attack.

To the west, Confederate
forces were gathering at
Manassas Junction and
Centreville. Thus, the area
around Falls Church and

Amandale lay
uncomfortably midway
between the adversaries.
Both sides sent scouting

parties into this no-man's
land, and clashes between
Yankees and rebels became
inevitable. The first local

Balloon Reconnaissance in the Civil War
The first aerial military reconnaissance in the Western Hemisphere, and perhaps
anywhere in the world, took place at what is now Seven Corners early in the Civil
War. On June 24,1861, Professor Thaddeus Lowe, a 29-year-old "aeronaut" from
Ohio, ascended in his telegraph-equipped, hydrogen-ffled balloon at Taylor's Tavern

(about where Koons Ford Agency now stands) and lookecl down the road toward
Fair fax. He saw no Confederate forces close by but reported a cloud of dust that he
thought could have been caused by enemy cavalry. I.owe continued his balloon
observations at several locations around Fairfax County and spotted numerous
indications of Rebel activity, including the campfires of a Confederate brigade in the
Annandale area on September 18. He also expanded his service to the Union Army
by directing artillery fire on Confederate positions-another first. This drawing
depicting one of Lowe's ascents appeared in the July 12,1861, issue of the New York
Illustrated News.

events of the war came on
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June 1, 1861, when Union and Confederate troops skirmished near Bailey's Crossroads and at
Fairfax Courthouse. Then, on June 17, there was bloody fighting in Vienna.

On July 16, three columns of Union troops marched out of Alexandria and Washington along
several routes to engage the rebels near Manassas Junction in the First Battle of Bull Run. This
was to be the initial step toward an assault on Richmond that the Northern generals naively
expected would end the war quickly Cine column, numbering about 15,000, passed through the
Falls Church area. Another marched along Columbia Pike into Annandale. Patrons at Padgett's
Tavern near the intersection of Columbia Pike and Little River Turnpike watched as blueLclad
cavalry topped the rise on Columbia Pike and marched down the long hill toward the tavern,
followed by columns of infantry, artillery, and supply wagons raising great clouds of dust.
Meanwhile, another force of 5,000 men approached Annandale along Little River Turnpike.
As evening neared, the units in Annandale dispersed into open areas, and the village was lit by
thousands of campfires. The next moming, the troops resumed their march, some down
Ravensworth Road and westward toward Centreville, others directly westward on Little RIver
Turnpike toward Fairfax Courthouse. Four days later, on the night of July 21, the first of the
bewildered and dispirited Union soldiers returned eastward along Little River Turnpike and
other roads carrying the news of the rout at Bull Run. The trickle grew to a deluge of
disorganized foot soldiers, cavalry, artillery, and wagons -all headed toward the Potomac. On
the moming of the 22nd, the Union commander, Brigadier General Irvin MCDowell, sat astride
his horse at Padgett's Tavern in Annandale, directing the tattered remains of his Army to either
Columbia Pike or Little River Turnpike, according to the location of their unit's camps.
With the Union defeat, the Confederates moved eastward, occupying Fairfax Courthouse and
establishing advance outposts at Annandale, Falls Church, and Springfield Station. By early fall,
the Confederates had pulled back from these outposts, but they continued to mount probing
operations and small-scale raids against federal troops throughout the county
One of these clashes took place very close to Holmes Run Acres. It happened on November 16,
1861, when 51 Union soldiers left their camp near Falls Church and headed southwest on a
foraging expedition. Their objective was the farm of William Dulin (which is described in more
detail in the next article), whose several hundred acres extended across what is now Fairview
Park, Providence Recreation Center, Falls Church High School, and probably Holmes Run
Acres as well. The soldiers proceeded to load six wagons with 100 bushels of com from the
Dulin farm and then decided to eat lunch before returning to camp with their booty

That was a poor decision in contested territory Their meal was interrupted by a surprise attack
by 60 members of the Second Mississippi Cavalry A brief fire fight ensued in which the Union
soldiers positioned themselves at Dulin's house and orchard. When the smoke cleared, 4 Union
soldiers lay dead, 17 had fled, and 30 had been taken prisoner by the unscathed Mississippians.
Dulin was suspected of tipping off the Confederates about the Yankees at his farm and was

placed
under
Although
Dulin had
slaves
before
the war,
he either
insisted
that hehin
wasor
``regarded
as arrest.
loyal among
the Union
menowned
in Fairfax
County
" His
captors
believed
felt they couldn't prove his guilt, and he was released a short time later.
Dulin's experience mirrored the plight of many residents of Fairfax County at the time.
Foraging expeditions were the order of the day, and families watched helplessly as soldierssometimes acting on orders, sometimes simply plundering+arried off food, livestock, and
even furniture and bedding. Barns were taken down for their lumber, and fences for firewood.
The threat posed by the soldiers led many to leave the county, especially when it became
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apparent that men suspected of Confederate sympathies were arrested and sometimes
imprisoned.
Union sympathizers in the county also found reasons to leave. Some departed because of rebel
threats before the secession; others fled after the Union defeat at Bull Run made their situation
seem risky.

Fairfax County remained relatively quiet until the summer of 1862, when Confederate and
Union armies clashed again at the Second Battle ,of Bull Run. Cince more, thousands of Union
troops, accompanied by artillery and ammunition trains, passed through Armandale and Falls
Church, heading toward the battleground, and carne back through in defeat.

REponT OF MA.OR .OHN s. MasB¥ Tb MA.. GEN. r.E.B. STUART ON AFFAIR
NEAR ANNANDALE, VA.
LOUDOUN COUNTY.

OCTOBER 19, 1S®3
GENERAL: I DID NOI` RECEIVE YOUR LETTER 0F INSTRUCTION UNTIL I.ATE
LAST TUESIIAY NIGHT ON MY RETURN FROM AN EXPEI}ITI0N DELOW. I
COLLECTED AS MANY MEN AS I COULD AT S0 SHORT NOTICE. AND 0N THURSIIAY,
THE 15TH, CAME DOWN INTO FAIRFAX. WHERE I HAVE BEEN OPERATING EVER
SINCE IN THE ENEMY'S REAR. I HAVE CAPTURED OvER loo HORSES AND
MULES, SEVERAL WAcONS LOADED WITH VALUABLE STORES. AND BETW.EEN 75
AND loo PRISONERS, ARMS, EQUIPMENTS, &C. AMONG THE PRISONERS ARE 5
cAPTAINs AND 1 LIEUTENANT. I HAD A sHARp SKIRMISH YESTERDAY wlTH
DOUI]LE MY NUMRER 0F CAVALRY NEAR ANNANDALE. IN WHICH I ROUTED
THEM, CAPTURING THE CAPTAIN COMMANDING AND ® OR 7 MEN AND HORSES. I
HAVE S0 FAR SUSTAINED NO LOSS. IT HAS BEEN MY 0D.ECT T0 DETAIN THE
TROOPS THAT WERE OCCUPYING FAIRFAX BY ANNOYING THEIR
COMMUNICATIONS ANI} PREVENTING THEM FROM OPERATING IN FRONT.
YESTERIIAY TWO I}IVISI0NS LEFT CENTREVILLH AND WENT INTO CAMP AT
FOK'S RflLL. THERE ARE THREE REGIMENTS 0F CAVALRY AT VIENNA. I
CONTEMI.LATE ATTACKING A CAVALRY CAMI. AT FALLS CHURCH TOMORR0nnr
NIGHT,

REspECTFULL¥, ¥ouR onEI}IENT SERVANT,

JNO. S. MOSEY,
RAJOR, &C.
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The victorious Confederates, instead of moving toward Washington D.C., embarked on their illfated invasion of the north, leaving Fairfax County in federal hands for the remainder of the
war But Union troops and supporters in the area faced an insidious new threat: guerrilla
warfare at the hands of Confederate Major (later Colonel) John Singleton Mosby and his 43rd
Virginia Partisan Rangers, who operated behind Union lines to harass and tie down federal
troops and disrupt their supply lines. Mosby's operations included a number of raids in the
Armandale - Falls Church area. He is even reported to have camped briefly on the site of today's
Woodbum School.
The first raid near Annandale came on August 11, 1863, when Mosby led his Rangers east from
Loudoun County through Vienna to Merrifield, then south by back roads to Gooding's Tavern
at Little RIver Turnpike and Wakefield Chapel Road. Between there and Annandale, they
captured two wagon trains and 25 prisoners.

Less than two weeks later the rebels tried to repeat their success, but they ran into stiffer
resistance. They were hiding in woods south of Annandale, preparing to bum nearby bridges,
when they spotted 50 Union soldiers driving a herd of horses west along Little River Turnpike.
The Rangers followed behind stealthily, and when the drovers stopped at Gooding's Tavern to
water their horses, Mosby attacked. Some of the Yankees fled, but others fired back. Mosby was
hit in the side and thigh, but within a month he had recovered and rejoined his command. The
encounter cost the lives of six Union soldiers and two Rangers.

In a later operation against a Union camp in Falls Church, Mosby showed that he had little
tolerance for civilians who abetted his northern opponents. As the attack began in the preLdawn
hours, the pastor of Columbia Baptist Church spotted Mosby's men and blew a horn to alert the
village guard and nearby soldiers. Mosby's men captured the pastor, and he was later executed
at Tysons Comer. Mosby granted the pastor's wife and daughter safe passage to retrieve his
body.
Mosby and his guerrillas continued harassing federal forces in Fair fax County for the remainder
of the war The box on the previous page presents Mosby's own description of one such raid.
Mosby's final operation in the Armandale area took place on August 24, 1864. This time he
deviated from his usual hit-and-run tactics and mounted a bold assault with 300 soldiers and
artillery pieces on a Union stockade with 300 men and several artillery pieces. The stockade's
exact location is uncertain, but it probably was near the comer of Little River Turnpike and
Hummer Road. Mosby's men fired several shells into the stockade and then charged, only to be
driven back by a Yankee volley With his customary brashness, Mosby twice sent an officer
under a white flag to demand surrender, but the stockade's commanding officer refused both
times. Having roused the entire neighborhood with his cannon fire, Mosby decided not to linger
and withdrew to the west along Little River Turnpike.

As the war drew to a close, the people who had not deserted the Armandale and Falls Church
area again witnessed massive troop movements, as war-weary soldiers headed north for a final
review by the President in Washington, D.C.
The region had been spared the devastation and horrors of major battles on its soil, but its
economy and social fabric were in shambles. The painful tasks of reconstmction would occupy
its residents for decades to come.
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The Spanish-American War and Camp Alger

A third of a century later, another war brought soldiers and problems to the Holmes Run Acres
area.

As the United States prepared to go to war with Spain in 1898 to gain Cuba's independence, the
War Department scouted for suitable sites to train the thousands of troops being mobilized to
do the fighting. One of the sites chosen was a 1,400-acre tract encompassing the old Dulin farm
and extending from what is now Holmes Run Acres on the south to Dunn Loring on the north.
The land, by then called Woodbum Manor, was leased for $300 a month from its owners, Mr
and Mrs. Charles Campbell.
The site was selected because it was near Washington, D.C., and transportation (roads and rail).
The area was also thought to be free of disease and to have adequate sources of pure waterforecasts that proved woefully inaccurate.

The camp, which was named for President William MCKinley's secretary of war, Russen A.
Alger, opened in May 1898, and troops poured in to begin their training. At its peak, the camp
housed more than 23,000 soldiers. Things went wrong from the start. Weus were dug but did
not provide enough water, and what water there was became polluted by the poor sanitation.
Because the camp was never intended to be permanent, its housing was limited to tents, which
were stifling and dusty in the unusuauy hot summer that followed. In July, an outbreak of
typhoid fever struck. The camp was abandoned in early August, a few weeks before the end of
the war, and only a few soldiers who trained there ever went into battle. An official
investigation the following year found that Camp Alger was indeed undesirable and not
abandoned too soon.
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Most local residents were unhappy to have Camp Alger in their midst. They objected to the
rowdy behavior of some soldiers and feared that the typhoid epidemic and other camp

problems would do lasting damage to the community's reputation. Mr. And Mrs. Campbell
were also appalled at the damage done to their property during the few months the Army had
occupied the farm, and they asked for $20,000 in compensation.
The developer of the nearby Broyhill Park subdivision named a street after the camp. The only
other visible reminders of Camp Alger are two markers, one on Route 50 near the Thomas
Jefferson Library, the other beside a path in Fairview Park.

The Cold War
The birth of Holmes Run Acres in 1951 coincided with the beginning of a grim new phase of the
Cold War On Octoberl8 of that year, a Soviet Tu-4 long-range bomber dropped an atomic
bomb at the Semipalatiusk testing ground, demonstrating that Moscow had the beginnings of a
capability for a nuclear attack on the United States. The result was a crash program to erect air
defenses and to prepare civilians to protect themselves in case the defenses failed. As a first
step, the Army quickly emplaced World War II-vintage antiaircraft gun batteries on the
outskirts of Washington, D.C. Four of the batteries were in Fairfax County in Annandale,
Vienna, Franconia, and MCLean. The Annandale site was between Old Gallows Road and
Columbia Pike, north of the current Armandale fire station.
The gun batteries were deactivated after the newly developed Nike Ajax surface-to-air missile
was deployed at 20 locations ringing the Washington-Baltimore area in the mid-1950s. Three of
these launch sites were located in Fairfax County. one at Lorton (on land later used for the
District of Columbia prison), one near Fairfax City, and the third near Great Falls.
Dave Smith and other HRA residents recall seeing the distinctive profile of a Nike missile as
they passed by the Annandale gun site in the mid-1950s, but it is not clear whether Nikes were
ever deployed there operationally One possibility is that the missile was brought in to display
during an Armed Forces Day open house or at another event.
The Great Falls and Fairfax Nike sites were deactivated in the early 1960s, but the Lorton site

was equipped with a newer, longer-range missile armed with a nuclear warhead-the Nike
Hercules-and continued in operation until 1974.
On the civilian front, the HRA Civic Association formed a Civil Defense Committee in the early
1950s, and many residents took an active part in preparing for disaster. Training courses in first
aid were well attended, and groups traveled to Olney, Maryland, to witness civil defense
demonstrations. At Woodbum Elementary School, supplies of water, food, and other essentials
were stockpiled, and air raid drills were conducted in which students were herded into
hallways to get them away from the windows. Marion-Gray Kraft recalls a bizarre assignment:
if the air raid siren sounded, she was to rush to the school, lock the doors, and not allow anyone
to go in or out, even parents. The rationale apparently was that there might not be enough time
for students to get home before the attack came, and therefore they would be better off in
school.

Other than our participation in Civil Defense in the early 1950's, Holmes Run Acres has been a
peaceful haven in a turbulent world throughout its half-century of existence. Let's hope it
continues to be that way!
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THE DULIN FARM
Phil Waggener

Before the development of Holmes Run
Woods and Fairview Park, the
woodland between Holmes Run Acres
and Route 50 lured naturalists and
adventurous teenagers to explore it,
despite its dense undergrowth, poison
ivy mosquitoes, and swampy terrain.
Among the attractions were the ruins of
a brick house and several other
buildings on a knoll about half way
between Falls Church High School and
the beltway-all that was left of the old
Dulin farm.

This marker commemorates the history of the land now occupied by
the Fairview Park office complex north of Holmes Run Acres. It can
be seen from the pathway beside the Computer Sciences Corporation
building. The plaque reads as follows:
On this site:

Native Americans established seasonal camps five thousand years
ago.

Three generations of the Dulin family, with their households, lived
and famed (1765-1887).

Union and Confederate forces skirmished in "The Affair at Dulin's
Farm" (1861).

Troops trained at Camp Russel A. Alger for service in the SpanishAmerican War (1898).
Site excavated 1977-79 by students of the Fair fax County Pubhc
Schools.
Marker placed by Computer Sciences Corporation.

Three generations of Dulins occupied
the farm between 1765 and 1887 and, as
described in the preceding article, it
was the scene of a deadly skirmish
between Union and Confederate troops
early in the Civil War. The first of the
Dulin occupants, Edward Dulin, rented
277 acres from a wealthy landowner,
John Fitzhugh, who was the recipient of
a large land grant from Lord Fairfax in
1726. The armual rental he paid was
1,050 pounds of tobacco. Dulin

prospered as a tenant farmer,
eventuauy gaining clear title to the farm
and acquiring more land. When he died
his estate was valued at $20,000 and included 21 slaves, placing him in the top 5 percent of
Fairfax County's slaveholders at the time.
The next two generations of Dulins continued to enlarge the farm, and when it was sold in 1887,
the tract-by then called the Wildemess FarmT<omprised more than a thousand acres. As
detailed in the preceding article, the U.S. Army leased the farm in 1898 and used it that summer
to train soldiers for the Spanish-American War
The farnthouse was vacated in the mid-1920s, and a fire in the 1940s partially destroyed it.
Vandals and weather completed the destruction, leaving little more than rubble and the faint
outline of foundations. The ruins proved to be a fascination for HRA teenagers, some of whom
came home with souvenirs such as Civil War-era bullets, old bottles, and pottery shards.

When it became clear in the 1970s that development would erase the last vestiges of the Dulin
farm, two Oakton High School teachers organized teams of student volunteers to conduct an
archaeological study of the site. Between 1977 and 1979, they carefully unearthed the remains,
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sifted through the rubble, and examined the ground nearby in an effort to learn more about the
buildings and the history of the farm. Among the 33,000 items they retrieved were a brass
Confederate officer's belt buckle, a Union infantry soldier's button, and the firing mechanism
from a double-barreled pistol. They also found pottery indicative of an upper-middle-class
economic status, and pieces of agricultural tools suggesting that the Dulins had moved away
from tobacco and into more diversified agriculture.
Today the site of the Dulin farmhouse is covered by the grounds of the Computer Sciences
Corporation (CSC) building in Fairview Park. The only reminder of the tract's long history is a
small bronze plaque that CSC placed along the walking path outside its building.
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HOLMES RUN ACRES CIVIC
ASSOCIATION PRESIDENTS
(* indicates presidents still living in the neighborhood)

1952-1953

L. H. LaFaver

1976-1977

Ed zimmerman

1953

Charles Burbach

1977-1978

Pete peterson

1954

Martha powell *

1978-1979

Frank spielberg*

1954-1955
1955-1956

Jimwright
Paul A. Putnam

1979-1980

David sayre

1980-1981

Larry Rosenberg

1956-1957

C.K.Lyman

1981-1983

Deedee Kaman

1957-1958

Joecragwall

1983-1984

Louisesayre

1958-1959
1959-1960
1960-1961
1961-1962
1962-1963
1963-1964
1964-1965

Ralph wanderer
Henry Lowenstern *
Eleanor Godfrey
Ed o'Flaherty
Don patch
Don Bozarth
Pete peterson

1984-1985

Scott steele *

1965-1966

Lee skillman

1966-1967

Walt stine

1985-1986

Larrywolford *

1986-1987

Pain Allen

1987-1988
1988-1989
1989-1990
1990-1992
1993-1994
1994-1995

Donald Mccarthy
David Howe *
Philwaggener *
David parker *
Kim petersen
JimDavey

1967-1969

Jimcarscadden*

1995-1996

JimGasson*

1969-1971

JimFreehof

1971-1972
1972-1973

Arvydas Barzdukas *
George Lawson

1996-1997
1997-1998
1998-2000

Fernando Gaitan *
Norm Atkins *
Catherine Johnston *

1973-1975

Keith Gardiner *

2000-2001

Keith peterson, Jr

1975-1976

Scott steele *
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CURRENT KIDS CORNER
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of the trees in fall, and the snow in winter
For three years I lived in France, but then I moved back here. I am glad that I moved back. My
house always seems like home to me.
I really like the park. It's very close to my house. I like to play there, and my mom and dad
walk our dog there. My sister and I also like to bike, make snowmen, and play in the creek. I
am lucky, because I hve in such a great neighborhood.

Ama Donovan ~ age 9
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picnics, went to the playground, biked and waded in the creek. We went there in summer,
spring, fall, and winter.
When I moved to France, I always looked forward to coming back home. I never want to move
from here again.
I love growing up here. It makes me feel proud to live here. There is no better place to live than
Holmes Run Acres.
Mary Donovan ~ age 9
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the same. I like to throw rocks into the creek. My mommy did too. When I visit my

grandparents I like to play in the same park as she did.
Lyndsea Brooke Seril ~ age 7 %

(Gardiner grandchild)
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I know HRA was originally a clone neighborhood, all the houses looked the same. But that was
when the neighborhood was 50 years younger. Now, it seems like each house was built
differently, because most of the houses have undergone additions and subtractions since they
were built. And that's part of the reason I like this neighborhood. Some neighborhoods I've
visited are true clone neighborhoods. All the houses are exactly the same. Oh sure, the lawns
might have slight differences but the properties all still lack uniqueness.
The other main reason I like this neighborhood is because of all the plants. I mean essentially
the entire neighborhood is like a forest, but with streets and houses in it too. I know it can
become a nightmare in the fall, but personally, I like raking leaves.
Judy Gillis ~ age 12
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FROM MIMEOGRAPH TO COMPUTERS
Holmes Run Publications Go Modern
Dena Leep
The history of Tfec HoZ77tes Rtt7t7tcr has been written about

previously in the 25th and the 40th anniversary editions of
Holmes Run Acres: The Story Of a Community. But the story of

exactly how the newsletter has been produced and delivered
over the years has never been told.
Back in 1952 - (I know, many of you weren't even born, but
lucky for you, many of us were) putting out T7te Rt/7t7icr was
an easy and straightforward effort.
Different people were assigned - or they volunteered - to write
articles, just as it is done today But these people typed them
on their own typewriters (remember what typewriters were?)
and then turned them in to the editor Since there were many
typists, there were many different typefaces. As a result, the
editor (and sometimes a few assistants) had to retype the
articles onto stencils.

Runner Cover - March 1983

What, you say, are stencils? No, not those things you use to paint pretty borders around your
ceilings! Stencils were legal-sized, blue waxy pages with a heavy paper backing. Fixing
mistakes was a nuisance. At one's side was a bottle of a blue liquid correction fluid; after
dabbing it on the mistake and after waiting for it to dry, we
would backspace and type in the correct letter That process
was just for getting the newsletter ready to be copied by the
mimeograph machine, which was housed in a neighbor's
lower level and run by a willing teenager
Now the copying was done. Assembling the pages was next.
In the early days, Tfec Rw7t7ter was assembled at someone's

house. A rack (whatever became of it?) -similar to a small
expanding gate, about 8-10 inches high -was set up on a
dining room table or other large surface. The different pages
were inserted into the separate openings of the rack and the
assemblers would walk around the table picking up each

page in order. The pages would then be stacked on another
table, where someone else would staple them together Then,
as
now, the newsletter would be counted out, delivered to the
Runner Cover - May 1966
area hostesses and then to the block hostesses. It really was a
labor-intensive, but smooth-nmning operation.
We also had the artwork to include. First, the artists discussed the articles and contents together
and decided who would inustrate which article. When the original art was completed, the
drawing was laid on the glass of a light box (a slanted glass table with a light bulb beneath it)
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with the stencil placed over the illustration. The artist then used a stylus to trace the drawing
onto the stencfl!

h 1981 -much to our dehght - T7!e Rt/inter was now being
done on newly available photocopy machines. No more
stencils! And no more collating, even though that task had
been a good time for coffee and socializing. The

photocopy machine could do the entire process now
Additionally, the drawings could be done directly on the
copy or pasted onto the copy. We could also add photos.
While we no longer used the mimeograph machine, we
still needed many typists; and with the different
typewriters, Tfec Rw7t7tcr still had a rather eclectic look.

Instead of using that blue liquid to correct mistakes on the
stencils, we advanced to `'white-out" or correction tape.
That's progress!

Some editors chose to type the whole thing, often on an
Runner Cover - Summer 1982

IBM Selectric typewriter, to give TJ!c Rw7t7ter a more

uniform look. Because the newsletter would be

photocopied, the "cut and paste" method could be easily used. In a sense, a ``dummy" page
could be made and then photocopied. For a while, using a professional photocopying company
for printing was dispensed with, as one of our residents was able to photocopy Tfoe Rw777icrs at
her place of employment, free of charge, for several years.
With the advent of the personal computer, even the ``cut and paste" method became obsolete.
A word processing program could now be used to shift sentences or paragraphs or to add,
delete, and correct copy. It was a snap. BLISS. Now that so
many people have home computers with word processing

programs, contributors can submit camera-ready copy of their
articles to T7te RtJ7t7ter editor and corrections can be made on-line.

The current editor combines the magic of the computer world
with some old-fashioned cut-and-paste methods for graphics and
the occasional non-computer produced article.
Special mention should be made of T7zc Rw"7icr covers, a unique

part of each issue for fifty years. Throughout these years, many
neighbors have contributed their talents: artists, architects,
children (in the 1960's, my daughter drew a cover depicting
Alfred E. Neuman, of M¢d M¢grzzi.7te fame.). In the early years,

some covers were even individually hand-colored - all 350 plus
issues! Truly, T7te Rw7i7icr covers are a labor of love, I.ust as have

been the contents.
In addition to TJte HOJ77!cs Rw7t7ter, HRACA has published three

volumes, including this one, telling about our community's

Runner Cover -September 1982

t\istory ....... "Holmes Run Acres: The Story Of a Community" h

1976, for the first volume that celebrated HRA's 25th anniversary, one individual retyped the
entire 68 pages herself so that the type would be the same and look more professional! The
artwork, titles and authors' names were pasted onto the copy. The three editors of Volume I
had pages full of small, medium and largeLsized letters. Very carefully, these letters were cut
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apart to form the titles and authors' names. Using a T-square, a drawing board and a nonphotographic blue pencil, the letters were carefuuy pasted
along faint lines at the top of the page. A recent look shows
that these letters weren't always straight! This important
publication was taken to a professional printer for production
of the needed number of copies. Volume 11 for the 40th

anniversary was produced in a sinilar way The new volume
has entered the world of modem technology and has taken full
advantage of computer word processors and a desktop
publishing program. Another annual publication of the
HRACA is the directory - but that is another story (save that
one for Volume IV).

If you would like to actually see, not just read about, the
changes to T7tc Ho/77tcs Rw7t7ter over the past 50 years, all the

issues are bound and elegantly maintained in the Fairfax
County Main Library
.an inspiring sight.

Runner Cover -June 1961

D+¢youftLnow...
•

The first issue was a newsletter in August 1952, co-edited by `q?ubhicity committee, KD. Flock and

Frances Leighton." Issue two, October 1952, had the familiar illustrated "7lbc floJ"e§ R###cr'' cover,
and was edited by Fran Leighton.

•

The longest Ho/"cs R###cr was probably the November 1958, 65-page issue.

•

The hottest Ho/fflc§ R###cr topics through the years seem to have been street lights, dogs, and
speeding in HRA streets.

•

The Holmes Run Acres civic Association minutes and the social column have both run consistently
since the publication began in 1952. The second Runner, October 1952, featured ``On the Run," by
Fran Leighton. Since then, the column has been known by various names: "Chatter," "A-goin' and Acomin'," `q]t Cetera." `The Grapevine," "Chatterbox,'' ``Talk of the Acres," "Copia Vebomm," and
just good old straightforward `Gossip Column." The recipe column has also been consistently run,
along with an incredible variety of other columns, both regular and occasional. Notably missing
today: columns with titles like `Woman Talk," and discussions about forming a `q.adies' Auxmary."
(See Vol I, by Dave Cartwright and Ed O'Flaherty, and Vol. 11, by Anne Ekstrom, for more on the
Holmes Runner).
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E:DITOFTS OF THE: HOLMES RUNNE:R
(* indicates editors still living in the neighborhood)

1952
1953
1953-1954
1954-1955
1955-1956
1956-1957
1957-1958
1958-1959
1959
1959
1960
1960-1961
1962
1962
1962
1963
1964-1965
1965-1966
1967-1968
1967-1968
1968-1969
1969-1970
1970-1971
1971-1972
1972-1973
1973-1974
1974-1976
1976-1978
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983-1985
1985
1986
1987-1988
1989-1990
1991-1993
1994
1995-2001

Fran Leighton and K.D. Flock
Charles Burbach
Sarah Lahr *

Beth Hahn
Malj Burk and Steve Waldron
Elise Kendrick
John and Marge Magee
Art and Rae Childers
Joseph Leep
Jim Lemon *
Stan Bradshaw
Larry Evaus
Colette and Les Stermer
Royce Kriewall
Bob Parker
Betty and Dick Saxer
Dena Leep *
Joyce Richardson and Bobbie Evans
Franceska Meeker * and Jane Underhill *
Dot Lewis * and Joyce Calkins
Dot Lewis * and Sandra Duckworth
Marilyn Barron and Julia Evans
Rosalie Weintraub and Maude Trenholme
Rosalie Weintraub and Joyce Richardson
Ann * and Turk Lewis & Jean Heacock
Ann Lewis * and Jean Heacock
Dave Cartwright and Jean Heacock
David and Louise Sayre
Julia Evans and Jean Taylor
Jean Taylor
Carol Sizemore
Bita Lanys *

Charlotte Mahood & Bill and Rae Parmenter
Mia Gardiner *
Jean-Marie Seidman *
Judy and Randy MCKnight *
Judy MCKnight *, Mari Reeves * and Therese Keegan
Judy MCFhight *
Gloria Nappo *
Kim and Jeanette Petersen
Mia Gardiner *
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OUR NEIGHBOR, THE GRANGE
Vivian Smith

A favorite shortcut from Holmes Run
Acres to Annandale Road leads past a
church on the comer of this road and
Masonville Drive. If you are a relative
new-comer to this area, you'd be hard-

pressed to imagine that this building
was once a Grange Hall and once

played a part in the history of Holmes
Run Acres.
And if you're a city person, or not of a certain age, you might even wonder what in the world is
a ``Grange?'' Officially ``The Patrons of Husbandry,'' the Grange was organized in Washington,
D.C., on December 4, 1867, as "a genuine association of the people in the open country " Much
more than just a social organization, it also took on political, economic, and charitable causes,
uniting rural people into an involved community It was probably the first organization in the
United States to give its women members the right to vote. The Grange was very active in
Fairfax County which, until World War 11, was the largest dairy-producing county in the
country
In 1951, the Grange Hall on Masonville Drive was still a simple brick building. Che of the two
oldest Granges in Fairfax County, it received its charter from the National Grange Headquarters
on January 1, 1921, as ``Pioneer Grange No. 737" Fairfax County had other Granges in Great
Falls, Herndon, Clifton, Falls Church, Andrews Chapel, Centreville and Mount Vemon. The
Great Falls Grange, now owned and preserved by the Fairfax County Park Authority, is one of
their Historic Properties
available for rental.
Q -We hear there were some great HRA parties; where did they hold
them?
A - At places like the Walnut Hm Estate lodge, the Falrfax Legion Hall,
the Charter House Motor Hotel, the American Legion Chilcott Hall, the
``Flame Room" above the Annandale Fire House, the Grange Hall and, of course, Woodburn School. QJot yet at Friendship Methodist
Church - Friendship was using Woodbum as a meeting place, too).

Grange records from 1934
indicate that Pioneer
Grange had 69 members,
owned their Hall and ``onehalf acre of land valued at
over $3000, and is free from
debt. We have helped the

needy in our neighborhood
with sewing and clothing
and baskets of food and
toys at Christmas. Also
vegetables to boys' camp.
A well has been dug and a
sink placed in kitchen of
hall at a cost of $100. We have regalia for all officers and have $35 in our treasury " Grange
parties and dances attracted people from as far away as Maryland.
Q -What were some of the memorable performances at these parties?
A - There was a Maypole dance at one, with local leader AI Smith as the
Maypole; there was John Amold in a tutu at the Ghoulish Gaieties; there
were skits - and a men's hula line and can-can dance. Mac DUBois did a
REAL hula, and we even had a luau with flowers flown in from Hawaii
once. Pool parties, of course, are a whole new topic.
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How did an this involve Holmes Run Acres? Lacking a clubhouse, Acres
residents rented Pioneer Grange Hall as one of the places for our first HRA
Civic Association meetings, Bridge and Canasta Club gatherings, and our
HRACA parties. As Grange activity lessened, the Annandale Cooperative
Preschool rented the hall, and several children from the Acres began their
school days there.
Pioneer Grange Hall also served
as 'a meeting place for St.
Alban's Episcopal Church
before it's building was erected,
as well as for a Lutheran church
and for the Seventh Day Adventists. It was also a
site for the Salvation Army. The first Vietnamese
Catholic church in the United States made its
home in the facility for a number of years, and
over time the building has significantly changed
in appearance. The new structure was built
around the old Grange building so that it still exists -the old within the new. Now listed in the
telephone directory as both the New Generation Evangelical Church and the Korean
Evangelical Church, it is still a landmark to Holmes Runners who drive by, and who will

perhaps now give a second glance in tribute to the past we share.

Vivian Smith was once a Grange member in Sugar Creek Township, Ohio.

Q - The Walnut Hill Estate lodge?
A -The Walnut Hill Estate, home of the owners of
D.C.'s Amold Bus
Lines, is remembered for its
magnificent house, which some said was patterned
after Tara in ``Gone With the Wind''. It sat on a high
hill surrounded by beautiful old trees, with a long
curving driveway, a swimming pool, a stable and a
lodge. We used the I odge, located near Arnold Lane,
for several of our `50s parties, and HRA children were
sometimes allowed to go sledding on the hill. The
estate was sold by later owner, 0. Roy Chalk, operator
of the pre -Metro D.C. Transit, and became the site for
the Walnut Hill houses on Annandale Road.

WALNUT HILL ESTATE: LODGE, CIRCA 1988
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THE LIGHT SIDE: OF THE HOLMES
RUNNE:R
Jane Underhill
The Hozmcs Rw7t7ter has been reporting the

and quartered, except that they may be

neighborhood news for almost 50 years. In
addition to items of serious information
relating to the conduct of community
business and activities, there have been
occasional offerings on the lighter side.
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forgiven their transgression if they stand
everyone to drinks...While criticisms of
driving ability and technique are always
permitted, actually fainting when
momentarily anticipating a crash is regarded
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of bed in the moming:
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Eight years later, the carpools were still
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worse for general health than leaping
suddenly out of bed and attacking the duties
of the day with enthusiasm. Many people
will agree with this medical opinion, but
they evidence some skepticism as to the
proposed solution -namely, that one should

``Being a resourceful and imaginative
animal, the true car poolsman has devised a
set of ploys to meet the exigencies of the
system, and their application is, of course,
car poolsmariship or simply
poolsmanship.
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carpool, favorite topics for humor over the
years. In November 1955, Monroe Burk
penned a lengthy article on ``Customs and
Habits of caapoolers''. Here are a few
excerpts:

unaware and thus mitigate his own
tardiness. This ploy also has the effect of
upsetting the other members who camot be
sure that they have not been forgotten.
``The caapoolsman who is tardy in the

:'aLb%:s:]ice°:::i::ognr°o¥PwshiT: ::£;sol::
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dire punishment. The strictest taboo is
against shopping en route, but stops for mflk
and medicine are tolerated..Drivers who
run out of gas on the highway are drawn

work late that moming. Of course, he can
always claim an important conversation
with an important figure in his organization.
In fact, the more important the better, since it
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cannot be easily verified. .If these ploys fail
or show wear, the best remedy is to reach
the car early on the next night and
elaborately read the newspaper as the

[remember this was 1963] Mercedes," Stan
said, ``forward went Bradshaw and the
ambassador in a $120 Studebaker, smoking
and clunking."
``We arrived at the main gate of Andrews. A

poolmates arrive seemingly late. The truly
resourceful poolsman, as the foregoing
revelations indicate, is thus forced to spend
the better part of each working day planning
strategy for the evening ride."

momentary slowdown, and the clunk
became a klang, something like a 1870
Mccormick reaper. But we struggled

onward until we got to the passenger

The cars themselves also provided amusing

terminal. `Mr. Ambassador,' I said, `1 think

material:

you'd
better ambass another ride back in.'
`Bradshaw,' he said, `Si.' He saw So he

In May 1956, Vera Koepp wrote about her
small British car which she called ``My Little
Ugly'', not because of its appearance but
because it was a hypochondriac. ``As a
matter of fact," said Vera, ``Little Ugly
suffered a complete nervous breakdown
shortly after becoming a member of our
family, and, despite numerous visits to an
analyst, has been prey to assorted psychosomatic symptoms ever since." However,
Vera did admit that in spite of ``coughs,
spits, hisses, and acute vibratory infections,
Little Ugly has never failed to start."

went back in a Cadillac, chauffeur-driven. I
made it back to the city in the reaper, grim.
After that, Sam had to go. It klanked to
death on the way to the junkyard and was
eventually replaced by a 1950 Hudson that
had no social status except that it had been

parked on the White House grounds.''
In another car-related item, Vivian Smith (in
1964) recounted how her small daughter had
developed an unusual talent: ``She can tell
boy-cars from girl-cars. We first discovered
this knack one day when she said, `1 don't
want to go in the Studebaker. It's a boy-car '
The neighbors' cars are all neatly catalogued
by her, and none of us has ever been sure
how she knows. However, I might add that
she's never been proved wrong."

Stan Bradshaw, in the April 1963 T7te HOJ777cs

R#7t7ter, described an urban phenomenon of
those days - the tendency for each family to
acquire a second car. ``A second car
syndrome is developing in our society," he
said, ``and we will never be the same again.''

The Smiths' Christmas newsletter for 2000
noted that ``Car Talk" reported that 98% of
the American people favor public

A mathematician friend of Stan's devoted
two years to attempting to formulate an
equation which would make plain the social
superiority of the owner of a Pontiac
``Safari" station wagon and a Fiat 600 over

transportation - for others.
Some chuckle-producing statistics have
occasionally appeared in Tfee HOJ77tes Rw7t7icr:

the owner of a Ford station wagon and a
Volkswagen deluxe. But Stan didn't wait for
his friend to complete his formula, he went
ahead and bought a 1950 Studebaker and
named it sam. Sam's ailments were many,
but toward the end of his days he was
involved in international diplomacy.
Following a meeting at the Pan American
Union, a senior ambassador bummed a ride
to Andrews Air Force Base with Start so he
could send his Mercedes to take his children

In the April 1962 issue, unidentified by
source:
•S. Statistics show that women buy 90% of

all men's handkerchiefs sold in U.S.
stores.

•:. A scientist has discovered that frogs and
flies can catch athlete's foot.
<. U. S. Army researchers say that an

earthworm's ability to learn is markedly
greater from 8 p.in. to midnight than
from 1 a.in. to noon.

to school. "Back went the $12,000
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U.S. government spending for research in
ig74 included.
•:. $20,000 for the study of blood groups of
PoTh Zlothika pigs.
•:. $70,000 to study the smell of the

story on the Annual Rattlesnake Roundup in
Whighan, Georgia.
``It was a thorough and well-written account
of an annual festival in a small rural Georgia
town which this year drew over 12,000

perspiration given off by Australian
aborigines.
{. $5,000 to investigate the German

people. Buster Bell, president of the
Whigham Community Club, says all the

cockroach.

Lest you think all our research dollars went
abroad that year:
•S. $121,000 was spent right here at home to
find out why people say "ain't''.
<. HEw got $19,300 to researchwhy
children fall off trieydes.
<. Our space program got $80,000 for a zero
gravity toilet and $23,000 for the
environmental testing of same.
Travel Tips:

In the spring of 1964, Gloria Nappo prepared
for T7ze HOJ77tes Rt"ier a travel guide to New

people come to see somebody get bit, and a
snake handier from Florida adds: `They
don't exactly want to see someone killed, but
if it happens, they'd like to be there.'
``There is entertainment by Tillman Dean

and the Country Grunts; the Tropicana
Garden Club passes out cupcakes;
refreshments indude fried rattlesnake meat;
there is a demonstration hunt with Howard
Fewell blowing gas fumes down gopher
holes, and Miss Rattlesnake Roundup is
crowned. The whole thing winds up with a
parade down Highway 84 headed by the
Spasm Band from the Hasan Masonic
Temple in Albany, Georgia, and E. H. Jewell,
64, dancing the twist to the tempo of `Milk
Cow Blues' "

York City so that I-IRA families could make
the most of their visits to the New York
World's Fair. Vivian Smith came back in the
next issue with a tour guide of her

Household Hints:

hometown -Dalton, Ohio.

Vivian Smith was making us smile way back

Borrowing Gloria's phraseology, she
described some of New York's counterparts
in Dalton. The `1.ustling manufacturing
areas" were the candy company, the pottery,
and the feed mill. The `foig markets" were
Berg's Super IGA and Slusser's Grocery
Under ``night spots'', she bemoaned the fact
that Levi Berg's Stag Lunch, "having had the

in 1956 with her HOJ77ces Rw7t7te7' piece titled

punch boards confiscated by the local police
during a clamp-down on gambling, no
longer lends the air of dash it had in the

"Blue Monday or Pink or Green or Red

Monday" She wrote:
``It has just come to my attention, during the

course of a telephone conversation, that I
apparently share a very popular pastime
with many other talented housewives in
Holmes Run Acres. Namely, doing creative
things to the family wash. Whoever labeled
wash day as a monotonous routine was just
plain not aware of its possibilities.
"Everybody of course realizes the marvelous

past. A good pinochle game can usually be
found going, however .... " Under ``1ocal

color" ``The volunteer Fire Department is
located where the city jail used to be. I'm
not sure what in the heck ever happened to
the jail, but I know what happened to the old
fifire truck. It burned down in the local
garage fire.''
The March 1972 issue of Tlfee HOJ77'!es Rtt7t7'!e7`

recounted a front page The Wasfe2.7toro7t Past
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ppotentialities of a new red sock thrown in
with the lingerie. I have also created a
lovely dappled effect on my little girl's
ddresses with a navy nylon sock. Someone
(whose name I'd give anything to
remember) had assured me nylon never
runs. By careful application of bleach on the
dark spots, I was able to add charming

``The other evening I was watching that
pastel circles around each blue spot. Then
for fifty cents or so, I dyed the entire lot of
dresses a heavenly shade of blue. The shade
exactly matched the spots - but not the
bleached out rings, or my vocabulary, also
something less than heavenly Actually, the
whole situation turned out to be no problem
whatsoever. By this time my little girl had
outgrown the dresses. .."

rv Guide:
The March 1974 HOJ773es Rw7t7tcr posed this

question: How does Starkist know that
Charlie the Tuna doesn't taste good?
``As you may recall, Charlie the Tuna
appears in a series of commercials rushing
about the ocean floor leaming about ballet,
modem art, etc., in order to show Starkist
that he has good taste. He thinks this win
make him a desirable catch. A finny friend
comes by and dashes his dreams by saying
that the Starkist people `don't want tunas
with good taste; they want tunas that taste
good' Then the `Sorry Charlie' sign comes
down on a hook. How do they !s±g±A£
Charlie doesn't taste good? He doesn't
appear to have been tasted. It seems to me
Starkist has made its decision using the very
criterion which on the surface it rejects; that
is, whether or not the fish has good taste.
Obviously Charlie is not a truly cultured
individual, he is merely trying to give that
appearance. I have the feeling that if he
really did appreciate the fine arts, he would
have been accepted. The implication seems
to be that good taste somehow influences the
flavor of one's meat. The Starkist selection

fellow taking a shower with Dial soap before

going out to zip over the dunes, and it came
to me that he had thick lather all over his
back. Either he has extra liinber shoulder
joints or there's someone in there with him."
``Another commercial that bothers me is the
one in which Madge soaks her customers
hands in dishwashing liquid. A whole
string of women with dreadful dishpan
hands come in to be manicured, but the
hand they jerk out of the `pretty green'
liquid is the saine hand every time, complete
with plain gold band. Not only do all these
ladies have the same left hand, but it looks
pretty great to me. 1'11 bet it hasn't been near
a dishpan since it took up modeling.''
The Home Front (from the March 1972 T7tc
Holnes Runner)..
``Some people think insects are going to take

over the world. I say forget the bugs and
look out for the dolls. The other day I
caught myself tippy-toeing around my own
bedroom so as not to wake Baby Tender
Love. I'd been given strict instructions not
to bother her, rfund you, but what did she
ever do for me? Will she say `Mommy wash
baby' when you put her in the bathtub? You
bet your kids' shriveled toes she won't! Of
course, she tries to make up by saying,
Mommy is soooo pretty", or she did until
her career as a conversationalist was cut
short when big brother accidentally snapped
her string. Let's hear it for big brother "
``Santa introduced G. I. Joe to our family

group. He talks, too, and now has a larger
wardrobe than Pretty Mommy I wish I had
back all the time I've spent folding his
parachute or sorting the under-sofa fuzzies
for his shoulder holster. He did say,
`Mission accomplished; good work' when I

process had absolutely nothing to do with
Charlie's actual flavor This seems terribly
unfair -even discriminatory He's been
rejected on false pretenses. Of course, we
might also speculate on why Charlie is so
eager to be selected for slaughter and
packaging in little tins. Is there a tendency
toward masochism among uncultured tuna

fiched a swim fin out of the vacuum deaner
bag. Not a bad guy ''
Personalities:

fish?,,
The November 1979 HOJ7'r'!es Rw7it'iet` carried

Other commentary on comlnercials:

the following account featuring "Old Soggy"
as Celebrity of the Month:
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``Bob Mowson was one of a group of

•S. I was on my way to the doctors with rear

stalwart HRA sportsmen who took to the
waters of the Potomac near Romney,
Virginia, recently for a two-day
canoeing/camping trip. The others were
Orin Long (team captain), Orin Jr., Glenn
and RIck Moore, Jim Davey, Fred Dunn,
George Lawson, Jack Underhill, Virk Legate,
and Phil Waggener.
``The trip was all beautiful scenery, gourmet

end trouble when my universal joint
gave way causing me to have an
accident.
•:. I told the police that I was not injured

but on removing my hat, I found that I
had a fractured skull."
Cute thines HRA kids sav have often made
the Holmiis Runner Daf=es:.

In 1973, tworand-a-half-year old Marie

food, and smooth paddling until about loo

Underhill went with the family to a Cub
Scout awards dinner and wanted to know
when she could get a ``scub scout suit."

yards from the finish when Bob and Glenn
hit a patch of white water and dumped. (I
mean all the way over and into the old
drink.) They gamely paddled about
listening with some interest while the rest of
the heroes tried to arrive at a consensus as to
which bank was preferable for the rescue
attempt. Bob was finally brought aground
on bank number one, and dry clothes were
ferried across from bank number two. All
dried and changed, Bob prepared to embark
upon the final phase of the journey when a

Mom said: ``We told her she'd probably be a
Brownie instead. She asked if that meant
we'd eat her. We reassured her that being
this kind of Brownie didn't involve being
eaten, and she chirped. `Good! Then after
that I'm going to be a potato chip!'"
In September 1975, five-yearrold Jeff
Schilling was quoted as saying that his
father once caught a rattlesnake without

voice rang out across the waters: `Be sure to
step in the middle of the. ' Splash!! Ooops.
That's right -one more little dippy-do.
``Needless to say, Bob was on the receiving

getting rattled. In 1976, Jeff's younger sister
Christine went to the post office with her
mother one rainy day. When she got out of
the car, she spotted a big, old, soggy cigar in
the gutter. ``Oh, look, Mom," she said, ``a
dead pickle!"

end of unmerciful ribbing. So, when the
whole crowd (with wives) gathered to view
slides and movies from the trip, Bob arrived
wearing a Scuba mask and swim fins! "

When Jennifer Lawson was about three, she
had a wart on her finger. It was bothersome
for quite a while, but one day in the bathtub,
it floated off. Jennifer refused to let it go
down the drain, however, until she had
queried her mother about the possible

h4iscellancous:
The September 1978 HOJ77'zes Rw7i7'ie7' carried

statements submitted with actual insurance
claims when the polieyholders were asked to
summarize how a particular accident
happened:

existence of a ``wart fairy"

Just this winter, Girmy Peters was
babysitting her tittle granddaughter. As
they walked to the park, Girmy said she was
looking forward to playing on the swings.
Caroline looked at her quite sternly and
stated, "Grown-ups can't swing." ``Why
not?" asked Ginny. ``Because they have to

a Coming home, I drove into the wrong
house and collided with a tree I don't
have.
a In an attempt to kill a fly I drove into a
telephone pole.
•> The pedestrian had no idea which
direction to go, so I ran over him.

push.'' Of course.
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HOLMES RUN ACRES RECREATION
ASSOCIATION
Martha Powell

1st Members of the Holmes Run Acres Pool Board
Sitting - Martha Powell (Liaison with Fair fax County Park Authority), Brewster Denny (Sales), Arm
Canovan (Sales), Tulley Sanders (Builder), Earl Rogers (Vice President)
Standing - Bob Blanchard (Treasurer), Hank La Faver (HRA President), Gene Powell (Pool Cperatious),
Bill Savoie (President), Larry Fuller (Legal), Paul Grey (Sales), Joe Engle (Secretary), Bob Gilles

(Engineering)

Our pool began in 1953, built by enthusiastic
Holmes Runners for the benefit of the Holmes
Run Acres community. At inception, one share
was issued for each household, with a two-week
option to accept. Cinly then were refused shares
sold to ``outsiders" The changes to our little
Holmes Run Acres Recreation Association have
been tremendous! The acreage doubled
(including the parking lot), the building of the
large lower pool occurred, double permanent
fireplaces were erected, two wooden picnic
decks (one with canvas roofing) made, and the
picnic facihities extended. Also added were
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tetherball courts, swings, and a basketball court. The upper pool has been reconstructed with
new concrete decks and easy access stairs.

Swimming is still our main activity, with both lap
lanes and play areas available. Swimming lessons
have always been available, but diving and water
aerobic instruction have been dependent upon
volunteer instructors.
The ``baby pool" offers shade, improved seating,
and a hedge screen for our smallest members and
their toys, strollers, accoutrements, and their adult

guardians. Holiday brunches, cookouts, and other
scheduled parties for special events, are held for
adults, families, and teens. Members can reserve
the recreational areas for private parties.

Seventy to one hundred swimmers (plus their parents as
officials) participate in "The Hurricanes'', our swim
team. They practice five days a week during swim
season, attend county meets, and enjoy weekly pep rally
parties, award ceremonies, and celebrations.
After the first two decades of volunteer management, we
hired professional management for daily operations. We
were the first community-owned and operated pool in
Northern Virginia. Today, we still serve as a social and
exercise center for HRA, and HRARA's presence
enhances the property values of all Acres homes.

Did.youKnow...
The first community swimming pool in
Fairfax County was the Holmes Run
pool, first used on September 5, 1953,
with the ``official" opening held on
May 29,1954. (See Vol.I, article by]im

Carscadden and Bev Peterson, for more
on the pool).

Sea Urchins

Team Photo
1974
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HOLMES RUN ACRES BOOK CLUB
1960 to Present
Gloria Nappo
Yes, we did it before Oprah!

In 1960, a group of Holmes Runners got together They agreed that the only thing they liked
better than reading books was reading books and then talking about them - so, why not start a
Book Club?

The first meeting of the Book Club took place at the Stricklers' home on Surrey Lane. The book
to be discussed was fxodws by Leon Uris. A good crowd came; so did a special guest from the
Israeli Embassy - we were off to an exciting start! Today the club consists of a mix of newer
HRA residents and original members, including some who still travel to HRA from Maryland
and Reston to attend meetings.
Below is a list (in chronological order) of the books we have chosen, from 1960 to the present.
Some books we loved, some we didn't, but they have all made for wonderfully lively meetings.
£xodws by Leon Uris
Act 07te by Moss Hart

Tfee Ass!.s£#7tf by BemaLrd Malamud

Vt.cfony by Joseph Conrad
Lord O/TJtc FJ!.es by William Golding
The True Believer by Erie Ho££er
The Trial by Franz KaELa\

T#c C7.wci.ZJJe by Arthur Miller

Tfec Leap¢rd by Giuseppe di Lampedusa
Tfac Pr{.7tce by Niccolo Machiavelli
My War With The Newts by KaLri €aLpck
Atlas Shrugged by A:yr\ RaLr\d
T'fee Sfflf#s Scckers by Vance Packard
Doctor ZJ!i.zJflgo by Boris Pastemak

T71c Sfrfl7tgcr by Albert Camus

Citizen Hearst by W .A. Swar\berg
The Agony And The Ecstasy by IIvin8 Stone
C¢£cfe-22 by Joseph Heller
IVofcs O/A N¢£t.zJc So77 by James Baldwin
Tfec Fox J77 Tfec Aff!.c by Richard Hughes

C#7tczz.dc by Francois-Marie Voltaire

The Catcher ln The Rye by I .D. Salinger
Cry The Beloved Country by ALlaLn PaLton

The Children Of Sanchez by Oscar Lewis

The Devil I s Advocate by Morris West

Pro¢.Zcs J7t Cowr¢gc by John F. Kennedy
Henderson The Rain King by SaLul Bctlow
AJJ T7tc K1.7tg's Mc# by Robert Penn Warren

T'fee AJcx¢7idr!.¢ Qw¢rfcf by Lawrence Durell
Adu!.sc A7td Co7isc7tf by Allen Drury
Pc¢cc#Z7Jc Le77c by Keith Wheeler
T7tc A7#b¢ss¢dors by Philip Wylie
IJ2dy Chatterley I s Lover by D.H. LaLwrer\ce

Who' s Af raid Of Virginia Woolf by EdwiLld AIbee
Co77sci.e7ice O/A Co7tsc7tjqfi.zJc by Barry Goldwater

The Dead Sea Scrous

The Wapshot Chronicle by Jo:hn Cheever
Tfec'rGsc by Fran€ois Mauriac
C¢£ 's CrtzdJe by Kurt Vonnegut
Tfec Dcpwfty by Rolf Hochnuth
C¢Zj J£ SJcey by Henry Roth
ZorzJ¢ T7}c Greek by Nikos Kazantzakis
Lwcky J!.in by Kingsley Amis
TJ!c H¢7„Jcf by William Faulkner
Groavi.7ig Lrp AZ7sttrd by Paul Goodman
Tfec Greek Way by Edith Hamilton
The S!7c7tf Le7igw¢gc by Edward T Hall

The Affiair by C.P Snow

JrizJis!.Z}Je M¢# by Ralph Ellison

Other Voices, Other Rooms by Trunar\ Capote
TJ!e S¢7te Socz.efy by Erich Fromm

A Scp#r¢fe Pe¢cc by John Knowles
To Kill A Mockingbird by Ha:rper Lee
Brflz)e Ncct) WorJd by Aldous Huxley
A Bwr7zf-Owf Case by Graham Greene
Tfec Seco7td Sex by Simone De Beauvoir
The Making oil The President,1960 by. Theodore White

Huckleberry Finn by Macs Twain
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Friday The Rabbi Slept Ijate by Harry Kene+man

Sorts A7td LozJcrs by D. H. Lawrence

Agr!.7tsf Tfec A7„cr!.ca7i Gr¢!.7t by Dwight Macdonald

The Dubliners by Janes Joyce
The Left Hand Of Darkness by UrsulaL K. Leg\in

Tfec Gw7ts O/Awg"sf by Barbara Tuchman
PJ#ys by Jean-PaLul Sartre
A CJock-Work Or¢7tgc by Anthony Burgess
Let Us Now Praise Famous Men by James A8ee/Walker

Evaus
Mister Johnson by Joyce CaLry
The Secular City by HaLIvey Cox

The Essential Gandhi by Louts Fischer
The Kerner Commission Rlaport On Civil Disorders
Tfec P¢ssoz;cr PJof by Hugh Schonfield
Envy The Frightened by Yale] DaLyaLr\
One Flew Over The Cuchoo' s Nest by Tcer\ Kesey

Tfec Bays 07t Tfec Bws by Timothy Crouse
A Moz/c¢ZJJe Fcflsf by Ernest Hemingway

Porfrtz!.i O/A M¢m.ngc by Nigel Nicholson
Fear Of Flying by Eriea Jong
Pilgrim At Tinker Creek by Anr\ie DL+lard
Zen And The Art Of Motorcycle Maintenance by Robert
Pirsi8
Pe77£{.owc7tfo by Lillian Hellman

Dc¢d SowJs by Nikolai Gogol
Hcrc Af Tfec New yorker by Brendan Gill
My A7tfo7t..a by Willa Cather

Three Short Novels by Flar\r\ery O'Cor\r\or
The Prime off Miss Jean Brodie by Murie\ Spark
The Conf essions off Nat Turner by WII+iaL:rr\ St}rron
One Day ln The Life Of lvan Denisovitch by A;]eksandr

Solzhenitsyn
Tfoe IV¢ked Ape by Desmond Morris
Tfee C¢7tccr W¢rd by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

R4g£!.7"c by E. L. Doctorow
Hw77€ZJozd£'s G!# by Saul Bellow

Even Cowgirls Get The Blues by Ton\ Robbins
Ordi.7t¢ny PcopJe by Judith Guest
Grc7!dcJ by John Gardner
P¢Jc Horse, P¢Jc R!.c!cr by Katherine Anne Porter
FwZJ D!.scJost/re by William Safire

PoztJers a/M!.#d by Adam Smith
Dt.¢ny O/A P!.geo7t W#fchcr by Doris Schwerin
A Rw77tor 0/ W#r by Philip Caputo

A Tfeows47tcz Crfl7ies by Yasunari Kawabata

God BJcss Yow, Mr Roscw¢£cr by Kurt Vonnegut
SowJ 07t Ice by Eldridge Cleaver

Armies off The Night by Norman MaI\er

So7tg O/ SoZo7#o7t by Toni Morrison

Poc77!s by E. E. Cummings

F!.7MZ P¢y77ze77fs by Mary Gordon

Slaughterhouse Five by Kurt Vor\neg\it
The Golden Apples by EndoraL Welty
The French Lieutenant's Woman by JohaFowLes

The World According To Garp by Jo;hn lrving
Confessions Of Felix Krull by Thorr\as MaL:r\r\
The Turn Of The Screw and Daisy Miller by Henry JaLnes
One Hundred Years Of Solitude by Gabriel GarciaL

TJic Gree7ii.7ig O/A7„eri.c¢ by Charles Reich
W¢Jde77 Tzt)o by 8. F. Skinner

Ake7tfeJCJ by Ronald Blythe

Steps by Terzy Kosinski

Children Of Power by Susan Shaeve

DCJz.zJcr¢r!cc by James Dickey

The Female Eunuch by Gerrr\aLine Greet

T7!e NcedJc 's Eye by Margaret Drabble
Tfec Powers T7{#£ Be by David Halberstam
The IJast Convertible by ALnton M:yrer
W!.7tfcr's T¢Jcs by Isak Dinesen
Ten Days That Shook The World by Jo:hn Reed
The White Hotel by D. M. TT\omas
Fifth Business, The Manticore, and World Of Wonders by

Tfec BCJJ /¢r by Sylvia Plath

Robertson Davies

Mr S¢7#7#Jcr's PJ¢7tcf by Saul Bellow

Marquez

Revenge Of The lidwn & Other Short Stories by Richard
Brautigan
SiddharthabyHermar\r\Hesse
Stidwell And The American Experience In China by-

Barbara Tuchman

P¢Jc F!.rc by Vladimir Nabokov

Tfec Wo7#¢7t W¢r7.{.or by Maxine Hong Kingston

Shot.I Sto7.t.cs by Jorge Luis Borges

£7"7#¢ by Jane Austen

Notes From The Underground by Fyodor Dostoyevsky

R¢Z7ZJz.f Js R!.cJt by John Updike

Dc¢£fe J7t Vc#z.cc by Thomas Mann
Rfe!.„occros by Eugene Ionesco
Bc!.7tg Tfecre by Terzy Kosinski
Contemporary Short Stories

Spr!.7tg Moo7t by Bette Bao Lord

Matt 's F#fc by Andre Malraux
Tfec F!.7.s£ a.rcjc by Aleksandr Solzhenitzyn
The Optimist I s Daughter by EndoraL Wctty
The Teachings off Don Juan by Cartos CastafiedaL

Grozt)!.7.g Lrp by Russell Baker
A M¢7t For AJJ Sc¢so7ts by Robert Bolt

Dinner At The Homesick Restaurant by Anne Tyler
Tfec Dc¢7t 's Dccc7#Z7er by Saul Bellow

The Color Purple by Ahice Walker

The I+ast Gentleman by Walker Percy
BJwe in.gJ!zt7¢ys by William Least Heat Moon
Jro7toveed by William Kennedy
Hc¢f A7td Dt/sf by Ruth P Jhabvala

Tfee Bcsf A7.d Tfec Br!.givcsf by David Halberstam
Short Sfori.cs by Isaac Bashevis Singer
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The Name off The Rose by Umberto Eco
Aunt Julia And The Scriptwriter by MaLrio VargaLs Lhosa
A P¢ss¢gc To J#dz.¢ by E. M. Forster
Sfo7ies For Jb#rr# by Harriet Doer
The Beans Of Egypt, Maine by CaLrch:yr\ Cia+e
TJ.a Red A7zd T77e BJ#ck by Stendhal

The Unbearable Lightness Of Being by Milos KunderaL
Bc77cJ J7i T#e Rt.z7er by V. S. Naipal

Tfoc V!.ezu Fro7# Po7#pey's Hc¢d by Hamilton Basso
The Women Of Brewster Street by G\or±a Naytor
Fo7`ei.g7t A##I.rs by Alison Lurie

GJi.fz by Elmore Leonard
SztJee£ A7td Sowr by Timothy Mo

When The Snow Comes They Will Take You Away by Erie

The Kitchen God' s Wife by Any Tar\
A River Runs Through It by Normar\ MCLeal\
A Tfeows¢7td Acres by Jane Smiley
L!.ke W¢£cr For Chocohafc by Laura Esquivel

The Bridges off Madison County by Robert Wallet
Wordsfrttck by Robert Mac Neil
TJic Be¢77 Tree by Barbara Kingsolver
The Shipping News by E. Armie Prou±x
The Road To Wellville by T . C. BvyLe
T7!c St/7t AJso Rz.ses by Ernest Hemingway
Tfec Crocodt7c B!.rd by Ruth Rendell
TJlc Sfo7tc D!.¢r!.cs by Carol Shields

Tfee B!.rd Arfisf by Howard Norman
Midnight ln The Garden Of Good And Evil by Jo:hr\

Newby

Berendt

HofcJ Dt/ I." by Anita Brookner
H¢bz.fs O/The Hc#rf by Robert N. Bellah
The Accidental Tourist by Arme Tyler

How The Garcia Girls Lost Their Accent by Julia ALivaLrez

Snow Falling On Cedars by David Guttersor\
Trt/c Nor£7t by Jill Ker Conway
L¢dder O/Yc¢rs by Anne Tyler
My O"71 Cot/7tfny by Dr. Abraham Verghese

T7Ie Hot/sc O/The Sp!.r!.fs by Isabel Allende
Lo77cso77tc Doz7c by Larry MCMurtry

J7tdcpe7tc!c7tcc D¢y by RIchard Ford

T#c Bo77c PcopJe by Keri Hulme
Wcsf Wi.#z TJ7c N.gJ€£ by Beryl Markham

The English Patient by Michael CindaaLtie
Tfec Moor's L¢sf S!.g# by Salman Rushdie

A S#77t77to7ts To Mc77cp7zz.s by Peter Taylor

No Ordinary Time by Doris Kearr\s Goodwin

D!.¢ny o/A yt4ppi.c by LOuis Auchincioss
To The Lighthouse by V±ghia Wooff

My Na7#c Js ASJ!cr LezJ by Chaim Potok
M#rfz.7t DrcssJer by Stephen Millhauser
A71gcJfl 's ASJ!cs by Frank McCourt

ParflJJeJ Lt.I/cs by Phyllis Rose
prcsw77ied J7t7tocc7tf by scott Turow

Hozo¢rd's E7id by E. M. Forster
Tfoc F¢toJ Shore by Robert Hughes

CoJd Mow7if¢!.77 by Charles Frasier

Tfec Color 0/ W¢£er by James MCBride
Under The Tuscan Sun by Frances MayLes

BonfireofThevanitiesbyTomwoffe
The Old Gringo by Carlos Fuentes

A7"crz.c#7i P#sfortzz by Philip Roth

The God off Small Things by Arundha.ti Roy

Oscar And Lucinda by Peter Carey
Tfec Age O/J„7ioceHcc by Edith Wharton
The Remains Of The Day by KaLzuo Lshig\rro
The Road From Coorain by JL+I Ker Conway
P¢J#ae W#Jk by Maguib Mafouz

Sfo77cs Fro" T7zc Ri.I)er by Ursula Hegie
Charming Billy by ALl±ce MCDermott
Mc77toz.rs O/A Gel.sJt¢ by Arthur Golden

A Yc¢r fro ProzJe7tcc by Peter Mayles
The Education Of Little Tree by FOITest CaLrter
yow Jt/sf Do7i 'f LJ7tdcrsfarid by Deborah Tannen
Lot;c J7t Tfec Tt.7#c O/CJ7oJcra by Gabriel Garcia Marquez

T7tc St/g¢r Mof#cr by Elizabeth Jolley
Billy Bathgate by E. L. Doctorow
Riding The Iron Rooster by PiLul Theroux
The Joy Luck Club by ALmy Tar\
The Mambo Kings Play Songs Of Love by Oscar Hujelos
Posscss!.o# by A. S. Byatt
A SoJdz.cr O/The Grc¢£ W¢r by Mark Helprin
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A Patchwork Planet by Ar\r\e TyLer
Letters Oil A Nation Collected by Andrew CaLrrofl
Tfec Poiso77zt)ood B!.Z7Jc by Barbara Kingsolver

A Man In Full by Tom Wol£e
A77csfcrd¢7" by Ian MCEwan
I zJc7tso77g by Gail Godwin

Moo by Jane Smiley
W¢!.£!.7tg by Ha Tin

The Professor And The Madman by Simon Winchester
Tfee Grc¢f G¢fsdy by F. Scott Fitzgerald

WHERE ARE THEY NOW?
Children Who Grew Up In the Acres
Compiled by Marion-Gray Kraft & Keith Peterson
LISA BARRON lived on Surrey Lane, is now in Long Beach, California. She got her PhD from
UCLA and is a professor in the Business School at University of Califomia. She's married to a
rocket scientist whom she met at Stanford. KELLY BARRON, formerly of Surrey Lane, did

graduate work at University of Missouri School of Journalism, and is now a correspondent and
editor for Forbes Magazine, LA branch. She is married to a fellow William and Mary graduate,
an Executive Vice President of a major advertising agency
RIMA BARZDUKAS is married to Lance Acord and has a tworyear-old daughter, Pearl, and
an infant son, August. Rima and Lance live in the Hollywood Hills of Los Angeles where Lance
is a cinematographer and Rima is a full-time mom. LINA BARZDUKAS is married to Jeff Bey
and has a fiveLyear-old daughter, Mara, and a three-year-old daughter, Olivia. Lina and Jeff live
in Oceanport, New Jersey where Jeff runs an industrial drum manufacturer and Lina works
part-time for a fashion photographer. AUDRIUS BARZDUKAS is married to Rose and has a
three-year old daughter, Mila, and a two-year-old daughter, Rasa. Audrius and Rose live in
Manitou Springs, Colorado where Audrius is a recent dot.com casualty and Rose is a full-time
mom.

D+¢youKnowl...
•

The first baby born in HRAwas
Lawrence Ames, on September 10, 1951;

Some of the things Audrius, Lina and Rima
Barzdukas remember about Holmes Run Acres.„
Marco Polo games at the pool ~~~ Mark Hartzler's
"C'mon Baybee" cheer ~~~ Erecting football

his parents were Lloyd and Lafla Ames.
The second baby was Dona Presson,
November 18, 1951; her parents were
George and Libby Pres§on.
The first death in HRAwas Emanuel
Noble, on April 9, 1952, six weeks after
moving here. Ethel stayed, brought up
their three children here and,

goalposts made from saplings at Luria Park ~~~
Greased water melon competition in the pool
during team parties ~~~ Sea Urchins as a noble
and coveted team nickname ~~~ Hitting termis
•
balls against Woodbum school's big brick wall ~~~
Streets safe for bike riding ~~~ Lifeguards who
lived in the neighborhood ~~~ Building dams on
approaching 90 next year, is one of our
the creek ~~~ Walking to the 7-11 to buy "Big
oldest residents.
Buddy" gum for a nickel ~~~ Mr Stevens as the
starter behind mirrored glasses ~~~ The summer
Holmes Run went 'big time" and got a new pool house and the All-Star meet ~~~ John Lee's
and John Mac's crazy PA announcements ~~~ the Ice Cream man driving down to pool level
~~ ~ Mrs. Lawson and Ms. Schilling using the we-don't-take-no-for-an-answer-approach to
recruiting swim team members on opening day ~~~ the year our team colors were black and
white ~~~ all-neighborhood soccer games at Luria Park ~~~ the bluegrass festival ~~~ being
able to sled the entire length of Executive Avenue ~~~ kids out in force on Halloween ~~~ Mrs.
Lawson earning "loudest team rep" honors whenever she cheered, "GO, STEVIE, GO!" ~~~
colossal leaf piles for jumping in ~~~ Every adult knowing every kid and keeping them all in
line ~~~ the suspiciously warm baby pool ~~~ exploring the woods before there was a
walkway ~~~ playing ice hockey on the frozen swamp behind Surrey Lane and Hartwell Court
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~~~ the phantom pool pooper controversy ~~~ the Hurricane Agnes flood ~~~printing the
Holmes Runner on a mineograph machine ~~~ A place that will always be home.
CLAIRE (BLEDSOE) PRATT writes: ``My parents, John Baker and Willene Bledsoe, my
brother, Michael and I moved to 2408 Holmes Run Drive (next to Ethel Noble's house) in 1953 (I
think - I know I was in the first grade at Woodbum Elementary and Mike was in the third

grade). We lived there until about 1962 or 1963 when we moved to ``the new section of Hoines
Run" to 3413 Surrey Lane (next to Dave and Vivian Smith). My parents lived in Holmes Run
until retirement in the late-1970s when they moved back to Dothan, Alabama. (Both of my
parents were originally from the Dothan area.) My Dad died in 1979 and my Mom died in 1993.
I graduated from W.T Woodson High School and Randolph-Macon Women's College and then
went to the University of North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill where I obtained both a Masters
Degree in Library Science and a law degree. I married Steve Pratt (originally from upstate New
York) and we have two boys: Baker H. Pratt (19 years old - a freshman at the UNC at Chapel
Hill) and Ian 8. Pratt (17 years old -a high school junior). We live in Raleigh, NC. My husband
has a computer graphics company, Understanding Systems, Inc., and I am an attorney for SAS
Institute Inc. (the largest privately owned software company in the world.) I specialize in
intellectual property law and the law of computer software licensing. I love to garden - I raise
orchids and enjoy gardening outside too. I do a lot of ``shade gardening" with native plants and
hellebores, etc. I also enjoy bird watching (learned from watching my parents, and our HRA
neighbors, the Smiths, and the Krafts excitedly calling one another to armounce what new bird
was at their feeder), walking (not as much as my Mom used to do around the Acres!), and am
involved with a number of volunteer organizations - including serving on the PTA Board at my
son's high school. I like to attend my sous' soccer and ultimate Frisbee games and also attend
their musical endeavors -choral (Ian) and orchestral (Baker -cello). Our pets, a cockatiel and a
chiuauaha round out our family. I first learned to love these little dogs while living in Holmes
Run and caring for the Kessler's chiuauahas when they went on vacations - so as you can see
HRA has had a strong impact on me.

MICHAEL BLEDSOE, graduated from Annandale High School and Dartmouth College and
then moved to Califomia to attend graduate school at UC Berkeley where he received a Masters
in City Planning. He later graduated from law school at UC Davis. Mike and his wife, Jermifer
]ennings, are both attorneys and live in Sacramento, California with their two children: Claire
(10 years old) and Charlie (eight years old). Jenny is a native Californian -originally from
Sacramento. Mike works with the State of CA as an attorney. Jermy is an Environmental
Lobbyist at the California State Legislature although she is taking a ``multi-year sabbatical'' to
be at home with their children and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future. Jenny and
Mike both like to snow ski, hike in the mountains, go rafting/kayaking, bicycling and jogging.
The whole family enjoys outdoor activities. Mike also enjoys photography Mike and Jenny are
both involved in community activities and with the children's activities, including attending
Oenny even coaches!) their athletic events --such as soccer (Claire and Charlie) and basketball
(Charlie). Their two enormous, fluffy cats, Pip and Pockets, round out their family Mike and I
enjoyed living in Holmes Run. We are both glad to have grown up in such a friendly, warm
community where our family formed life-long friendships. It's hard to believe that HRA is 50
(or that we are!)
CAROL (BOZARTH) PUFNOCK, writes: ``Presently my 13-year-old daughter, Becky, and I
are living in Sterling, Virginia. I am a legal secretary working in Reston. I am a volunteer
Auxiliary Loudoun County Deputy. My duties have included sobriety checkpoints, crime scene
investigations, child identification photo card events, traffic control at craft fairs and parades,
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and we will be trained to assist with the Loudoun County Sheriff's Office dive team. Becky is in
eighth grade at Sterling Middle School and is involved in gymnastics and hopes to try out for
the freshman (probably JV) squad of the cheerleaders at Park View High School next year).
Becky with be a Counselor In Training with the Loudoun County 4-H this summer at their 4-H
camp in Front Royal. At 13 she is the typical teenager - on the phone a lot, with the phone
ringing constantly for her (mostly boys). We have a German Shepherd/Beagle mix dog named
Molly and an orange tabby cat named Tiger. CHRISTINE (B0ZARTH) FISHER has lived in
Bozeman, Montana for the past 27 years. She is married to Jake Fisher and has four sons
ranging in age from 19 to 25. She is the Director of the Education Advising Center at Montana
State University CATHY (BOZARTH) WAKEFIELD writes: ``My husband, Mike, and I live in
Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania with our beagle, Justice. Our daughter, Kerri, is 25 and finishing a
Master's in Career Counseling at the University of Delaware. Our son, Kevin, is 21 and in his
junior year at Penn State majoring in Business Logistics. He is currently studying abroad for the
semester in Sydney, Australia. I am in my 16th year of teaching elementary school at Concord
School in Glen Mills, Pennsylvania. I taught two years of Kindergarten and the past 14 years
have enjoyed teaching first grade. Mike is a Supervisor for the Office of Vocational
Rehabilitation for the state of Pennsylvania.''
BERNARD BRENNER writes: ``1 arrived on Executive Avenue in early 1953 with my late first
wife, Madeline, and two sons, ELI0T (then about three) and KYD, (a few months short of his
first birthday). I moved out in the fall of 1998 with my wife, Barbara, and in the spring of 1999
we moved to Gainesville where we live -by now both fully retired from stuff like day jobs - in a
development for people over 55. Both sons are still in the area - Eliot in Armandale and Kyd in
the District.''

BECKY (CAGLEY) MCNEESE and her husband, Chris, and son, four-years-old Geofferson
Oake), live in Montclair, Virginia. TOM CAGLEY and his wife Dana live in Virginia Beach,
Virginia. Tom is currently in the Navy and stationed on the aircraft carrier, USS Theodore
Roosevelt. AARON CAGLEY had served in the Navy on the aircraft carrier USS John C.
Stennis and currently resides in Austin, Texas.

STEPHANIE L. CO0PER is an Art Instructor at the Art Academy in Cincinnati, Ohio.
RICHARD F. COOPER is an Electrical
Engineering Instructor at Virginia Tech in
Blacksburg, Virginia. MICHAEL L. CO0PER is
an Assistant Public Defender in Baltimore,
•
Many items in the schools were not
Maryland.
funded by the County; the PTAs were a

D+¢youKnow...

flurry of fund ralsers for library books,
classroom clocks and other essentials for
their schools. The Holmes Runner once
considered sehing ads to help fund school
lunch equipment, traffic signs and street
fights. (See Volume I and 11, by Sarah
Lahr, for more on schools).
During the ``Cold War" days of the 1950's
and early 60's, children had a list of
``survival equipment" to bring to school:

canned foods, tongue depressors for
splints, Band-Alds, and, of course, toilet
Paper.

DAVID COVIN, TR. was seven when he moved
in on Holly Court. He was in Kathy Westbrook's
Cub Scout troop. He went to Falls Church High
School, where he was in the band, then got his
Bachelor's degree in Enghih/ Philosophy/ Math
at the University of Virginia and his Master's
degree in Computer Science at the University of
Chicago. He and his bride of one year, Molly
Tomlinson, moved to Boston in the fall of 2000,
and are both working as network engineers at
start-up software development companies in the
Boston suburbs. JONATHAN COVIN was born
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in 1979, about six weeks after Bevin Coffee, who lived across the circle from us. He also went to
Falls Church High School, where he was co-captain of the cross-country team and active in the
Spanish Club. He is now a senior, studying Computer Science at Virginia Tech. He has spent
the last three summers and Christmas holidays working as a network administrator for PRC, in
Crystal City. He expects to accept a job offer at a Northern Virginia computer-consulting firm
upon graduation.

AMY (CROW) HEATH writes: ``1 am very happily married to a man named Terry. We are

proud parents of Jacob, five years old and Mathew who will be three this May We now live in
Bristow Virginia. I am a registered nurse for a private practice and (part time) at Fairfax
Hospital. Terry works for an engineering firm in Manassas. We get back to the Acres when we
can to visit with friends. KATHY CROW owns a home in Centreville, Virginia. She is a
supervisor for Raven Security Systems in Langley, Virginia. She continues to paint in the
medium of watercolors, and plays soccer on several teams. NANCY (CROW) EPPERSON
resides in Bristow, Virginia, is happily married to Cliff and has two children, Kylee and C.I. She
works as an insurance agent at Patterson-Smith.
SCOTT AND LYNN DAVEY grew up in the Acres on Sycamore and Surrey Lanes. SCOTT
works for AT&T in Raleigh, North Carolina in the marketing end of their telecommunications
operations. He's married with three children and another due in August. LYNN works in
Portland, Maine, for a non-profit agency concerned with children's issues. She'll be married in
September. Their parents, CONNIE AND JIM, who lived in the Acres from 1960 until 1999, are
renting an apartment in Providence, Rhode Island, while they look for a home in Rhode Island,
where Connie was born and where they both grew up.
DEBBIE (DUBIN) COOPER moved back to Virginia three

years ago, now in RIchmond (via Pennsylvania, New York
City and Dallas, Texas). She was a commercial banker for 25

Q- How about the schools in
these baby-boom times?
A- To keep up with the rapidly
increasing population, Fairfax
County was building a
"classroom a day," with

years and is now back in school to pursue a Masters in
Nursing. She has an 11-year-old son, Curtis. CONNIE
DUBIN, who lived on the comer of Cypress and Elm,
resides in Mill Vauey, California with her husband, Pete
Woodbum completed in 1953.
Abrahams; their four children are grown. Connie's career
has spanned teaching mediation, think tanks, and social
action, currently she is setting up after-school centers in San Francisco's inner city Connie is
almost finished developing a 160-acre vineyard in Mendocino County 100 miles north of San
Francisco.

TENNIFER EASTMAN of Cypress Drive now lives in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. She teaches
computers to elementary school students, and lives with her husband Chris ]epson, her six-

year-old daughter Eliza Eastman, plus one rabbit, two cats, and a dog. KATHY (EASTMAN)
COUSINS lived on Cypress Drive from about 1956-1963. A civilian employee of the
Department of the Navy, she now lives in Montgomery Village, Maryland, and is the mother of
one daughter, Christine, who will be graduated from the University of Maryland in May 2001.

MARK GARDINER writes: ``My best memories were of hanging out at the pool in the summer,

playing soccer at the park, after dark pranks around the neighborhood, and occasional skinny
dipping in the pool at night. I have been married to Martha Brettschneider for six and a half
years and we have two boysr{ody (five) and Jacob (two). Since graduating from the College
of William and Mary and Georgetown University, I have had a career at the CIA as an analyst
and manager, primarily working on Africa and Latin America. I currently reside in Vienna, but
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with my parents still hving in HRA, I am back at the park regularly with my kids and continue
to feel like HRA is holne."

LAURIE (GARDINER) SERIL writes: 1 have many fond memories of growing up on Hemlock
Drive: exploring in the woods across the street (no longer there!); making mud pies by the
creek at Luria Park; inching my way carefully around the fort on the playground at the park;
riding my bike to Holmes Run Pool and spending endless hours there with neighborhood
friends. After graduating from the College of William and Mary, I worked as a meeting planner
and then as a Concierge Manager for Hyatt Hotels, first in New York City, then on Capitol IIill
in DC and most recently at Reston Town Center. That was in my former life, as I think of it, for
now my career is as a Mommy (and part-time Gyinboree Teacher). I live in Fairfax with my
husband, Scott Seril, our daughter Lyndsea (seven and a half), and son Steven (four). We are
expecting our third child in August. Our kids look forward to their frequent visits to Grandma
and Papa's house and love their adventures at Luria Park, just as I did.
SCOTT GARDINER writes: ``1 lived in HRA from 1966 (age five) until moving away after

graduating from Penn State in 1983. My parents still live on Hemlock Drive, so I am lucky to
remain a frequent visitor to HRA. I have been married to a fellow Penn State grad Oenny Clouse
'84) since 1987 and we have three great kids Kyle (10), Kendall (nine) and Gillian (almost seven).

We live in Charlottesville, and I own a business named bcreative, Inc. Our business allows
creative people to make money from their good ideas for products like T-shirts, posters, and
calendars without fear of being ripped-off. Check us out at www.bcreative.com. Like most
kids who grew up in HRA, my childhood memories of the neighborhood are fantastic and I am
very thankful to have been raised in such a wonderful place with such a strong sense of
``community." It's a real joy and thrill to be able to expose my kids to the same environment

when they visit their grandma and grandpa as I experienced as a kid growing up in HRA."
STEVEN GRAINE, formally of Westndnster Court, is still in the area. Steven is living in
Clifton, Virginia with his wife, Lisa, and three kids. Steven owns a lawn company ROBIN
GRAINE is married to Alan Feldenkris, with two children - Morgan ®oy) age four and Carly
age two. They live in Annandale and she is a Pilates and fitness instructor at INOVA Sport &
Health of Annandale and Regency in MCLean.

JOHN GUI0N - married, three daughters, works at 7-Comers Home Depot, lives in Bethesda,
Maryland. GERRY GUION -single, lives in Half Moon Bay, California. Works for a computer
company and waits tables. MARCHELLE (GUI0N) MCDERMOTT - married, two daughters,
after-school care in home, mentors student teachers in Northern Virginia for Longwood
College. Lives in Lakeridge, Virginia.

MARK HARTZLER is an engineer and lives in Oviedo, Florida. He has bachelor's and master's
degrees from the University of Miami, Florida. He's been married for 22 years and has two
children, ages 17 and 15. BRUCE HARTZLER is an actuary with the government, and owns a
condo in Arlington. He has bachelor's and master's degrees from William and Mary He has
traveled to many interesting places, such as Hong Kong and Bulgaria, to participate in canoeing
races. LYNNE HARTZLER graduated from Penn State and works for an insurance company
She lives in Fairfax, has been married for four years, and has a newborn. WENDY HARTZLER

graduated from Radford University and is a teacher. She lives in Dallas, Texas with her
husband of almost 13 years and has two children, ages eight and 10. While the Hartzler ``kids"
did not live in the Acres, they were very involved with the pool. Mark was the assistant
manager and he, Bruce, and Wendy were on the swim team. In fact, Wendy still holds some
rrecords on the board up at the pool.
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KATHY HENNESY married Steve Worboys, a painting contractor, and moved with him to his
hometown of Honeoye Falls, New York. Kathy has raised her two children, Tom and Elizabeth,
along with a good number of the towns' kids, as she has for many years run a popular family
daycare center out of her home. PAUL HENNESY lives and works in the family home in
Clifton, Virginia. He is a partner with his father in their art business, ``Studio of Hennesy,''
where they produce original oil and watercolor paintings and also publish limited edition prints
of their work. Paul and his father often travel to Europe to gather source material for their
paintings. BRIAN HENNESY has put his parks and recreation degree to good use; he is in his
18th year of working for the Northern Virginia Regional Park Authority, and has managed
many of the parks in the system. He is currently manager of the Fountairthead and Sandy Run
Regional Park, and lives in a cottage on the Occoquan Reservoir. He can commute to work by
boat! SHAWN HENNESY and his wife Theresa, a VP with Cable and Wireless, live in
Ashbum, Virginia. While raising their two sons Michael and Timothy, Shawn has had his own
successful art career as an oil painter, specializing in scenes of the Outer Banks and Hudson
River-style landscapes. He also publishes limited edition prints of his work. HUGH
HENNESY left for Dallas, Texas, after graduating from University of Virginia, and loves it
there. He worked for years as an accountant for a real estate management company, and
recently moved to a position as chief financial officer with a hedge fund investment firm. Hugh
is an avid golfer in his spare time. CRAIG HENNESY lives in Vienna, Virginia with his wife
Stephanie, a telecommunications marketing consultant. Craig retired last year from a VP of
Network Engineering position with MCI/Worldcom. He is currently managing his investment
portfolio.

ANDY HEYMAN graduated from Illinois Wesleyan University and spent several years in the
men's clothing business, most recently making customized shirts and jackets in Santa Fe, New
Mexico. He has since moved on to ``elder care" he and his charming wife, Lynne, are enjoying
a delightful new home in Mesa, Arizona, where he is business manager for the Springs
Retirement Community. ED HEYMAN graduated from Wesleyan and from North Carolina
University, specializing in intemational relations and counter-terrorism (a growth industry).
With two colleagues, he found Orion Scientific Systems in 1989 and as a ``charter" Vice
President, he manages its west coast office in Irvine, Califomia. With his talented wife,
Deborah, he is also struggling to cope with two teenaged daughters and their challenging
brother.
JOHNNY JORDAN is now living in Glendale, Califomia. Johnny graduated from Virginia Tech
and works as an Electrical & Bio-medical Engineer with the House Ear Institute in Los Angeles.
ROGER KORMENDI writes: ``To this day I think of living in the Acres as an almost idyllic way

to grow up. The children and the dogs roamed freely -through parks, wooded areas and the
community at large. Friendliness and friendship was the natural course of interaction among
the children. And although I didn't know everyone in the area, the many I did know were all
friends to me. The other thing I remember well was that the girls were always smarter than the
boys. All my best to everyone on this wonderful anniversary "
KATHY KRAFT has been with her husband, Marshall Cohen, since 1971. They have an almost
17-year-old daughter, Sarah Kraft-Cohen, who is a junior in high school, and a 13-year-old
Border Terrier, Jock (obtained through T7ic W¢s7!!.7igfo# Post 's classified give-aways by Kathy's

mother, Marion Gray Kraft). They live in Newton, Massachusetts where Marshall is head of the
Department of History and Social Sciences at Newton South High School. Kathy is an archivist
at the Schlesinger Library on the History of Women in America (Harvard University), as well as
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the acting archivist for the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study (formerly Radcliffe College).
She still considers Holmes Run to be her tnie home, and has neither experienced nor heard
about a community as special as HRA since leaving it for the Boston area 30 years ago.
MELISSA (KRAFT) COURTNEY of Friar Tuck Court writes ``I've lived in Reston since 1974,
and have worked at the U.S. Geological Survey for what seems hke @ecause it IS) my entire
adult life. I've been living with the same delightful person since 1989, and, as a result, these last
12 years have been fairly happy ones, and I've been relatively calm (more often than not, in
spite of frequent bouts of dudgeon about all sorts of social and political issues which I won't go

into here, showing extraordinarily good judgment about what HRA residents, past and present,
want to read in their celebratory publication). But still I miss the trees of HRA.''
RICHARD KRAFT (|R) lived on Elm Street from c.1955 until c.1959 when he moved to Friar
Tuck Court. He now lives in Fairfax (Reston begirming April 2001) with his wife, the former
]oanne Blum of Walton Lane, Armandale. He works for an Internet company in DC, and she is
a school social worker with Fairfax County Public Schools.
JUDY LEEP is currently a Library Supervisor at
Montgomery College in Germantown, Maryland.
DAVID LEEP is a Professor of Mathematics and
HRA children attended assorted schools:
Associate Dean at the College of Arts and Sciences
Annandale, Woodson, Bailey's Crossroads,
at the University of Kentucky They grew up in
Lincolnia, Whittier, Woodbum, Fairfax,
the early 50's through the late 60's, went to
Luther ]ackson and Falls Church.
Woodbum Elementary School. Judy attended
Whittler Intermediate and David attended Luther Jackson. Judy was in the last group of
Holmes Runners to graduate from WT Woodson High School and David graduated from Falls
Church High School. Those were days when the schools became integrated and populations
were growing, so the school boundaries were shifted.

Di¢youKnow...

JAKE LOWENSTERN was a Holmes Run Acres resident from '63 to '81. He writes: ``1 am a
geologist for the U.S. Geological Survey and help monitor and do research on volcanoes around

the world. I live in Menlo Park, California with my wife and nine-month-old daughter We
enjoy traveling and have recently taken vacations to Southern Chile, the Brooks Range of
Alaska and Namibia in southern Africa." EVELYN (LOWENSTERN) SEVERINO writes: ``1

met and married my husband, Pete, when we both worked at the former E-Systems Melpar.
We moved to St. Louis, Missouri for a few years and now live in Wexford, Pennsylvania, which
is suburban Pittsburgh. Pete is a native of the Pittsburgh area and works as a golf course
superintendent. We have two kids: David, six and a half and Kate two and a half. I work part
time as head of human resources organizational development for GlaxosmithKline Consumer
Healthcare, which is the division that makes Nicorette, Nicoderm, Aquafresh, Turns, Oxy and
other products you buy at the drug store. We enjoy occasional visits to the old neighborhood to
visit my parents and usually hit Luria Park and the pool."
BECKY MALOVANY is living in San Francisco, MARC MALOVANY is living in New York
City and BARD MALOVANY is living in Annandale and has his own financial consulting
business.

SEAN MAGEE, son of Kathy Hartzler, who moved to the Acres in 1968 while still in utero,

graduated from Falls Church High School and Virginia Tech. He works for Sprint in the
computer/Internet field, bought a single-family home in Sterling in September 2000, and
became engaged to Christina Evers in October. A September 2001 wedding is planned, with
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``Holmes Run Kids" Tom Schrade, Brian Westbrook, Brian Brennan, and Joe Kirkpatrick as

members of the wedding party.
VIRGINIA (NOBLE) BRIDGES has a master's degree and teaches young children with
disabilities at a school in La Plata, Maryland. DAVID NOBLE earned a PhD in artificial
intelligence and does studies and analysis of command and control at EBR in Tyson's Comer.
LAURA NOBLE lives in Alexandria, holds a master's degree in occupational therapy and
currently manages a program for disadvantaged children with medical needs.

DIANE WAKELY PARK, daughter of Pat Tinker, grew up in the Acres. She moved to 7802
Holmes Run Drive when she was five years old. She is now married to Chris Park and they live
in Fairfax City with their three children. He works at the State Department and she is teaching
English at Falls Church High School.
BOB PARMENTER writes: ``1 moved to Holmes Run Acres (formerly 2412, then later 3406,
Executive Avenue) at the age of 18 months with my parents in 1954, and lived there until I left
for college in the fall of 1970. As did many of the kids in the neighborhood, I attended

Woodbum Elementary through sixth grade, then Whittler Junior High for seventh grade, and
then (following desegregation) Luther Jackson Junior High (the former Fairfax County black
high school) for eighth grade, then Woodson High School for ninth grade, and then finally (after
school rezoning) the ``new'' Falls Church High School (after it was renovated from Whittler ]r.
HS) --so my ``cohort" of kids moved around a lot between sixth and loth grades without ever
leaving the Acres! After graduation, I went west to Colorado College in Colorado Springs for
my BA in Biology, graduating in 1974. I then sp.ent a year and a half working as a Rescue
EMT/Paramedic in Colorado Springs. In fall of 1975, I started my Masters Degree in Zoology at
the University of Georgia in Athens, Georgia, and then in 1978 moved on for a PhD in
Biology/Ecology at Utah State University in Logan, Utah, graduating in 1982. Since then, I've
worked at Utah State University, and later here at the University of New Mexico in
Albuquerque, as a research scientist on such varied projects as coal mine reclamation,
successional studies on the Mt. St. Helens volcano (after it blew up in 1980), biodiversity in the
Southwest, and the ecological relationships between EI Nino, rodents and human diseases
(hantavirus and plague). All of these activities have been inspired by my many childhood years
of explorations in the woods and swamps surrounding Holmes Run! Currently, I'm the
Director of the University of New Mexico's Sevilleta Research Field Station in central New
Mexico (http:/ /sevilleta.unm.edu). I've been married for 17 years to my wife Cheryl, and still
keep big dogs (much like Loki and Laika, who patrolled the streets of the Acres on long walks
with my father and me). All in all, I greatly enjoyed growing up in Holmes Run!"

BETH PARMENTER writes: ``I'm Beth Parmenter, daughter of Rachel and Bill Parmenter - we
lived for a bazillion years at 3406 Executive Avenue, next to the Amolds and across the street
from the Petersons. I'm now living in Portland, Oregon, have been here since 1976; married to
AI Miller since 1986, he's a woodworker and artist; no kids but we babysit everybody else's; I'm
an RN, got my Master's in Nursing a few years ago, and am now the coordinator of the
oncology unit at Kaiser Sunnyside Medical Center. For fun, we bird watch, travel the back
roads of Oregon (and recently of Italy), cook for friends, pal around with my parents who
moved here a while back and now have way more friends and social events on their calendar
than we ever have had, and enjoy the rain.

BUDDY PATCH has been married to Sheila Witkowski for 11 years and has two children,
Jonathan, eight and Melanie, four. They live in the West Springfield area. Buddy is currently
the Director of Commodity Sales for Pepco Energy Services. His best memories of growing up
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in Holmes Run Acres are: swim meets, sledding down Executive Avenue, soccer games at
Luria Park, mini-bikes, growing up in a safe neighborhood and knowing everyone. DONA
(PATCH) WORLEY has been mar,ried for 18 years to Ronnie Worley and has two children,
Christopher, 16 and Casey, 14. Dona has been a speech pathologist for Mecklenberg County
Schools for the past 20 years. MARTY PATCH has been living in Ohio with his longtime
girlfriend, Cathy, for 20 years and is the maintenance supervisor at an apartment complex.
They have one child, Brandon, 18.
EMORY PETERS writes: ``Emory and his wife of 19 years, Mary, live in Chantilly, Virginia,
with their children Hinson, nine and Caroline, four Emory's older son Jeff lives in California
with his family, including Emory's grandson, Kylelan. Emory has been with the Peterson
Companies, a Fairfax County based land development company, for 18 years where he is Senior
Vice President of Finance. Emory graduated from George Mason University in 1982 with a
degree in Accounting and is currently working on a very part-time basis towards a Doctorate in
Economics from George Mason. Emory is still active in golf but now loves playing the game the
most with his son Hinson, who is the 2000 Junior Club Champion for ten and under, at their

golf club, Lowes Island Club. Family life also stays busy at St. Timothy Catholic Church where
the family attends mass and son Hinson attends school.

JEFF PLACE owns a house in Mayo, Maryland, but is currently again living on Surrey Lane
with his wife Barrie and two children. He runs the folklife archive at the Smithsonian and
produces recordings for Smithsonian/Folkways Recordings. JANET PLACE lives in Chapel
Hill, North Carolina. She is married with one child. She works for the University of North
Carolina and continues to perform music locally
JOAN POWELL is the Assistant District Attorney for Complex Team Litigation in Chicago,
Illinois. She has been married to Philip Krone for over 27 years. She has a son, James, who is a

graduate of the Chicago Arts Institute. Joan made an unsuccessful run for Congress in 1999.
Her hobbies are traveling, art, and gardening. MARGARET (PEGGY) POWELL is married to
Joseph Barr and is a professional photographer. She has two sons, Williston and Joseph. Her
interests are tennis, horses, reading, and gardening. RICHARD POWELL is a dentist and has
been married to Nancy Garren for over 26 years. They have two children, Jack and Brook.
Richard enjoys golf, skiing, and sailing.

JOHN W. PURVIS, TR. grew up in HRA from kindergarten through graduation from Falls
Church High School. His wife Stephanie, five and a half-year-old son Justin, 17 month old
daughter Madison, eight year old yellow lab Citron and two-month-old yellow lab Morgan hve
in Clifton, Virginia. He has been working full time selling Real Estate with RE/MAX Xecutex in
Oakton and has helped run his fanily-owned property management business for almost 11

years now
JEFF, STEVE, AND DAN ROSENBERG grew up on Hartwell Court. JEFF is married to Anita
Arcona Rosenberg and is the proud father of Jacob Rosenberg. Jeff is an Application Developer
for Oracle Corporation and lives with his family in Loudoun County STEVE is a Xerox
Technician and lives in Lorton. DAN is a candidate for a doctoral degree in Developmental
Psychology at North Carolina State and lives in Raleigh, North Carolina.

DOUG SMITH grew up on Cypress Drive and Surrey Lane and discovered the dawning world
of computers while in high school. He attended VPI, one of the first Virginia schools to offer a
computer science program, and currently works as a quality assurance engineer in Columbia,
Maryland. He lives in Fairfax with his family of four. DEBI SMITH ]AWOREK graduated
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from the College of Wooster and toured the U.S. for 10 years as a musician/singer/songwriter
with her sister, Megan - ``The Smith Sisters." Debi now performs as a soloist and as one of the
''Four Bitchin' Babes," a contemporary folk group. She and her husband, Michael, a concert

promoter, live with their son, Lee, six doors from where she lived as a teenager on Surrey Lane.
MEGAN SMITH'S career took a strange turn: after graduating from Colorado College, she
avoided medical school by folk singing with older sister Debi as one of ``The Smith Sisters'' for
10 years. She now lobbies for renewable energy on Capitol Hill, as an advocate for cellulosic
biomass conversion to fuels, power and chemicals. She received her MS in Biology from GMU
in 1999 (``the only folk singer in a Molecular Genetics class''), and now lives in Alexandria with
her husband of four years, Proctor Jones, who also lobbies for energy issues.
SUSAN STRICKLER GLEINER, M.D. (Pediatrician) married J Arthur Gleiner, M.D. (Intemist)
in August 1977 They both practiced in Art's hometown of Rochester, New York, where their
son Joshua was born and son Mathew came to them at age 5, from Korea. Joshua graduated
from Comell University last December and will be teaching there. Mathew will graduate from
high school in Stowe, Vermont, this June. Susan is semi-retired and spends much of her time in
the field of various crafts. Art retired from his medical career and is a consultant in
computerized medical records. Skiing, snowshoeing, hiking, kayaking, tennis, hockey, and
frequent visits to San Diego to visit parents Florence and Bruce Strickler NANCY STRICKLER
LANDSVERK married John Landsverk, PhD in April 1980. Nancy teaches second grade in the
irmer city of San Diego. John teaches at San Diego State University and heads the Child and
Family Research Group. Their daughter, Kirsten, is a sophomore at Colorado State University.
Their second daughter, Melissa, graduates from high school in June. The Landsverk home is 20
miles from parents Bruce and Florence who reside in Fredericka Manor, Chula Vista, Cahfomia.
Family get-togethers are very frequent. Both Susan and Nancy attended Woodbum School.
Susan graduated from Annandale High School. Nancy was in the first graduating class at
Woodson High School. Both graduated from Virginia universities.

ROBERT UNDERHILL is now serving with the State Department in Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
He studied Chinese at the University of Virginia and Cambodian in the Defense Language
Institute in Rosslyn. He has served in Army Intelligence at the Defense Department. He is
unmarried. ]EANNIE (UNDERHILL) SAMSON is the mother of Asha Marie Jane and has two
stepchildren by her husband's former marriage. She lives in Austin, Texas. MARIE
(UNDERHILL) PACE is the mother of Benjamin, 16 months, and lives in Winchester Virginia.
She is an occupational therapist and married to David Pace, a certified financial planner.
TERRY WAGGENER moved to the San Francisco area last year and is pursuing his
stonemasonry craft there. He and his wife Karen are about 15 rfunutes from his sister, LORI
(WAGGENER) EVANS who heads her own PR firm, Evans Communications, in San Carlos.
The Evans have two daughters, six and three. VICKI (WAGGENER) CZECH recently left her

position as production manager for weekly newspapers in Bolton and Harvard, Massachusetts,
to start her own publication design business. The Czechs have two daughters, 17 and 14.
JANE WALSTEDT, formerly of Sherwood Court (1958-68), graduated from Annandale High
School in 1960. She attended Mary Washington College in Fredericksburg, Virginia, then a
girl's school, from 1960 to 1962. She transferred to the University of North Carolina in her
junior year, graduating from there with a BA in Spanish in 1964. Upon graduating from college,
Jane returned to the Washington area, where she started on a .government career working for
President Johnson's anti-poverty program, headed up by Sargent Shriver. She worked in
several jobs at the Job Coaps program, a residential job training program for poor youths aged
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16 to 21. Cine of the most famous graduates was George Foreman, Olympic Gold Medal boxing
champion, whom Jane met when he visited Job Corps Headquarters after winning the Gold
Medal. Jane's Spanish degree came in handy when her godfather, Bill Leland, who also worked
for OEO, introduced her to three young women who would become her Washington, DC,
roommates--one from Peru, one from Cuba, and one from Mexico. After almost ten years with
Job Corps, Jane moved on to a job as a social science adviser at the Women's Bureau of the U.S.
Department of Labor, where she continues to work today as a member of a work and family
team. Her job has taken her to Israel, Greece, France, and Canada. In 1993 Jane married Farid
Fellag, who immigrated from Algeria and works as a pastry chef. Jane continues to reside in
Washington, DC. She enjoys traveling, photography, movies, and collecting artwork and arts
and crafts. She spends two weeks of every year by the seashore in Maine, where her younger
sister, STEPHANIE, lives with her husband and daughter. Currently, she is tutoring her 84-

year~old mother, Helen, in the use of her new Dell computer.
Myrna Guion reports: JAY GRAVES is married, has three daughters and lives near Madison, Virginia. DAN
RICHARDSON is married, is a stay-at-home Dad, has three children, lives in Indiana. KAY RICHARDSON
is married, new mother March 2001, lives in San Diego, California. CINDI STEVENS is married with children,
lives in Florida. GREG STEVENS is married with children, lives in California. STACI STEVENS is married
with children, lives in Northern Virginia. STEPHANY STEVENS is married, lives in Miami, Florida.
DARRELL SODERGREN is married with children, lives in Michigan, and is a pilot. CHRIS SODERGREN is
married with children, lives in Northern Virginia and owns a construction company ROB TAFT is married,
lives in Northern Virginia and is a pilot. CALLY TAFT is married, has one son, and lives in Northern
California. SARA TAFT is married, has twin daughters, and lives in San Francisco, California. RON
BTORKLUND is married and lives in South Carolina. RIC B|ORKLUND is married and lives in Maryland.
ROBIN B]ORKLUND is married, lives in Florida and is a marine biologist. RHEEANN B]ORKLUND is
married and lives in Florida.
Jeff Place reports: RICK MO0RE (FCHS `73) grew up on Sherwood Court. Rick now lives in the Denver area
and works in the stock business. MARK WO0DSIDE (Friar Tuck Court) lives in Hollywood, Maryland, and
works at Patuxent Naval Air Station. His wife, Sharon, is from Harrisburg Pennsylvania, where Mark lived for
many years. LIZ WOODSIDE (Friar Tuck Court) teaches Elementary School in Greenville, North Carolina.
JEFF FREEHOF (Holmes Run Drive) lives in Brooklyn, New York. Jeff has been involved in acting. PAT
PIGNOTTI (Hendock Drive) lives in Georgia. MARY JANE (KEEGAN) BEASLEY (Surrey Lane) lives in the
Denver area. PAUL HIMES (Marian Court) who moved to Great Falls in the early 1970s with his family,
passed away in the early 1990s. His sister PATTI HIMES lives in Arkansas. TOM ONEY (Marian Ct.) lives in
Ohio, is married with children. KAREN BAILEY (Sherwood Court) who moved to MCLean while we were at
Woodburn, died in an automobile accident in 1980.

Pat Place reports: JIM AVERY is a partner in a consulting firm in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and is married to
Nancy Hoag who is a family counselor. DIRK MATTHEISEN lives in Falls Church, Virginia, and works at the
World Bank. MIKE MATTHEISEN lives in Fairfax, Virginia, and is an attorney for the EPA. SUSAN
MATTHEISON lives in Falls Church, Virginia. STEVE MARTIN is a computer analyst and lives in Ft.
Collins, Colorado. PHIL MARTIN is a Professor of Music in Madison, Wisconsin. BECKY MARTIN lives in
Ft. Collins, Colorado. NICK NAPP0 is a tour guide in Alaska. ORIN LONG ]R., works with computers and
hives in Huntsville, Alabama.

Executive Avenue 1953
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COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARDS
Beth Anne Grove

Annual Community Service Award: The Holmes Run Acres Board of Directors adopted the
following language establishing an annual community service award:

An award to be made annually by a two-thirds vote of the elected Board of Directors of
the Holmes Run Acres Civic Association to an individual, or individuals, for
outstanding service to the community. Outstanding service is defined as the investment
of personal time and effort to support the types of activities described in the Association
by-laws and committee functions including, but not limited to:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Soliciting membership and welcorfung new residents,
Ascertaining the need for and managing community facilities,
Representing the association in county and state government activities,
Organizing and conducting adult or youth educational and instructive programs
and social events,
Supporting special committees or subcommittees established by the Board,
Supporting activities that protect the general health or welfare of community
residents.

This award is presented at HRACA's annual meeting in May of each year. The individual
recipients to date are listed below

Year

Awarded To

1988

Marycampbell

ig89

|udyMCFinight

Citation
For your inspirational leadership in organizing and
supervising the youth activities sponsored by the HRACA.
Your imagination, enthusiasm and attention to detail were
key to the unqualified success of each of the events, which
have become a centerpiece of youth activities.
For your work as editor of T7tc HOJ777es Rw7t7tcr in which

you have shown inspirational leadership in organizing,
supervising, gathering information, formatting and
editing. You are instrumental in fostering communication
that this medium provides in keeping the Holmes Run
Acres neighbors current in all matters and concerns.
1990

William Hartzler

For your outstanding contributions to our community

1991

Marion-GrayKraft

For your dedication to the care and protection of the pets
of Holmes Run Acres, for their return to their loved ones,
and on behalf of all those for whom you have ensured
food, shelter, and emergency care.

1992

Vickie Indre

For your effort in organizing social activities on behalf of
the Holmes Run Acres community Thank you from all of
us who enjoyed the 40th Anniversary celebrations,
International Dinners, and Days in the Park.
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Year
1993

Awarded To
Johnpurvis,Sr

Citation
For distinguished service to the community

1994

Fred Dtmn

In recognition of your many years of endeavors both
within Holmes Run Acres and in the community Your
dependable presence at our International Dinners, the
HRA pool, Meals-on-Wheels, and Fairfax Hospital are an
inspiration to all of us.

1995

Scott Birkhead

In recognition of your valuable contribution to the
community of Holmes Run Acres, and for your services as
chairman of both the Comlnunity Facilities and Civic
Affairs Committees.

1996

Edwardv Kenney

In recognition of your outstanding efforts in coordinating
Neighborhood Watch activities.

1997

AnnandphilJordan

In the recognition of your artistic contributions to Holmes
Run Acres. For more than 20 years we have enjoyed your
artwork on the covers of T7tc HOJ777cs Rtt7i7ter and our

telephone directory The countless brochures, posters, and
flyers have helped shape the appearance of our
neighborhood and enriched our community.
1998

JimDavey

Your outstanding leadership has included developing and
organizing the Holmes Run Acres Home Survey;
organizing and supervising food and clothing drives to
benefit Fair fax County families as well as holiday gifts for
residents of the Northern Virginia Training Center;
organizing the HRA Helping Hands program, and,
additionally, countless acts of kindness and support to
your neighbors.

1999

AudreyMowson

In recognition of your many years of wide-ranging
community involvement. From helping in the
development of Luria Park, starting the ``Neighbor-toNeighbor" program, and writing food columns in Tfee
HOJffles Rw7i7ter, your contributions have improved and

enriched our community life.
2000

Mia and Keith Gardiner

For your many outstanding achievements in the
community From serving as HRACA president to
bringing music to our parks and International dinners,
from editing Tfee HOJ7#cs Rw7t7ier to helping with countless

other activities, your influences have been felt in every
facet of our community life.
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ONGOING IN THE ACRES
Current Activities in Holmes Run Acres
•:.

Holmes Run Acres civic Association (HRACA) -Since 1952

•:.

The Holmes Runner -Since 1952

•:.

•:.
•S.

•:.

Community magazine published five to nine times a year, ranging from 20 to 60 pages,
featuring news items and original writings by all ages.
Block Host/Hostess (renamed to Block Head) System -Since 1952
Communication network used to distribute the ``Runner" and other information; block
heads also sponsor get-acquainted block parties.
Annual Halloween activity for children -Since 1952
Began as annual party, evolved into a parade in the park.
Gifts to santa -Since sometime in the l950s
Children requesting visits from Santa now give him presents to be shared with ACCA
Day Care Center in Annandale.
Holmes Run Acres Telephone Directory -Since 1953

•:.

Holmes Run Acres Recreation Association -Since 1953
First Community swimming pool in Fairfax County, begun as a cooperative venture by
residents.
•S. Baby sitting co-op -Since early l950s

First co-op of this type in Fairfax County

<.

Annual Day in the park -Since mid-1950s
Continuing tradition of family activities in Luria Park, early Fair fax County Park,
developed with resident input and labor.
•:. Book club -Since 1960

•:.

House and Garden Tour -Since the l960s

•:.

Annual International Dirmer -Since 1966

Community covered-dish dinner, begun to mark United Nations Week.
•:.

Pet Registry -Since 1975

•:.

Identification file to help reunite lost pets with their owners.
Open Holmes -Since 1979

•:.

Informal weekend open houses . . .
Neighborhood watch program -Since 1982

•:. Annual spring spruce-up and community Yard sale
•S.

Quilting and Fiber Arts club

<.
•:.

Annual Easter Egg Hunt
Neighbor to Neighbor program

•:.

Helping Hands program

•:.

Armual Holiday Needy Families program

•:»

Annual Food & Clothing Drive

•:. HRA website -http:/ /www.mediastudio.com/hra
•:. Special Events Arts & Crafts shows
•S. 50th Anniversary celebration committees
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THE PRESENT AS IT LOOKED FROM
THE PAST
Selections by Vivian Smith

From its very beginnings, Holmes Run Acres seems to have had a strong sense of past, present,
and future.
In the second issue of Tfec HOJ7#es Rw#7te7., October 1952, William Marshall Wright offered a

tongue-in-cheek proposal that the early settlers of 1951 should band together in the FFHRAFirst Families of Holmes Run Acres. Having ``braved the dangers of this barren and savage
land," seeking the ``freedom to walk from their doors and see ... the gently rolling hills of solid
crab grass" and the ``carefully nurtured shrubs ... in the relentless clutches of the primordial
clay," they welcomed ``the Johnny-come-1atelys who settled in the forest lands beyond Hemlock
Drive.,,

The publication marking the community's tenth anniversary, in 1961, reminisces about events
shared. ``the hot aftemoons at the swimming pool, the summer evening drinks, with small talk
and dinner, on our patios, the election lines at Woodburn School, and the clubs - square dance,
book, baby sitters, garden, Scouts, theater, teem, chess, PTA, women voters; the whole variety of
our multiple interests and needs."
They wrote of people moving away and returning, of the ``acute sense of belonging.'' And
contributors asked, ``What do we want our future to be like-how can we shape it?" They
suggested the answer: ``A strong community has strong leadership and strong participation ...
We cannot become a complacent community, resting upon past laurels. Our wants must
always be greater than our haves..."
``In ten years, we have done much ... but there is much that still can be done in meeting the
challenge of the 1960's ... Absurd as it may seem, we are now classed as an ``older
community ''... We must watch, ever more alertly, for signs of dilapidation which would reflect
on the entire community .... We must maintain the
interest our potent and respected civic association
has shown in the progress and well-being of the
•
TheExxonstationwasthe site ofa
entire area, in the parks which our coming

Di¢youKnow...

generations will need, in the improvement of our
schools and better pay for better teachers, in the
development of industry, in highways and transit
and health, in all the many facets of govemment's
relations to men. We are the people affected, we

stable when HRA was built, and
wandering horses would peer in our
windows.
Several residents flew planes from the
airport off Rt. 50 near today's
Loehmann's Plaza.

pay the bills; we must say what we want, and work
for it.,,

Fifty years have passed, and each of us must assess how well we have passed these tests, as we
consider our dreams and plans for the next fifty years.
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HOLMES RUN ACRES:
THE NEXT SO YEARS
Sarah Lahr
If someone had asked me in 1951 to foretell what Holmes Run Acres would be like 50 years hence, or
indeed, what my life in Holmes Run Acres would come to encompass in that period, I would surely
have stnick out altogether My recollections are of happenings in the short term with gradual
changes, not many giant leaps.

Am I now wiser, more prescient? What will the next 50 years mean to our community? Just for fun,
let's try to prognosticate.
I believe that Holmes Run Acres-if it doesn't become the site for Microsoft VI or some such
coaporation-will continue to reflect the preferences, personalities and life-styles of its residents. In
the 50 years since the community's begirming almost every HRA house has been added onto, altered,
even rebuilt-reflecting growing affluence, need for more space, and changing tastes. As long as our
residents choose to stay here and remodel rather than move out, our homes will be as different from
one another as we are.
I believe that education-always a major concern for Holmes Run Acres families-will evolve as will
be required to meet changing professions in science, industry, the arts, and above all, in the mercurial
field of technology. Holmes Runners will help it happen, make it happen. Fifty years ago we were, I
recall, donating our old pots and pans and dishes for the Woodbum-to-be cafeteria, as well as used
books for the library, playground equipment (swings and teeter-totters), and so forth. We were
testifying at school budget hearings, negotiating with the superintendent of schools about a larger
addition to the still-a-building schoolhouse, and campaigning for bond issues needed to finance
schools. Holmes Runners will always care about good schools for their kids and will continue to
work to achieve them as they have in the past.

I believe that we will-we will have to-transport ourselves differently than we do now If not, the
beltway will engulf our community and Acre-ites will be long gone. I think public transportation will,
of necessity, become faster, handier and more versatile. I expect also that air transportation will
transmute to something even further from the aircraft of 2001 than today's airplanes are from the
planes of 1951. My first trip up into the skies so blue was in a glider that weighed less than the
slender pilot and skirmy me put together, so I know that change comes about. And I have crossed
"the pond" many times, traveling economy class in today's cramped behemoth flying machines. So

why not expect vacation trips to the moon on gossamer -r other-wings? It will happen.
I believe that Holmes Run Acres folks will communicate with each other, and with their friends and
families elsewhere, differently than we do now. Commercial communications will reach us in other
ways than they do now Private and public records will be kept in new ways. Information and
entertainment will be available through new avenues. The trees saved from pulp mills by this will

grow so dense that the government will have to deforest vast areas rather than battling to save our
woodlands. Yet we'11 all be in touch, worldwide, with those sharing our spheres of concern, our
interests, our hobbies, even our cookery Our fast-shrinking planet will contract even more.
I believe Holmes Run Acres residents will continue to cherish things past. As we are doing in this
celebration of the first 50 years of our community, we generally treasure what has gone before that
has made HRA what it is today-the ingenuity, the creativity, the persistence, the caring, and the
sweat equity of its residents. People choose to live here, to stay here, to raise farfulies here, and to
retire here. There's pride in, and a genuine affection for, Holmes Run Acres that will never end.
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